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5 United States Senate 

6 Select Committee to Study'Governmenta 
... -

7 Operations ~iith Respect t 

8 Intelligence Activities 

9 Washinqton, D.C. 

10 The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:25 o'clock p.m. 

11 in Room 60R, The Carroll Arms. 

12 Staff: .Frederick Baron, Joseph dir.enova, Professional 

13 Staff Members. 
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Mr. Baron. Mr. Halley, is it true that ;,you are here 

I 
testifying today under alias, and that Halley is not ~ctually 

! 
your true identity? 

Mr. Halley. That is correct. 

Mr. Baron. Your true ,..identity will be on file with th:-. 
.1 

7 rcvitw staff of the CIA and available for verification by th~ 
I 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Committee if that becomes necessary? 

Mr. Halley. That is my understanding. 

Mr. Baron. Let me show you a piece of p~per marked 
! 

"Statement Regarding Testimony and Alias" and:let me ask you 

whbth~r this is the statem~nt you signed as w~ were beginning 
I 

here today which indicates your true identity !and which I have 

! witnessed? 1 

Mr. Halley. Yes, that is the correct 

signed today. There is a blank there where 

in the Senator's name. 

statement 
i 

we) have 
i 
I 
I 
! 

that I 

not filled 

18 Mr. Daron. All right. 

19 

2Q 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I 

For the moment, let us leave that blank and enter it into 

th~ record as is, as Bxhibit 1 • 

(The document referred to 
I 

was mark~d Halley Exhitit 

No. 1 for identification.) 

! 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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1 Mr. Baron. It is your understanding, is i not, that we 
·' 
l 

2 have worked out an arrangement with the review staff whereby 

3 the statement will be attached to your transcript as an Exhibit 

4 and in a sanitized form, leaving out either of the two reference 

5 to your true identity which will only be available at this 

6 Agency. 
... .. 

7 Mr. Hall~y. That is my understanding. 

a Mr. Baron. Are you aware that you have the right t.o counse 

9 before the Committee? 

10 Mr. Halley. Yes, I am. 

11 Mr. Baron. Are you appearing here, voluntarily here today 

12 without counsel? 

13 Mr. Halley. Yes, I am. 

14 Mr. naron. Are you also aware that at any point you are 

15 entitled to c~ase answering any questions and consult with 

16 counsel if you wish? 

17 Mr. Halley •. Yes, I am aware of that. 

18 Mr. Baron. Finally, are you aware that all your Constitu-

19 tiona! rights are intact before the Committee here today, 

20 .including your Fifth Amendment rights to remain silent? 

21 
t1r. Halley. Yes, I am. 

22 Hr. Baron. I think we should put into the record the 

23 arrangement that W!! made before we began, and correct me if t.his 

24 
is not your understandinq of the arrangement, that we are 

25 
t~stifying here today without placing you under oath hecause 
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1 there is no Senator available for that purpose, but both you and 

2 I are contemplating havinq a Senator swear you in and ask you if 

3 your transcript is true to the best of your knowledge at some 

point as soon as possible as it can be arranged after today's 

5 session. 

6 Mr. Halley. Yes. The st,..!!,tement that you have just made 

? is my understanding of the agre6ffient that we entered into prior 

8 to this conversation going on the record. 

9 Mr. Aaron. Thank you. 

10 Let us·: begin then· with ·some very• broad questions· 

11 about your background in the Agency. Can you tell me what you 

12 Wbre doing in the Agency prior to your involvement with the 

13 JMlvAVE station? 

14 Mr. Halley. I became involved with the Cuban affair in 

15 approximately February of 1962. At that time, I was in Head-

16 quarters. I was Chief of Por~iqn Intelligence Activities for th 

17 Eastern European Division. I was asked to be released from thos 
\ 

18 duties to conduct a survey of the opportunities for running 

19 intelligence operations against Cuba. I was released from those 

20 ·duties; I did engage in a survey of the possibilities for runnin'l 

21 intelligenc~; counterintelligence, paramilitary operations 

22 against Cuba. 

23 Mr. Baron. Your position as Chief of Foreign Intelligence 

24 for Eastern Europe did not involv~ Cuba in any way? That was 

25 your last position before you became involved in Cuban affairs, 
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1 is that correct? 

2 Mr. Halley. That is correct. 

3 I want to qualify that. Undoubtedly, there were some 

4 actions that wer6 being conducted in the Eastern European area 

5 that reflected on Cuba, but I was not involved in the Bay of Pig 

6 operation. I ~as not fully focused on Cuban operations until .. -
7 approximately February of 1962. 

8 Mr. Baron. At what point did you join the Agency? 

9· Mr. Halley. I joined th~ Agency originally in 19'51. 

10 Mr. Baron. In a very general way, can you describe the 

11 nature of your activities at the Agency prior to February of '62 

12 Mr. Halley. lfuen I was first assiqned to the Agency, I was 

13 an Army officer on active duty. I went through the usual Agency 

14. training program. I was assigned to Eastern European activities 

15 where I originally was focused on Polish and German operations . 

16 I subsequently served from 19'52 tp 1959 in Germany.'. In the 

17 course of that service, I spent most of my time working on the 

18 Eastern European satellites, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 

19 Romania, Bulgaria. In addition, I was involved on occasion in 

20 Soviet opt::i:ations and East German operations . 

21 Mr. Baron. Did you have any involvement in Latin American 

22 affairs prior to February of '62? 

23 11r. Halley. Yes. In the period .1960,-62,· I.was·responsible 

24 for setting up opdrational activity in Latin America that 

25 

TOP SECRET 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

period of 

tht!dr 

pres6nce in Latin America. 

I was responsible 

Latin America, so I did have an extensive exposure to Latin 
,_. 

America: in the period '60 to '62, as I recall those dates. 
,· ... 

The accuracy of those dates can he checked from my official 

travel records, and so on. 

Mr. Baron. During that period of time you were actually 

in Latin America helping to set up this program? 

Mr. Halley. No, I was stationed in Washington, but I 

trav~lled to Latin America during this particular period of 

tim~. 

Mr. Baron. Did you travel to Cuba at any point during the 

course of that operation? 

Mr. l~lley. Not specifically. I think I transitted Cuba 

on air stops being routed to various countries. I think I was 

at one or two Cuban airfields, hut simply in transit. 

Mr. Baron. Not long enough even to talk to the people at 

·the Station in Cuba? 

Hr. Halley. No, I had no contact at any time with the 

Havana Station. 

Mr. Baron. Did you pick up, during this period of time, 

c 

a g~neral sense of the attitude of Latin American governmr:nts 

toward the Castro government? Could you characterize that 

TOP SECRET 
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1 Attitudu, if you did? 

2 Mr. Halley. I certainly was aware, I think, of the broad 

political trt:md in the Hemisphere at that time, my interest was 

4 much mor~ narrowly focused at that time on 

5 and I was not certainly 

6 sp~cializing in Cuban affairs at th~t juncture . .. 
? Mr. Baron. Cuba was not viewed at that juncture as part of 

8 the Soviet target, as a Savitt satellite? 

9 Mr. !Ialley. No, it was not. 

10 Mr. Baron. Coming then to February of '62, is that the 

ll point at which you joined the JHI'ITAVE Station in Miami? 

12 Mr. Hallt:y. No. When I first entered into this survey, 

13 it was to do this on a TOY basis, temporary duty assignment; 

14 to complete a report on my findings, to report those at that 

15 particular juncture to Mr. Harvey who was the head of the Task 

16 Force that was attemptin~ to expand intelligence coverage of 

1? Cuba and :was not assigned to the station at that particular 

18 point in time. 

19 Mr. Baron. At .what point did you join the J~~AVE Station? 

20 Mr. Hall~y. Shortly after having completeo this survey . 

21 These dat~s are blurred now because the survey soon turned into 

22 a permanent assignment. I would have to check the exact dates 

23 from my service records, but after having completed the survey 

24 report, shortly th~reafter I was asked to go to Hia mi to become 

25 perman~ntly assigned to the station in Miami. I rlo not recall 
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1 the exact date at which that permanent change of s~tion· took 

2 place. 

3 Mr. Baron. Would you assume that that was sometime before 

4 the end of May of '62? 

5 Mr. Halley. Yes. It was probably before that, but as I 

6 say, there are a couple of weeks gap that we would have to look .. -
7 at my service record to get the exact dates, but certainly it 

8 could havtl been March, it could have been April: But I reserve, 

9 you know, the right to check my record if that is a critical 

10 point in terms of what you are trying to establish. 

ll Mr. Baron. Certainly. 

12 I should say ganerally at this point, if anything we cover 

13 today gives you that kind of problem it would be immensely 

14 helpful to us if you would check your answers against documents 

15 that might be available in the CIA. 

16 Mr. Halley. Yes, all right. 

17 Mr. Baron. In fact, let me ask you if you would check tha 

18 one out, because it would be useful to know exactly when you 

19 joined the JMWAVE station. 

20 During the period of time before you join~d J~~AVE, while 

21 you Wl:!re conducting t.he.survey, did you report to anyone other 

22 than William Harvey? 

23 Mr. Halley. In a formal sense, this TDY was conducted on 

24 behalf of the task force commander, who was "1r. Harvey. Nhile 

25 I was in Miami conductinq the survey, I obviously discussed 
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1 matters pertaining to that survey to the team who was then in 

2 charge of the operational activity in Miami. That team was 

essentially headed by Mr. Al Cox,.who has since died. 

Mr. Baron. Was that team the equivalent of JMWAVE station? 

5 Mr. Halley. Yes. Mr. Cox was the head, then, of what waul 

6 be the equivalent of the JM\'1AVE Station • .. -
7 Mr. Baron. Was he the head of JMWAVE until the~int when 

8 you replaced him, or until the point you became Chief of the 

9 JMWAVE Station? 

10 Mr. Halley. That is correct. ·He was the head of that 

11 unit until such time as I replaced him. 

12 Mr. Baron. Here you aware during this survey that you 

13 were conducting of any link between Task Force N and the so-call d 

14 Special Group in the White House which was part of the National 

15 Security Council structure and used the project name(! MONGOOSE 

16 for anti-Cuban operations? 

17 Mr. Halley. 1-!y understanding at the time that I conducted 

18 this survey was that there was a three-man group in existence 

1 9 which was headed by Mr. Robert Kennedy that was conducting a 

survty to see what kind of activities could be conducted against \20 

21 Cuba. The oth~r members of. that particular group were General 

22 Lansdale and Mr. Helms. 

23 This three-man group had subordinate to it for all practica 

24 purposes the task force unit which was manaqed by Mr. Harvey. 

25 I am not familiar, however, with the other terminology that you 
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1 used, that is Project MONGOOSE, or whatever you said. I do not 

2 know the exact words you used. I am not familiar with that 

3 terminology • 

4 Mr Baron .. During the whole period of your involvement 

5 with JMWAVE, you wer~ not made aware of Project MONGOOSE as 

6 such? 

.. -
? Mr. !Ialley. I am not aware of Project MONGOOSE. I do not 

8 recall it as an acronym, cryptonym or ~anything else that was in 

9 common usage in my conversations. 

10 Also, you have to understand that during that particular 

11 time, Mr. Harvey was subordinate to the normal Agency chain of 

12 command. In ot.h~r words, he had parallel lines, if you will. 

13 There was this three-man Task Force to whom he was reporting 

14 regularly. At the same time, as the Task Force commander, he 

15 was reporting t.o the then-DDP who was Mr. Helms. 

16 Hr Baron. You began your survey just about the time that 

17 Mr. lfelms replaced Mr. Bissell as DDP? 

18 Mr. Halley. That is right. 

19 Mr. Baron. Were you aware of the command relationship 

20 'between the three-man group that you have mentioned and William 

21 Harvey as head of Task Force W? Did that group task l~rvey 

22 directly, or did Harvey's assignments have to come through Helms 

23 and through the DCI as opposed to this group that did not includ 

24 the DCI? 

25 Mr.· Halley. My understanding of it at the time was we were 

TOP SECRET 
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1 really talking about parallel lines. In other words, this 

2 three-man group was meeting. Mr. Helms was both a member of 

.3 that particular group and the DDP. Therefore, when he came back 

4 from one of these meetings and issued instructions to Mr. Harvey 

5 it was, you know, tantamount to these things coming through two 

6 channels simultaneously, one coming from this three-man task .. -
? .force and the other instruction simultaneously coming from Mr. 

a Helms who was the DDP. 

9 Mr. Baron. As far as Mr. llarvey was concerned, an assign-

10 ment or order from Richard I! elms .,.was an order to be taken' at 

11 face value? Harvey did not have to question whether it had the 

12 stamp of approval from the DCI or not? l~oulo that have been 

13 your operating understanding? 

14 Mr. Halley. That would have been my understanding, yes. 

15 Certainly an instructiori received from Mr. Helms was a valid 

16 Agency instruction. 

1? Mr. Baron. The DCI at this point was .Tohn McCone. 

18 Mr. Hallay. That is correct. 

19 Mr. Baron. Do you have any knowledge of the relationship 

20 ·between this three-man group and John McCone at that point? 

21 
Mr. !Ialley. Not on a day to day basis. Once I went to 

22 
Miami, I came back on a r~gular basis to review operational 

23 
plans and programs. On o~e occasion I accompanied Mr. McCone 

24 
·to thc. Hhitc !louse to qive a presentat.ion or sit. in while the 

25 
presentation was being mad~. 
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1 Mr. Baron. lfuere was this? What was the forum in which 

2 the prasentation was made. 

3 Mr. Halley. This was a meeting with President Kennedy and 

4 other members of the then-Cabinet were present at that pa.rticula 

5 mtSeting. 

6 Mr. Baron. Was that a Ca~~net meeting or.was it a Special 

? Group meeting as a sub-unit of the National Security Council? 

8 Mr. Halley. You know, that happened in 1962. This is 

9 1975. I do not recall then with precision as to whether it was 

10 a meeting of the Cabinet or whether:it·was a meeting of the 

11 National Security Council, or whether it was a meeting of the 

12 Spc.cial Group. 

13 Mr. Baron. That:is perfectly understandable. Do you recal 

14 which Cabinet members were present at that meeting? 

15 Mr. Halley •.. Yes •. My recollection of that was that Mr. 

f'o... 16 McNamara was present, Mr. Rusk \\las present, Mr. Kennedy, the 

;;: 
0 .. 

17 Attorney General, was present. You know, I am just vague now 

18 at this particular point. Those are the ones that stick out in 

19· my memory as being present. 

20 Mr. Baron. Was the DCI present? 

21 Mr. Halley. Yes, the DCI was present, and he gave a 

22 portion of the presentation. As I recall, Mr. FitzGerald gave 

23 the other portion of the presentation. 

2t! Mr. Baron. Who at that point replaced Hilliam Harvey as 

25 Chief of Task Force W? 



1 Mr. Halley. Right. You know, the Chiefs 

2 of our Task Force were.that it was Harvey, then FitzGerald, 

then · .. after that I served with all four of those 

4 This was a very active period, you know, with precision, I canno 

5 outline for you today the dates when Harvey left and FitzGerald 

6 took over, you know, when FitzGerald left and took over 

? and so forth. This is something that r·would have to research 

8 to give you the precise dates. 

9 Mr. Baron. What was the substance of this meeting that 

C 10 they had in which the President was present? 

!". 
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11 Mr. Halley. This was a general review of activities that 

12 were being conducted against Cuba. 

13 Hr. Baron. Was there any mention of any assassination 

14 effort at that meeting? 

15 Mr. Halley. No, there was not. 

16 Mr. Baron. You were attending at that point in connection 

17 with the survey you conducted? 

18 Mr. Halley. No. I was attending at that point as the 

19 Station Chief from Miami in order to make a contribution to the 

20 · issues that were being discussed, to .the fact that detailed, 

2l substantive back-up for whatever questions might be put to the 

22 Agency spokesmen. I made reference to that because you asked 

23 me if I knew the relationship between ~tt. McCone and this 

24 three-man group. I said no, on a day-to-day basis I did not 

25 know the relationship, but that there were meetinqs that were 



1 attended by me in which Mr. McCona was talking individuals 

~ 2 like Mr. Kennedy, the Attorney General, who was a member of that .. 
: ! 3 group. 
~ 
f ~~. Baron. Were you aware that that group might have gone 

5 by any particular name or designation? 

Mr. Halley. No, I am not. .. · 6 

7 Mr. Baron. You are not familiar with the term Special 

8 Group? 

Mr. Halley. Yes, I am aware of the term Special Group. 

10 I am aware that the chronology of the 303 Committee, Special 

11 Group, 40 Committee and so forth, but as I mentioned to you 

12 ~arlier, that particular time, I cannot distinguish between 

13 whether this was an ad hoc meeting or this was a Special Group 

14 meeting, or what it was. 

15 Mr. Baron. _Did you assume at that time that the three-man 

"" 16 group that you referr-:d to, ·including- the Attorney 'General, 

17 General Lansdale and Richaro Helms, had a formal relationship 

18 to this larger Special Group? In other words, was that three-

... 19 man group a kind of decision-making sub~unit of the Special 
0 
0 
0 .. 
v 20 Group, or do you think it operated entirely independent from 

\ 

ci 
.: 
0 .. 21 the National Security Council structure. 
c s 
i 22 Mr. Halley. I do not think I can give you an aut.horitati 

tJ 
.; e ~ 

~ 
;; 

23 answer to that. I would go back to what I previously told 

24 you. lVh.an I entered into this project in February of '62, the 
.;: 

chain of command that I was familiar with was this three-man 0 .. 25 
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1 group in constant contact with Mr. Harvey. The chain 

2 of command, paralleling that, was Mr. Harvey reporting to the 

3 DDP and the DDP subsequently reporting through his chain of 

4 command to the Director, and that would be the only ~ay that 

5 I could .characterize that with any accuracy. 

6 Mr. Daron. Did those two chaiqs of command continue·· . ... 
7 as the channels of decision-making and tasking when you were--

8 or during your tenure as Chief of Station .at ·JMWAVE?· ··· 

9 Mr. Halley. That relationship changed, and again I do 

10 not have the date at my fingertips at what time that changed. 

11 I know that shortly thereafter I was· in Miami, General 

12 Lansdale came dow~ to visit me, to talk with me, about the 

13 progress that was being made in the operational program. At 

14 some point after that, this three-man group for all intents 

15 and purposes disappeared. General Lansdale was reassigned; 

16 the group broke up; subsequent reviews of the program were made 

17 at the Special Group level. As an example, we would have to 

18 submit every month the number of operations that we were going 

19 to run, such as infiltrations into Cuba through what would be 

20 paramilitary means, and these were approved by the Special 

21 Group. There was an approval procedure for setting those up, 

22 so subsequently the three-man group disappeared and the regular 

23 mechanism of the Special Group camd into play. 

24 I am sorry, I cannot give you a precise date for that 

25 ch~nge, but I am sure it is in the record and I am sura you eve 
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1 have the date because the Ag~ncy has been researching all sorts 

2 of mat6rial for you. I feel that you would just have to get 

those dates for the record • 

4 Mr. Baron. We can do that. 

5 Would you say that every major operation that you undertook 

6 at J~INAVE would have been approved by the Special Group or at .. · 
7 least they would have been put on notice of the nature of any 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

major operation that you were planning? 

Mr. Halley. Why do you hot define for me what you consider 

to be a major operation so we do not get into, you know, a 

problem? If .. •you feel ··that you cannot .do 'that ':~."1! \. 

Hr. Baron. Perhaps we can turn it around and say, could 

you characterize the kinds of operations generally that you 
..j.o 

would refer to this three-man group initially, ift the Special 

Group later, for .their approval, or at least to put them on 

notice, .. the kinds that you might not refer and instead procee 

17 unilaterally? 

18 Mr. Halley. Initially, the three-man group was seized 

19 with the problem of conducting the survey of what could be 

20 done against Cuba. As soon as that was more or less agreed 

21 upon, my understanding of this, as I told you, th~ three-man 

22 group was disbanded or atrophied or went on to other things 

23 and then the formal mechanism came in for approval, that is, 

24 the Special Group. As procedures became more formalized, we 

25 had to submit a monthly sqhedule of the kind of operations that 
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would ba conducted against Cuba in the 

In other words, if we were going to run an 

was going to be a cache replacement in the Cuban , that 

had to be put in, say in our October schedule, that ~ctober 
schedule had to be submitted to the Washington Headqjarters so 

they could make it available to the.,..-Special'• Group soJetima in 

b 
. I . Septem er. So I would regard a cache, say the lowes~ kLnd of 

' operation in terms of sensitivity, and then you coul,move up 

from team infiltrations that had to be approved in advance, . I 
resupply missions, paramiltary operations against fixed instal-

lations would all be approved. \. 

Mr. Baron. If there had been any operation with the 

assassination of Fidel Castro, or other high Cuban government 

leaders as its objective, would such an operation havl been 

I 
referred to either the three-man group or later the Splecial 

Group. 

Mr. Halley. If such an operation had been proposed.. from 

t 
z.Uami, it would have had to have gone through that particular 

process. ' 

Mr. naron. Your answer seems to indicate that only 

operations that originated at the J~~AVE Station would\be 

referred up for approval. Is that correct? 

Mr. Hall~y. That is the kind of aetivity that I have 

firsthand knowledge of. lfuen I becam~ the Station Chi!f, I tolil 

' you my time at this was essentially February of 1962 through 
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1 either June or July of '65. That was my That was 

2 my involvement in the Cuban operation. 

During that particular period of time, 

4 of these events would be, if that kind of operation 

5 forwarq it would have had to go through this approv 

6 it would have had to have been some formal If it .. -
7 were something that certainly would -- for some 

8 be committed to paper, somebody may have wanted 

g 
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orally from Miami, the chain of command would have from me 

to whomever was the head of the Task Force in Washinglon, or 

later, when the Task Force became reintegrated into tte Western 

Hemisphere Division, I would have had to talk to the !hief of 

~ ' the iV'estern Hemisphere Division, who at. one time was FitzGerald. 

t 
Mr. Baron. But a plan that originated at the CIA above 

the level of the Chief of Station at JMWAVE would not,necessaril 

have been referred to Special Group for approval, is that 

correct? l 
Hr. Halley. I have no firsthand knowledge of that, then:~

fore I am:trying to restrict myself to those things Jat I have 

·personal knOivledge of. In other words, that. is the kitd of 

thing that· I think you should talk to, you 

involved directly, because I think you can talk to 

or otheis who would be able to give 

perception of that. 

I want to make one point here, that once I went 
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I was a regular or 

two days at a time when there was always a events 

to be discussed that related to the Station in • I did not • carry here, I did not engage, you know, in idle conversation wit 

my associate~. Therefore, I was not aware of the .. ,lrsthand 

situation of how they conducted business on a sus~flned basis 

on items that did not immediatel;· impact on Miami.·l 

Mr. Baron. Do you have .any personal knowledg,G· of· any 

operation run out of the JMWAVE Station that could e construed 

C 10 as an assassination effort? 
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11 Hr. Halley. No, I do not. 

12 Mr. Baron. Do you have firsthand knowledge of any operatio 

13 run out of Florida·with Cill. involvement that could e construed 

16 

as an assassination effort? j· 
Mr. Halley. No, I do not have any firsthand . owledge. 

t You also hav~ to put this in a historical perspective. In 

• other words, from what I have read in the Press sin~e then, 

14 

15 

17 

18 obviously I could put certain things toget-.her. 
ft 
t! 

You~are askinr; 

19 
-~ 

me in this- timeframe, 1962 to 1965, did I have any firsthand 

20 'knowledge ·at that particular time? 

21 Hr. Baron. Exactly. 

22 Mr. Halley. The answer to that is no, I did not. 

23 You also have to put yourself in the historical context of 

24 that particular time. Thousands of refugees were coming out of 

25 Cuba, coming into Miami, Dade County 
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1 Keys. There was people. 

2 Any number of these people had plans or ideas for changing the 

situation in Cuba, among those ideas for changing the situation 

4 in Cuba were plans to assassinate any number of people in Cuba. 

5 This was something that was talked about, you could go down to 

6 any coffee house in downtown Miami and Cubans would be talking 

7 that kind of language. •' 

8 So I do not. want to leave you with the impression that the 

9 word assassination never came across my radar screen, ·:.but we 

10 are talking about, and my answer was geared to a planned opera-·· 

11 tion by CIA. 

12 Mr. Baron. Or with CIA involvement of any sort? 

13 Hr. Halley. CIA involvement? I know of no operation that 

14 was a planned ·operati~nal activity, you know, for the sole 

15 purpose of assassinating, you know, Mr. A, B or Mr. c .. This was 
'c. •.•. :u ; ~ .J.~ 

16 the ,. allerlteof the time. People were talking about these 

17 things in the refugee community, these kind of thinqs ware 

18 being discussed. 

19 Nr. Baron. Mr. A, B or C could have been Fidel Castro, 
( ~ (" 

._, . " ·. ' . ' . ,. ·~ .. 
20 ·Raul Castro( 

21 Hr. !Ialley. It could have been anyone. .This was the mooci 

22 of the Latin American revolutionary where a coup, you know, is 

23 a way of life, where restaurants and coffee houses abound ·with 

24 conversation about how to run a coup. In the running of a coup, 

25 ona of th~ things that people talk about is how do you control 

TOP SECRET 
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tha leadership which then that time. 

Mr. Baron. Are you saying~that,_you are not aware of any" 

op~ra:tion~ which .. could'. have had as one of its subsidiary objec-

tives, whether the primary objective or not, the assassination 

of Fidel Castro, Raul Castro, or Che Guevara, which was run with 

CIA involvement? 

Mr. Halley. I would like to phrase that question slightly 

differently, because I think, you know, you have several things 

tied together. I would like to answer your question this way. 

During my tenure in Miami, I did not put forth any proposal 

to mount an assassination operation. In other words, there 

was no formal plan, I did not put forth any operational proposal 

along this line. 

Secondly, I am not aware of any assassination plans being 

put forth, you know, by Mr. Harvey or by anyone else at that 

particular time. That is the way I would prefer to answer that. 

Mr. Baron. What kind of problem did you have with the 

question as it was ·asked? 

Mr. Halley.· Well, you lumped a number of things together. 

·I am trying to separate these out. In other \vords, you put in 

there a s~condary or tertiary consideration. 

Mr. Baron. Right, I am interested in that. 

Mr. !Ialley. That is what bothers me, because I dld not 

put forth any plans. On. th~ other hand, I do not want to b~ 

held ·responsible for such things as CIA heing in touch with a 
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1 paramilitary group in Cuba whose primary mission was the 

2 collection of intelligence, whose secondary mission might be to 

organize a resistance and, unbeknownst to me, might have had 

4 their own ideas which were never consulted with us, you know, 

5 never discussed with us, through the communications channels 

6 that we had, who may have been thinking, may have planned, and 
... · 

? may have attempted, to implement assassination operations. 

a I do not feel under the command and control mschanism that 

9 existed that I 9ould exercise through the Station over such a 

10 situation that I could be held responsible for that. Therefore, 

11 I cannot accept your question on the secondary or tertiary 

12 situation because I have no knowledge of those. You may have 

13 some knowledge and you can confront me with some statement by 

14 some Cuban who said that this was part of his mission. I have 

15 to look at that at the time. 

16 l>tr. Baron. \~e will go over some statements, but in trying 

17 to recover this ground one more time, I think it is important 

18 to distinguish an attempt to pin the responsibility on you, 

19 which I am not trying to do by my questioning 

20 Hr. Halley. That is a complicated question • 

21 Hr. Baron. The attempt to simply -- undoubtedly, the 

22 attempt to simply bring out your knowledge and any awareness 

23 that you may have had of any kind of operation that had assassi 

24 tion as on~ of its objectives, and also involved the CIA to 

25 any extent. That is what I am asking you for. 
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1 Mr. Halley. Right, and I will stand by my answer; that is, 

2 I put forth no plans, I know of no plans put forth, you know, 

.3 during my tenure in Miami in which assassination was part of 

4 the operational rationale. You know, the only way we can clarif 

5 this perhaps to your satisfaction is to discuss some specifics. 

6 If you are prepared to talk ab9ut specifics, maybe I can deal ... 
? with thOS6 within the framework of that general statement that 

8 I made, you know. I know how Cubans talk. I know the rumors 

9 that have existed over the years. I simply do not want to be 

10 identified with any action conducted by some group over which 

11 I had no knowledge or control. That is my key point. 

12 Mr. Baron. I think that answers it for now, and we will 

13 cover some specifics later. 

14 One more ques~ion on this dual chain of command: on the 

15 one hand, the Agency chain of command from the DDP to Harvey 

16 to you at JHNAVE, and on the other hand, the three-man decision 

1? making group consisting of the Attorney General, Lansdale and 

18 Ht!lms. l'iou1d you say in the early days that this three-man 

19 group appeared to you to be in control of the decision making 

20 ·before the Special Group stepped in, that decisions were made 

21 in a less formal way than they were later under the Special 

22 Group? 

23 Mr. Halley. I really could not address myself to that . 

24 In 6ther words, I never sat in on a meeting of the three-man 

25 group. In other words --
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1 Mr. Baron. WhAt About the kind of reporting that was 

2 required of you by the three-man group as opposed to the_Special 

Group? 

4 Mr. Halley. My requirements fer reporting really stemmed 

5 in the early days from Harvey. If there were any special 

6 requirements, he was taking·~them· from ·the ·three-man group and 
-.. 

7 translating them and, in fact, much of th~ system of reporting 

8 in those early days was generated by me:.and·what~I'tnought··· 

9 was .required to keep Mr. Harvey as a Task Force Commander 

10 fully informed. I think that you undoubtedly know from the 

11 record that I worked for Hr. Harvey prior to 1962 and therefore 

12 I was familiar, you know, with hi~ style of operation and though· 

13 I had a clear understanding of what he needed in an informationa 

14 sense. So when I went to Hiami, I organized much of the 

15 reporting flow upward, if you will, from the field unit to 

16 Headquarters. 

1? Mr. Baron. Had you worked for Mr. Harvey in Germany? 

18 Mr. Hall~y. Yes, I had. 

19 Mr. Baron. In Berlin? 

20 Mr. !Ialley. Yes, sir . 

21 Mr. Baron. This was on the famous and successful tunnel 

22 operation? 

23 Mr. Halley. No, I do not deserve any credit for the tunnel 

24 operation. That is Hr. llarvt!y's activity. lie kept that very 

25 tightly compartmented and in the days when that was going on, r 
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1 was involved European activities. 

2 Mr. Baron. You were aware of Mr. Harvey's style of 

operating? 

4 Mr. Halley. Yes. I worked with him -- I think the date is 

5 somewhere··in June or July of '54 to somewhere in • 59. I would 

6 have to look that up in the record, the exact date • 

7 Mr. Baron. .. -But you say you not only had a close working 

8 rela tion·ship with Mr. Harvey, but you came to be a personal 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

friend of his? 

Mr. Halley. Yes, I would like to say I am a personal frien 

of Mr. Harvey. 

Mr. Baron. Returning to your statements about the chain 

of command, you seem to be saying that Mr. Harvey served as the 

funnel for both of these chains of command; as far as you were 

concerned, you received directives from him, whatever the source 

may have been originally, is that correct? 

Mr. Halley. Correct. 

I want to make a point. Insofar as the three-man group was 

concerned, I would see Helms in his role as the DDP in the three 

man group • I would see Lansdale as I told you, Lansdale came 

down to visit me in Miami on one occasion. He came as part of 

that three-man group. But my chain of command,during my 

visit was still from me to Harvey • Lansdale ,was down there, 

I was to be, you know, straightforward, candid, discuss plans, 

programs, problems. nut I received my orders and instructions 
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1 the control of money and so forth was vested in the Task Force 

2 Commander, Mr. Harvey. 

Therefore, I never dealt with this three-man group as a 

4 body. I dealt with the individuals, you know, and various 

5 mutations. 

6 • 
Mr. Baron. t'lould you say that the . three-man group had a .. -

? less formal, more free-wheeling style of decision making, :-......; 

a th~re was a real change in the rigor with which you were require 

9 to report after the Special Group took over? 

10 Mr. Halley. I would have to say that the total reporting 

11 became more formalized the longer we stayed in business. I 

12 cannot ascribe this to the difference of style of the three-man 

13 group as opposed to the Agency chain of command or subsequent 
0 
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-~ 14 with the requirements of the Special Group. This evolved from 
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15 a body of experience that was gained as the operation was 

16 established and got some experience. 

17 So I would not want to characterize that as being a result 

18 of the groups. 

19 Mr. Baron. You· did not .. have any problem with the propriet 

20 'of the three-man group iri the early stages? 

21 Mr. Halley. No, I had no reason to believe t.hat it was 

22 not..,. duly constitut.ed body. In other words, tha.l. officers tha 

23 I reported to,in that pArticular case, Mr. Harvey, Mr. Helms, 

24 wc:re my chain of command at that particular point, were t.he 

25 ones who briefed me on the .' existence of this three-man body 
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1 and I felt that that was a perfectly legitimate function of 

2 that body. 

Mr. Baron. Who.briefed you on the·existence of the body? 

4 Mr. Halley. My recollection of the initial briefing was 

5 from Mr. Harvey. 

6 Mr. Baron. Do you recall how he described that three-man 

7 group and the responsibilit1~s? 

8 Nr. Halley. No. This was 1962, and this is 1975. As 

9 you know from my records, these intervening years have been 

10 very active for me, therefore, r do not remember with precision 

11 that conversation in all of its details. I do recall my first 

12 briefing on the existence of this three-man group being from 

13 Harvey. 

14 Mr. Baron. You mentioned that General Lansdale might 

15 occasionally meet with you P.ersonally. This is in Miami, at 

16 JMWAVE Station? 

17 Mr. Halley. I can only recall at this point one specific 

18 meeting where he came down to Florida in Hiami to visit. 

19 Mr. Baron. What was the substance of that meeting? 

20 Mr. Halley. He was given some briefings by my staff on 

21 their areas of specialization, wh~ther it was foreign intelli-

22 gence collection, whether it was maritime activities, or whether 

23 it was paramilitary activities. I spent a lot of time with him. 

24 personally~ talking about where we stood, where we were making 

25 progress in the collection of intelligence, where we were having 



1 problems, and 80 on. was a substantive management operation, 

~ 2 problem-oriented type of conversation • .. 
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5 because my family was already 'in Miami at that point, and when 

6 I first w~nt to Miami my fami+y was not with me. I think my .. 
? wife joined me ln.Miarni sometime in the summer of 1 62, you know, 

8 I would have to research that. It is obviously available from 

9 the records as to when my family moved and a permanent change 

10 of station. 

11 Mr. Baron: Was there any discussion whether direct or 

12 indir~ct of assassination of Cuban leaders during your meetings 

13 with General Lansdale? 

14 Mr. Halley. I do not recall a·ny such conversations. You 

15 know, I think that from ··my point of view, we are off a little 

16 bit on this perspective .... I would like to try to focus on the 

17 perspective for you in the historical setting. 

18 Mr. Baron. Please do. 

19 Mr. Halley. I think by your questions and your interest, 

20 you are narrowly focused on this assassination thing, but let 

21 me turn that around a bit, and let me put it in my context at. 

" 
22 the time which may help you understand my answers. 

23 Mr. Baron. Before you do, can I stop you for one moment? 

24 I would like to gt!t back on the track that we originally 

25 started on of asking you about tha JMNAVE Station in general 
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1 and the context at that time. Could I ask just a: couple of 

2 specific questions before we do that, about the three-man group 

3 

4 

that you raised, and then give you a full opportunity to~ pv 
~ what we have said so far and everything that·will follow 

5 into context. 

6 Did you have any individual meetings with Robert Kennedy, 

7 who was then-Attorney General? 

8 l-lr. Halley. You m~::an individual, one on one? 

9 Are you saying did I have a meeting,-a pprsonal, private 

f 4.. • ~ 
• • * .~ ... -10 meeting. with 'the Attornej)' General? .. · · : • • ~ J. 1 I : o: • • 

11 ,.. .. · Mt. Baron. Yes. 

12 Mr. !!alley. The answer to that is no. 

13 Mr. Baron. Did you have any meetings with the Attorney 

14 General of any sort during this period of time? 

15 Mr. Halley •.. I mentioned to you earlier that at this meetin 

16 that I went to with Director McCone, the Attorney General, Nr. 

17 Robert Kennedy, was present at that White House briefing. He 

18 did ask some questions, which I do not remember what the 

19 questions were at this particular point in time. I answered 

20 'some of those questions th~t were put during the course of that 

21 particular presentation. Throughout that whole period of time, 

22 that was the only, if you will, direct contact with him that 

23 I can remember. You know, unless you can show me something. 

24 r.tr. Daron. During the entir~:: pt!riod that you were 

25 involved with JMWAVE? 
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Mr. Halley. That is right. 

Mr. Baron. At that meeting -- again, I realize what we 
.. 

are doing is 'n isolation out of context -- at that meeting that 
) 

you attended, with the Cabinet members and the President, was 

there any discussion ei t.her directly or indirectly or by means 

of any circumlocutions.: .. of the subject of assassination? 
... · 

Mr. Halley. Not that I can recall. 

You know, my recollection of that meeting is, we w~nt to it 

en masse, the first -~·you know~ Director McCone, myself, 

Bruce ~ever, several other people who went. We went in 
several cars. We went to the meeting, the Cuban issue was the 
first item on the agenda. l\.s I recall thd thing, the Cuban 

thing was over after this period of time. He, the technocrats 

left, the Dir~ctor John McCone stayed on. You ~now, during my 

presence at the meeting there was nothing discussed about 

assassinations. 

r1r~ Baron. !Vas there any such discussion between yourself 

and John McCone or Richard !!elms at any point? 

Hr. !Ialley. I never recall discussing assassinations with 

"John f-lcCone. Now, in terms of discussions with Richard Helms, 

these were conversations in which atmospherics in Miami and 

problems:like that would be"discussed,·and I am·sure somewhere 

in some of these conversations the mood of the community, the 

subj~ct of assassinations undoubtedly came uo. This was part 

of the life of that particular period. 
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1 I cannot remembar a specific date, you know, some time at 

2 which that was discussed, and you know I never received any 

3 instruction from Helms to mount an assassination operation. 

4 Hr. Baron. Again, I am not trying to unfairly pull these 

5 kinds of :;conversations out of their historical context. Before 

6 we flesh out the historical context, do you have any recollect 

? of the mann~r in which assassination might have come up between 

8 yourself and Helms? 

9 Mr. Halley. Again, I put it in this overall context of 

12 -col,lection against Cuba through paramilitary teams. ~-le were 

13 involved in paramilitary operations that could be described as 

• 14 commando raids. Those were the kinds of activities. c! 

.;: 
0 .. 

15 We were dealing with exile groups, we were debriefing 

16 refugees and in .all of thisconversations of assassination, 

17 the Cuban penchant for it had to come up; I cannot pinpoint 

18 Mr. Baron. You do not recall any reference of means to 

19 be used or ptople to be involved? 

20 Hr. llall\!y. No. Even such things as discussions of 

21 various kinds of weapons, you know, people, as you probably 

22 know from this experience, every.individual who deals with 

23 weapons has a different view on what is the ideal weapon. If 

24 you took a squad of ten men and gave them the free choic~, I 

25 am sure all ten of th~m would come up with a different weapon. 
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1 Therefore, when we were standardizing weapons to our 

2 paramilitary teams, things like that, weapons would be discussed 

in terms of, you know, muzzle velocity, rate'lOf,_.f.ire; ,.,we!gfit ·-

4 of the weapon for the Cuban to carry, because many of them were 

5 quite small. In this context, people would discuss what is 

6 the range, can a guy use it to shoot somebody at a particular .. · 
7 rang~? Is this an assassination weapon? Is this a good weapon 

8 for close combat? 

Therefore the term assassination was just a part of the lif , 

10 of the fabric at that time. That is what I am trying to get 

11 across. I just cannot acticulate any more eloquently than 

12 that. 

13 Mr. Baron. I think you are being quite eloquent and 

l4 extremely informative. You mentioned that the phrase assassina-

15 tion \-.'auld be used in the discussions about the kinds of weapons 

16 that would be used for commando raids or equipping your 

17 operatives. 

18 Mr. Halley. 'Par·amilit·ary teams, right. 

19 Mr. Baron. Was the capacity of a weapon to. be used as 

20 ·an assassination w~apon among other uses a desirable capacity? 

21 In other words, was that phrase used positively? 

22 Mr. Halley. No, it was not. It is the kine'! of thing 

23 that weaves itself into, you know, a conversation • 

24 For instance, if you are planninq a commando raid against 

25 something like an oil refinery, you have to think about how are 
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you going to get across the guard~torce that is around a 

refinaryr One of the questions you have, of course, is if you 

bypass them,you are successful to get in without a trail or any 

kind of a struggle, that is great. Dut what happens if you are 

implanting your :'target and the guard stumbles on you, you know, 

the guard force then becomes an immediate:risk to your operation 

and usually there is a fire fight. Therefore, this becomes a 

question of weapons. In other words, what weapon is going to 

give the highest muzzle velocity and make the largest amount of 
\ 

noise. Therefore, /if you have two weapons of co-equal cyclic 
I 

rate of fire and one made less rate of noise than the other 

for that job you would pick the weapon with the lowest noise. 

You might even sile:1ce it. You may make a silenced'-submachine 

gune out of it. 

These·are the kinds of things that go into these discussion 

f'.. 16 of weapons. 

1? Hr. Baron: The technology of assassination and targetted 

18 shooting, lire you referring to -- when you say assassination 

19 weapon .:._ to a weapon generally capable of targetted shooting? 

20 Mr. Halley. In this particular context, I think most 

21 people felt that the Cuban penchant for assassination, for 

22 discussing assassination, was the kino that would have to be 

23 done from a long range. 

24 You know, I think that it is generally an accepted thesis 

25 that a group of dedicated men ·who. are prepared to give their 



1 can in time assassinate almost anybody. Now, the Cuban was not 

2 that kind of a person. That-<··was•.nOt his psychological make-up. 

He tends to want .to live, to enjoy life, to talk about his 

4 accomplishmant. Therefore, while they werd brave and dedicat~d, 

5 they were the kind -of people who would probably engage in 

6 something like this in the context of using the sniper weapon 

7 as a vehicle for assassination, long distanca. 

8 Therefore, in this context you are talking about range, you 

9 know, one of the key factors becomes what is the accurate range 

10 of a weapon if fired by. an expert marksman. Therefore, that is 

11 the kind of thing that would go into, you know, discussions of 

12 weapons. 

Mr. Baron. lfuen you were rliscussing weapons with high 13 
/ 

14 range and low muzzle velocity, was this ever discussed in the 

15 context of shooting Fidel Castro or other key Cuban leaders as 

16 
opposed to targetted shooting on a commando raid. 

17 
Mr. !lallE>y. I can recall, you know, no conversation in 

18 
which it was narrowly focused on the question of Fidel Castro. 

19 
~~. Baron. Let us go back, then, to putting this all 

' 

20 
·into historical context. I am going to ask you if you can 

21 
explain more about the structure: of the JI-1NJ\VE Station, both 

22 
the channel£- ,__upward . •: from you to the 1\gomcy and the Special 

23 
Group and the channels downward from you to your operatives, 

24 
if in the course of explaining the structure, you would like t.o 

25 
make some comments about the historical context, that would be 
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1 appreciated. 

2 Mr. Halley. I think what I would like to do is to try to 

3 put this into some perspective. 

4 The p~rspective really starts with the failure of the Bay 

5 of Pigs Operation. After the failure of the Bay of Pigs, the 

6 Kennedy-Administration wanted another look taken at the problem 
... · 

7 of Cuba. In ord~r to get that other look started, the Kennedy 

8 Ad-ministration created this three-man task force or this three-

9 man group and wanted to see what else could be done against 

10 Cuba, and that is when I came into this problem in February of 

11 • 62. 

12 Hr. Daron. Is it possible that the three-man group that 

13 you are referring to is actually the ~obert Kennedy-Maxwell 

14 Taylor Board of Inquiry into the reasons for the failure of the 

15 Bay of Pigs operation? 

16 Mr. Halley. This three-man group stemmed out of that 

17 inquiry. lfua t its relationship was to the inquiry, I do not k 

18 because I was not involved and I never had an opportunity once 

19 I plunged into this job, to go back and read those historical 

20 documents. You know, I am sure there is a Maxwell Taylor Repor 

21 and so forth; but I have never read it. 

22 All right. 

23 Therefore, my first task wherl I became involved in this 

24 was the task of coming up \..rith an operational plan to see what 

25 kinds of intelliqence could be collected in Cuba, so that by 
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1 collecting this intelligence, an assessment could be made based 

2 on hard facts as to what could be done against Castro. In other 

words; the difference here was that people thought that the Bay 

4 of Pigs operation was not soundly grounded in intelligence. 

5 Therefore, this was an attempt to start the collection of · 

6 intelligence to see what. could be.aone. 

7 In order to collect intelligence at that particular time, 

8 it was believed that all avenues of approach should be used, 

; 9 so that meant classical foreign intelligence operations, 

10 counterintelligence operations, the debriefinq of refugees, and 

11 the use of paramilitary means to put teams into Cuba to collect 

12 intelligence on that part of the island that could not be 

13 covered by what you would call the more classical means of 

14 foreign intelligence collection. 

15 As the program was started essentially by me or accelerate 

16 by me, we in fact got caught up with the Cuban Missile Crisis -

17 that is, the advent of the Soviet intervention into Cuba -- and 

18 our whole effort shifted to covering that Soviet build-up in 

19 Cuba, and this was an integral part to our having rletected the 

20 Sovi~t build-up and the United States government taking the 

21 actions which they did, that is, to verify this. 

22 There was a great problem for a while when ,.,e were all 

23 talking about hard intelligence, the •President, John Kenn~dy, 

24 was telling us, give us hard intelligence. He thouqht we were 

25 giving him hard intelligence. What he meant, in his definition 
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l of hard intelligence, as it turned out to be, was a u-2 

2 photograph. He never articulated that to us in those terms. 

3 ::Then.:we· got caught up into the aybball to eyeball confron-

4 tation of the Cuban Missile Crisis. When that was over, we 

5 got caught up with the problem of monitoring the disengagement 

6 of the Soviet presence in Cuba. That took us up through sometim .. · 
7 into early '63. 

a Then wa took a look again, because we knew an awful lot 

9 more about them than we had when we started in February of '62, 

10 to see what could be done against Cuba, and it was clear at 

11 that point that no external invasion was qoing to be possible, 

12 because that was something that was excluded by· the Khruschev-

13 Kenn~dy agreement and then it was not feasible. In any event, 

14 therefore it was a question of what could be done. So we were 

15 collecting inte1l,igence to continue to stay on· top of the 

16 situation. We were attempting to establish contacts with the 

17 military establishment in Cuba to see if there was any force 

18 that was opposed to Castro within the military establishment 

19 that would be used to alter the situation and continue to see 

20 whether there were any economic pressures that could be brought 

21 on. Cuba that would accelerate the whole problem of creating 

22 an environment in which a resistance could be created on an 

23 island. 

24 Hr. Daron. lidre tllOScl the two primary tactics used at 

25 that point when Castro had consolidated his strength · and 
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1 when th~ United States and Russia reached an agre~ent that no 

~ 
0 .. 2 external invasion of Cuba would take place, did you turn 
:r 
! .. 3 primarily to the ways and means of finding a dissident group 
c 
0 

!. 4 within Cuba that might be capable of overthrowing Castro•, 

5 number one, and number two, of finding means of undermining 

6 the economic strength of th~ Castro government • .. 
? Mr. Halley. In addition, we were continuing to support 

8 certain elements of resistance, you know, that were still there 

9 that were not in the Army. 

10 Mr. Baron. What kinds of elements were those? 
c 

11 Mr. Halley. These were paramilitary forces that were in 

12 Cuba, that we had put in or established cont.act with, or people 

13 who were already in the bush who we had already established 

14 contact with or they had established contact with us, and we 

15 were providing them with food, weapons and so forth so that they 

~ 16 could survive. So that it was a multifaceted approach at that 

.;: 
0 .. 

1? particular time. 

10 That went on from the middle of '63 until the middle of 

19 '65, and these are two distinct phases of this operation. In 

20 1:1ffect, on~, a survey, and two, the Hissile Crisis and its 

21 post-mortem, and then the next phase was the continuation of 

22 intelligenca collection, the working or taking the sounding wi 

23 military dissidents, economic pressure, and working with 

24 natural dissident elements that were still on the island . 

25 I think you know that all of your questions have to be put 
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1 into these various timeframes. When you talk about, was there 

2 ever a discussion of assassination, you know, when people 

3 were coming out and being interviewed, yes, some Cuban refugee 

4 would say, by God, I would like to go back and shoot, you know, 

5 X, Y or z. It might have been some commandante in his particu-

6 lar area; it could have been Fidel Castro. This was just part 

7 of the fabric of the times. 

8 Mr. Baron. Can we turn now to the structure of the J~vAVE 

9 Station and explain that a bit? Jlow large was the Station? 

10 What was the command. structure within the Station? 

11 Mr. Halley. The Station started expanding in whatever 

12 timeframa it was, somewhere after the survey was completed. It 

13 must have started expanding sometime in March of 1962. You 

14 know, by the time that it was at its peak, which was probably 

15 somewhere just before the Cuban Missile 'crisis, July, August 

16 of 1962, it was either the largest or the second largest -- my 

17 recollection was t.ha.t it was th"' second largest station in 

18 existence at that time. I would not want to he pinned down on 

19 a particular number of people on .'!ny particular day. 

20 Nr. naron. Could you give some idea as to the number of 

21 employees at the Station during its peak? 

22 Mr. Halley. I would say somewhere in the neiqhbordhood of, 

23 you know You know, again, this means staff and 

24 contract 

25 Mr. Baron. lfuat do you cover with the term contract 
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l employees? 

2 Mr. Halley. These would be, for instanc~, maritime case 

3 officers. We hired people who had specialized skills, that is, 

that they could •manage a series of vessels for us, ·.but they 

5 were not longterm staff employees. These would be people who 

6 would be used, if you will, in a man~gement organization, basic 

7 implementation of the program. 

B Mr. Daren. Did you have other agents or operatives amon0 

9 the Cuban community or outside the Cuban community that were 

10 affiliated with the Station although not employed by it 

c. 11 directly? 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

11r. Halley. I think we are goinq to have to define some 

terms. 

Mr. Daron. What I am trying to do now is simply get a 

picture of the scope of the Station's strength and ~its 

activities, how many people the Station had to call upon for 

its activities. 

Mr. Halley. \-Jell, let me try to give you an answer, becaus 

I think we are going to get into a semantic problem here. 

\men I talk about the Station, as such, I would say that 

is roughly in the neighborhood of 
people, and that~l 

was those people who would be involved in the management 

effort, the direction effort, the financial logistics, cover 
·' ~- '' . . 

procedures, security, that kind of thing. ~11 right? Flowinq 

out from that were people whom w~ would call arrents, that is, 
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1 people who ware not knowledgeable necessarily of whom they 

2 worked for or where the cover offices were located and so forth. 

3 Let us say, in the maritime part of the operation we might have 

4 had at any one point in time, you know, up to 

5 people involved in maritime activities, you know? 

6 Again, if you pick a date, I am sure we can research it • .. -
7 The records are still available and you know how many people 

8 we had, but let us take these What am I talking 

9 about? These would be essentially Cubans who were the captains 

10 of the vessles that were used in infiltration operations to 

11 put people on the shore of Cuba, and there were a variety of 

12 techr.iqu~s. In other words, you might start on with the mother 

13 ship, which would be an LCI -- I am not sure how familiar you 

14 are with various kinds of vesse1.s • 

15 Mr. Baron. What is an LCI1 

16 Mr·. Halley. Landing craft kind of vessle, or a patrol 

17 craft, a PC, 110-foot vessle, that would be a mother ship. 

18 This is the kind of ship that would take fuel supplies and 

19 water, so that other smaller vessels could be serviced by it • 

20 So you might start with an operation of a mother ship towing a 

21 smaller boat, or having it on its decks and going down to 

22 fifteen or twenty miles from Cuha, putting the smaller boat 

23 over the side, which was a faster boat, lower silhouette, less 

24 likely to be picked up by Cuban coastal radar, and then that 

25 would take the team in close to the shore where we migh~ finally 
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1 put them into rubber rafts, where they would paddle in or use 

2 a silent outboard motor if the surf was high. 

3 Mr. l3arcin. The people involved in manning those crafts 

4 would not necessarily be employees of the Station directly? 

5 They might be agents, avan non-paid agents? 

6 Mr. Halley. No, they were not paid. For instance, they 

7 In other words, I 

8 am only using this as an example. 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 Does that giva you a feel for the size of the problem? 

Mr. Baron. 

19 

21 Mr. !!alley. 

22 

know, these terms 

25 mean different things to me. The nature of the Agency's 

TOP SECRET 
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involvement in each is different. I am having a little 

trouble --

Mr. Baron. Could you explain what different categories of 1...-----............, 

u were receivini help from at that point, and ~bout 

5 how many of each there might have b~en? 

6 Mr. !!alley. I do not think I COkJld do that. H.:~ are 

? 
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11~--------~--------------~--------------~ 
12 Everything has to be owned by somebody, it has to have a 

13. Coast Guard registration, you know, things lik!! that. Even if 

14 I had access to the files to answer your question, it would 

15 take me weeks to pull all that together to give you an answer. 

16 I don't U1ink there is an overview statement. 

l? Mr. Baron. Would it be fair to say that you had coopera-

18 tion on a grand scale from all kinds of people in private 

19 enterprise.in the Miami area~ or in Southern Florida? 

20 Mr. !!alley. I think it would be fair to say that we had 

21 extensive cooperation - I do not like your word "grand" -- that 

22 we had extensive cooperation from th~ civilian sector in 

2 3 'Florida, in the state of Florida, to facilitate the conduct of 

24 this clandestine mission. 

25 11r. Baron. Did you also have extensive cooreration from 
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l civic officials and law enforcamant agencies in being allowed 

2 to operata free or the law? For instance, were you allowed to 

3 put vessels onto the water which were not properly registered, 

or which could be held immune for inspection by the Coast Guard 

5 or other maritime authorities, and were you allowed to send 

6 people through the streets of Southern Florida who may have 

7 been armed or violating local law in some other way, who were 

8 held immune by arrangements that you had with law enforcement 

9 agencies? 

10 Mr. !!alley. You hava asked me, in essence, three 

ll questions. 

12 Mr. Baron. Right: 

13 Mr. Halley. Let me try to divide that and deal with each 

14 question separately. 

15 Let me first deal with the vessels. Every vessel that we 

16 had was appropriately registered. There were no short-cuts ' 

17 insofar as the U.S. Coast Guard was concerned. That is, any 

18 v~ssel that was registered in the United States met appropriate 

19 safety standards and so forth, so we were not putting any 

20 ·vessels into the water that any citizen could not have put into 

21 the water. That is we are talking about ten, fifteen, twenty 

22 foot boats, thirty foot boats, thirty-five foot boats, things 

23 like that. These heats were owned in'either a corporato name 

24 or by a private individual who had to register them \-lith the 

25 Coast Guard and pass normal Coast Guard requlations. 
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l (Discussion off the record.) 

2 Mr. Baron. To continua with this, I understand that 

3 safety regulations would have been complied with, but ··.was there 

4 some sort of immunity from inspection, say inspection for 

5 carrying armaments aboard a vessel that tha CIA had arranged 
\ 

6 with maritime authorities, or loc~l law enforcement authorities? 

7 Mr. Halley. When we had operations going, these were 

8 coordinated with the Coast Guard in terms of their knowing that, 

9 you know, at a particular date, time group, that there would be 

10 a rendezvous between two vessels which were our vessels, and 

11 this was coordinated with the Coast Guard. 

12 Mr. Baron. Would you return to the second part of that 

13 large question? Hithout reference to vessels, were CIA 

14 employees or agents on the streets of cities in Southern 

15 Florida immune from search or arrest by local law enforcement 

16 authorities? 

17 Mr. Halley. They were not immune. 

18 Let me ask to dispel one myth that I think has developed 

19 which is reflected in your question. He were meticulous to 

20 insure that no weapons were issued to anybody until the men 

21 w~re on the vessel outside of the immediate waters of south 

2 2 Florida, and we were meticulous to insure that when they came 

23 back from a mission that they were met at sea and all the 

24 w~apons were taken away from the~ . 

2 5 So, when you talk about a group moving around in Florida, 
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1 we did work out through the entire state, and I did not want 
c 

2 you-to feel that I was being less than candid with you, and 

3 you keep saying south Florida, I want to say to you that we 

4 operated ln the state of Florida, men moving around armed under 

5 our control in the state of Florida, is just not correct. 

6 This was all carefully •control·led and they did not have their 

? WtHtpons when th~y came back, we . took them before they landed, 

a so they were not immune. 

9 Mr. Baron. You did have ~eneral arrangemen~s or agreements 

10 with law enforcement agencies throughout Florida for the 

11 treatment of CIA operatives who were affiliated with the J~~AVE 

12 Station? 

13 Mr. Halley. He did have, through our Office of Security, 

14 a continuing dialogue. with a number of law enforcement agencies 

15 in Florida. If a problem developed, we would then contact them 

16 and look at the issue _within the context of what had transpired. 

17 Certainly there was no immunity. In other words, this has to be 

18 looked at on a case by case basis. 

19 For instance, you know, we had a training site in north 

20 'Florida, as an example. If somebody came off of that site t.hat 

21 was drunk and disorderly in town and could not speak English, 

22 the local authorities did have a number to call to raise this 

23 with us to see whether this was somebody that. was of interest 

24 to us, and then we would hava to go and settle that particular 

25 case. 
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l Mr. Baron. Back to the structure o! the relationships 

2 between yourself as Chief of Station at JMWAVE and any operative 

3 or employees who worked underneath you at that Station, would 

4 it be fair to say that any activities run out. of the Station 

5 ultimately were channeled out through you? 

6 Mr. Halley. They should have been, and they were -- you 

7 know this Station went through several mutations in organization 

8 during its existence. I guess the organizational structure that 

9 existed for the longest period of time was something like I am 

10 going to describe to you. 

ll There was a Chief of Station, which was myself. I had a 

12 Deputy Chief of Station for operations. That is the gentleman 

13 who is now retired, I think he is still alive, by the name of 

14 I had a second Deputy Chief of Station and 

15 he was for Support Patterns. That is a gentleman who is also 

16 rt:tired, 

17 Then the rest of the Station was organized into a number of 

18 branches. Each branch was organized along functional lines. 

19 Let me give you an example. ~here was a Foreign Intelligence 

20 Branch. These were reople in, what. in my terminology would be 

21 classical foreign intelligence operations. That is, trying to 

22 recruit a Cuban diplomat abroad, as an example, dealing with, 

23 you know, a Uruguayan diplomat in the Uruguayan Embassy in 

24 Havana. They are working with resident agents in Cuba who might 

25 live in some city like Havana ar.d have a legal job as a baket· or 
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1 butcher or something but had a radio set in which they .could 

2 communicate with us, through which they could communicate to us. 

3 Then there was the Paramilitary Branch. This was the 

4 group that ran the commando operations. This was the group that 

5 ran, and put people back into Cuba, into resistance groups, or 

6 establishdd contact with resistance groups. This was a group 
... · 

7 that also worked in putting in caches that would supply people, 

8 either paramilitary forces in Cuba or agents that were being 

9 run by the Foreign Intelligence Group. 

10 All right. Then there was a Covert Action, people who 

11 dealt with exiled refugee groups that were involved in radio 

12 activities, publications, that kind of thing. Then there is a 

13 whble panoply of -- then there was Maritime, in terms of 

finance, and so on. Security was a branch. Obvtously, under 14 

15 that kind of system, no executive, whether he is president of 

16 a corporation or a Station Chief, can see every singla piece of 

17 paper that comes in or out, but clearly there was a review 

1B procedure whereby program reviews were conducted, individual 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

operational reviews were conducted. 

Mr. Daron. By yourself? 

Mr. Halley. By myself. I do not want to leave you with 

the impression that I knew every single thing that was going 

on every minute and could account for the activities of 

employees on a daily basis. 
11------' 

Mr. Baron: In talking about the personnel affiliat~d 
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1 with tho Sta.tion a moment ago, I think·we may have created a:·. 

2 misimpression that the only people involved in CIA operations 

were people who were paid by the Agency. Isn't it also true 

4 that th~re were many m~bers of Cuban exile groups in Florida 

5 who participated voluntarily from time to time in CIA sponsored 

6 operations? 

7 Mr. Halley. I think that you may have to sharpen that up 

8 for me. I am not sure what you really mean. 

9 If you are talking about foreign intelligence collections, 

10 you know, the people who were producinq 

11 Mr. Baron. I am talking now about the paramilitary 

12 operations. 

13 ~lr. Halley. No. I do not know of any people that ware 

14 involved in paramilitary operations that were not in some way 

15 paid. 

16 Hr. Dar on. By the Agency? 

l? Mr. Halley. By the Agency. 

18 Let me make ~ure that we understand each other, because 

19 during this period of time there were a lot of independent 

20 Cuban groups who cJ.aimed that t.hey had sponsorship from the 

21 Agency but did not, and were operating, and there was ~ period 

22 in time when these groups could not run their operations from 

23 Florida without runninq the risk of being picked up by Customs, 

24 
Immigration, Coast Guard, the FIJI, or if we had information on 

25 
it, you know, we might pass the information to the Coast r,uard 
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1 so that they could keep them from going. 

2 If that is what you are referrinq to, gomebody like Alpha 6 

3 or Commando L or somebody like that, they were not a part of 

4 _the CIA apparatus. 

5 Mr. Baron. Although you might be aware of their activities 

6 Mr. Halley. We would be aware of theit activities, 

7 certainlY< 

8 Mr. Baron. Can you explain if there is anything to add 

9 to what we have already said? The chain of command, apart from 

10 yourself as Chief of Station, to Task Force W and to the 

11 Directorate of Plans within the Agency? 

12 You would report directly to William Harvey? 

13 Mr. Halley. Hilliam Harvey was Chief of Task Force N, 

14 later FitzGerald. My chain of command was from me to them. 

15 You know, they had a subordinate staff who helped them monitor 

16 the Station's activity, so that it just was not the fact, you 

17 know, that Mr. Harvey and Mr. FitzGerald were totally dependent 

18 on what I told them.· To have .an appreciation of what Has going 

19 on in Miami they had their own staff that was following 

20 "individual operations. 

21 For instance, they had a paramilitary staff that Hould 

2 2 review our proposals for a paramilitary operation and ' might 

23 say we think that the Station has overextencted itself this 

24 month, they want to run twenty-five operations given the 

25 weather during this particular month of October. We do not 
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1 think they could do it. We think they should be guided to run 

2 only twenty, fifteen, something like that. So they were not 

3 totally dependent on me. 

4 Mr. Baron. 1'1hat was the nature of t.ha split of responsi-

5 bility between Task Force N and JMWAVE Station? 

6 In other words, were there certain operations that were 

? run directly out of Task Force W? 

8 Mr. Ualley. Also, you have to put this into a historical 

g time. What period are you talking about? 

10 Mr. Daron. During th~ period of your tenure. If there 

11 
were changes during your tenure at JMWAVE, why do you not 

12 
explain those? 

13 Mr. !Ialley. There were. Each one is different. Let me 

14 
give you a couple of examples. 

15 
Washington, Task Force W, essentially did not run 

16 
n'}paramilitary operations where they took command and control 

17 
for sending people to Cuba. For ins~ance, if Task Force W in 

18 
Washington wanted to ·plant a .. radio in Cuba which was to~be pick d 

19 
up by foreign intelligence agents who could report, they would 

20 
·task us to implant that radio in a cache in a particular area 

21 
in Cuba, for:instance; Oriente province. We would know simply 

22 
that it was a radio ·perhaps·.· I.,Vs would then put it into 

23 
Oriente province, write up the site, give them the rip cord. 

24 
They would communicat-1'! to t.ht: agents· in ·cuba who· would, go 

recover the cache. 
25 
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1 So they had agents in Cuba that were reporting foreign 

2 intelligence to them so they had collection ''lUIIJiefs that were 

reporting to them along the same lines that we did. They:did 

4 work at.a downstream point when FitzGerald came in with a 

5 couple of groups -- in other words, they had contact with 

6 Artime. I had no contact with the Artime group as a general 
; .. 

7 rule. They also had contact with Manalo Ray which I did not 

8 have contact with. So they were working with these kinds of 

9 larger exile groups. 

10 The Task Force also speciali7.ed in much more economic 

11 activity than I did. That is a question of looking at such 

12 bus E!Xports fro to Cuba. 13t 
L-------' 

things as 

13 Mr. Baron. In terms of paramilitary operations, if an 

14 assassination operation had been run by Task Force t'l, ·would 

15 you have assumed _as Chief of Station in Miami you t-1ould have 

16 been aware of such an operation? 

17 Mr. llalley. No, I do not assume that. 

18 l'-1r. Baron. Hould it not have been sound managerial 

19 practice to let you know that there was an operation that miqht 

20 'have been run through Florida into Cuba? 

21 Mr. Halley. No. 

22 You know, the Agency is a hiqhly compartmented mechanism. 

23 You know, let us dispel one thing very promptly here. If you 

24 art:: as!dng m!! ~:as I a war~ of all these contacts, you know, with 

25 the Mafia -- and I think I can tell you frankly at that time I 
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was not -- Harvey would come, you know, to Miami, to visit me 

to review the activities of the station, and while, there would 

go off on his own and make his contact with whomever he was 

meeting. I knew he was meeting somebody, but it was not up to 

5 me to fiud out with whom he was meetinq or why he was meeting 

6 them or what he was doing with them . 

7 

a 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

... · 
Mr. Baron. My question really was, I think more innocent 

than that. 

~· strictly one of involving what correct management 

techniques would be, or what kind of knowledge the Chief of 

Station of J~~AVE would have to have in order to do an effective 

job in dealing with the Cuban community and running operations 

into Cuba? You seem to be saying that it would :not.;be 

necessary to run an effective job to have knowledge of every 

other operation that the CIA is running against Castro? 

Mr. Halley. I think what I am saying during that particu-

lar time -- I do not want you to come to the conclusion that 

I was knowledgeable of everything that ·ran in from or through 

the state of Florida, because during that period of time, for 

·instance, 11r. l!arvey in particular Nas a very compartmenterl 

gentleman, and it would be keeping with his style to run an 

operation in which the locus of the operation might be Florida 

and I would not know about it. 

Now, that would be an unusual thing, but it is not preclune 

Mr. Baron. Let us turn for a moment to followinq up on tha 
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1 nature of your contacts with William Harvey in reference to any 

2 operations he may have in running unilaterally against Castro. 

3 Do you recall aiding Harvey in an operation that he was in charg 

4 of and that was not affiliat~d•·with JMWAVE? 

5 Mr. Halley. I do not recall anything, I do not recall 

6 anything specific. In other words, the pattern was in terms of 

7 command and control, I would come to Washington on a regular 

8 basis to review activity with Harvey after we submitted our 

9 paperwork. Harvey was also a frequent visitor to Florida. 

10 We would have operational discussions. I!e would talk to th 

11 Branch Chiefs, he talked to people. He also went out on his 

12 own, and he was meeting s'omebody, it was clear to me that he 

13 was meeting people. But it was frankly in the way that t.he 

14 Agency is run and managed, it was not a concern to me whom he· 

15 was meeting. 

16 Mr~ Baron. t'i'ould it have been proper of you to inquire 

1? 
of him whom he was meeting? 

18 Mr. !Ialley. No, it would not have been. 

19 Mr. Baron. Did you have suspicions or speculation about 

20 
·whom he ·might have! been meeting or for what purpose that he 

21 was having these meetings? 

22 
Mr. llalley. No, not for \vhat purpose. There is a whole, 

23 
you know, panoply of thinqs going on at that time. You know, 

' 
24 

frankly I was a very busy guy,when Harvey was there, it occupieil 

25 
one hunk of a lot of my time. If he wanted to go off, you know, 



~ 1 do something else and was going to meet someone else, that was 

~ 2 · fine with me. It enabled me to get back to my immediate and .. 
l 3 more pressing problems. 
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5 are you doing? That is just not cricket; that is not the way 

6 the game is played. 

? Mr. Baron. Do you recall a .. time when Harvey asked you to· 

a procure arms and equipment to be passed to a·Cuban exile? 

9 Mr. Halley. To a Cuban exile? 

10 Mr. Baron. Let me strike the reference to a Cuban exile. 

11 Do you recall a time when Harvey asked your aid in procur-

12 ing arms ar.1 equipment to bs given to a man named Tony Varona 

13 who was a contact of Harv~y's? 

14 Mr. llalley. I know Tony Varona. He was in the period 

15 prior to the Bay of Pigs, he was part of the consejo. 

16 Frankly, if you've got something that you can sharpen that 

17 up, I think you need some basis, that I think that can trigger 

18 my memory here. I do not remember frankly Tony Varona being 

1 9 in Harvey's --

20 Mr. Baran. In contact with Harvey? 

~ 21 1-lr. Halley. You know, I may have procured something for 
c s i 22 llarvey, some kind of equipment or donE: some kind of. opera tiona 1 

23 support task. 

24 Mr. Baron. L~t us make it more specific. 

25 Do you recall helping Harvey load a U-Haul trailer full of 

TOP SECRET. 
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1 about $5,000 and equ!pment·to be left in a parking 

2 lot and picked up there by a contact of Harvey's? And this 

3 would be in approximately A~ril of 1962. 

4 Mr. !Ialley. I do vaguely remember something about a rented 

5 truck. Quite frankly, I do not really recall all the details 

6 of this at this particular ti~~ I do not remember, you know, 

7 personally procuring any material, but it is conceivable that 

8 I did get a request from Harvey, that I did go to the logistics 

9 apparatus, and whatever he had requested from official stocks 

10 he was provided. 

11 Mr. Baron. During that same period of time --

12 Mr. Halley. I do recall something about a truck. I do 

13 not recall anything about a trailer. My recollection of this 

14 truck incident seems to be -- I do not remember what it was. 

15 We did do something for him logistically, I do remember a truck 

16 being involved with some logistic material in terms of.a 

17 parking lot. But frankly that is about all I can recall of it 

18 at this particular time. 

19 Mr. naron. Do you have any recollection of hearing of 

' 
20 ·poison pills in any connection during your tenure at Jl~~AVE? 

21 Mr. Halley. No, I do not recall -- poison pills? Poison 

22 pills, the only kind of. thing I can recall occasionally when 

23 people were talking about. being on mother ships, you know, what 

24 would happen if they were captured. This was a discussion 

25 occasionally of whether any kind of druqs should be issued to 
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1 the people who were manning these vessels so they could do 

2 themselves in if they were to be captured, things like that, 

3 but we never issued any such pills but there were discussions 

of that kind of a problem. I do recall specific agents who 

5 were sent back to Cuba to run a collection or to go back into 

6 the bush and so forth who asked for somfs'sort of pills which 

7 they could kill themselves with if they w~re captured. 

8 But other than that -- if that is what you were referring 

9 to, I think they are called L pills, or something, as they 

10 were referred to in those days. 

11 Mr. Daren. l•Jhy were they called L pills? 

12 Mr. !Ia llev. Everyt.hing has a number or nomenclature, I 

13 do not know. -

14 Mr. Baron. Did you ever hear of poison pills to be used 

15 in assassination _operations against Fidel Castro or other 

16 Cuban leaders? 

17 Mr. Halley. No. 

18 Is that referencing to this material that I might have 

19 provided for Harvey? Because if that is the case, I can dispel 

20 that quickly, because I would not have had access to them . 

21 Mr. naron. You would not have access to poison pills? 

22 Mr. !Ialley. No, I would not have_ access t.o them. 

23 Hr. Baron. Why not? 

24 
r-tr. Halley. I did not have them in my inventory. That is 

25 II not anything that I have, you know, command and control of. Tha 

. . .. ;.~~-
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1 is why --

2 Mr. Baron. They would have had to conie d·irectly from 

3 Technical Services Division at CIA? 

4 Mr. Halley. That is what I'm trying to clarify what it is 

5 that.you are trying to establish from me. 

6 In other words, if you are~aying --

? Mr. Baron. Let us move further, I think we can be more 

8 specific now. 

9 We have a document that I am about to show you. I just 

10 wanted to clear up. the background of it before we discussed 

11 the document. 

12 Mr. llall~;:y. Let me just make! this point. If you are 

13 talking about drug pills, I had no source of such things, so 

14 if that is the nature of your question, I can say I had nothing 

15 to do with that. If you are talking about, you know 

16 Mr. Baron. Arms and equipment --

17 Mr. llalley. --weapons or something, yes, that was in my 

18 inventory. I could have issued that to Harvey, you know, guns, 

19 ammunition, plastics, that kind of thing I could have had 

20 ·access to, yes. That is why I am trying to sort out really 

21 where the thrust of your questioning is. 

22 Mr. Daron. There were two prongs: to the question, you 

23 have picked both of them up. One is \-lh~thl'::r you had ever heard 

24 of poison pills in connection with an assassination operation 

25 against Fidel Castro, and your testimony would be that you had 
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1 not, is that correct? 

2 Mr. Halley. That is s:ight;,···· I would not have had access 

3 to those pills myself, nor did the Station. In other words, if 

4 I had wanted something like that, I would have had to corres-

5 ponded with Washington in order to have had access to it, if 

6 in fact it existed. ..· 
? Mr. Baron. You never had any such correspondence? 

8 Mr. Halley. I never had any correspondence that I can 

9 recall. 

10 Mr. Baron. The other problem was the supply of arms and 

11 
equipment to which you already replied. 

12 
Hav~ you ever read that Inspector Genaral's Report of 

13 
1967, prepared at the request of the DCI to fill him in on any 

assassination efforts to which the CIA may have been connected? 

Mr. Halley. No, I have not read the report. 

16 
Hr. Baron. Ddfore you came here today you were not shown 

17 
any excerpts from this report to refresh your recollection at 

18 
the CIA? 

19 
Mr. Halley. The IG Raport? 

20 
Mr. Baron. Yes. 

21 
Mr. Halley. No, I have not. 

22 
Mr. Baron. Were you shown any other do~uments at the CIA 

23 
today to refresh -- or in preparation for today's session--

24 
Mr. llalley. No. 

25 
In preparation for today's session I have had several 
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1 conversations with 

Mr. Baron. Walt Elder? 

Mr. Halley. I talked to tialt Elder on .the phone. You know 

the people ,.,.ho are invo1ved in this thin')'. I have asked for 

5 that, I talked to our attorney, Clarke --

6 Mr. Baron. George Clar~? 

7 Mr. Halley. Yes. 

8 -- I talked to a number of people, I asked to see the. 

9 newspaper clipping from the Miami Herald on the NcGovern 

10 activity. Yes, I have looked at that kind of thing. nut I 

11 have not looked at the specific IG Report. I have not read it, 

12 I hav~ not set!n an e.xtract of the IG Report. 

13 Hr. Baron. Were you given any specific instructions as to 

14 the kinds of things that. you could say or not say here today? 

15 Mr. Hall~y •.. You know, nothing beyond what you and I 

16 touched on which you have already put on the record. 

17 Mr. Baron. lfuich is not to mention the names of CIA 

18 officers who are still operating under cover? 

19 fo1r. Halley. Right, or agents who would still be viable 

20 that I know of. 

21 Hr. Daron. Right. 

22 Then let me show you a document which we will mark as 

23 Halley Exhibit No. 2. 

24 (The document referred 

25 to 1r1as marked Halley 
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l Mr. Baron. Which is an excerpt from the Inspector General' 

2 Report of 1967 at paqes 49 and 50, and I will ask you to read 

3 tho portions that I will bracket which deal with a report of 

a meeting betwc::eh yourself u.n~ ;li}.liam :Iarvcy involving tha 

5 supply of arms and equipment. 

6 (Pause) 

? Mr. Halley·. I have no reason to doubt this. I may have 

8 provided this support. I do not recall sitting in a parking lot 

9 observing --

10 Mr. Baron. For the recorn, we are discussing the passage 

11 
that begins, "When the pills were given to Varona through 

12 
Roselli, Varona requested arms and equipment needed for the 

13 
support of his end of the operation. Roselli passed the request 

14 
to Harvey. Harvey, with the help of [Mr. Halley], the chief 

15 
of the JMI'lAVE Stat.ion, procured"_,..._-. 

16 
Continuing.--And then it continues to say a large shopping 

"1? 
list of arms and equipment, which cost about $5,000 and were 

18 
supplied in .a parking lot of a drive-in restaurant in a rented 

19 . 
U-Haul truck. 

20 
Would the cost of $5,000 have be~n an unusual expendi~ure 

21 
at that time at J~iAVE Station for arms and equipment? 

22 
Mr. Halley. No, $5,000 would not have been an unusual 

23 
expenditure • 

Mr. Baron. Not unusual enouqh, in fact, for you to have 
24 

25 
a particular memory of th"' event? 
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1 Mr. Halley. No. 

2 Now that I read over this thing, I do recall, as I told 

3 you earlier bafore you showed me this document something about 

4 a rented truck and bei.nq involved with Harvey in providing him 

5 ~orne logistical support for an activity. I do not recall this 

6 sp~cific list of equipment bein~"involved,.you know, so~ewhere 

7 you got this and if I could check it against the files, if there 

8 art:~ any files available, I could verify whether this is correct 

9 or not. 

10 Mr. Baron. lihether or not the particular list is correct, 

11 you would say that these couple of passages from the IG Report 

12 generally characterize yout' involv~ment wit.h Harvey in this 

13 ontl incident correctly? 

14 Hr. Halley. I would want to sharpen this up, because you 

15 have one, two, two paragraphs here. In the first paragraph 

16 there is a reference to some. pills. I had nothinq to do wit.h 

17 any pills. I have no recollEction of any pills. 

18 Mr. Baron. Let us jump then to th~ very last statement and 

19 let me ask you if this confirms your own sense of your knowledge 

20 The report says: "Harvey says that [Halley]" -- here I 

21 am using your alias ~~·"never knew t.o whom delivery was made nor 

22 for what purpose. [Halley] was merely called upon to furnish 

23 support for a headquarters operation from which he was otherwise 

24 excluded." 

25 Do~s that g~nerally characterize correctly your point of 
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1 involvement with this activity? 

2 Mr. Halley. I would say that is correct. 

I want to go back to these other points, though, because 

4 I want to be meticulously correct here. I do not recall the 

5 specifics of this inventory of equipment. I do not recall, 

6 you know, sitting in a parking lo~_,. surveilling any kind of a 

? vehicle.· On the other hand, I do recall having been involved 

8 with Harvey in some sort of an effort with a U-Haul t.ruck. 

9 Now therefore that last sentence you have read is correct, 

10 I knew nothing about any of this delivery. ana !.,was. called ·upon 

11 to furnish support for a htadquarters operation from which I 

12 was otherwise excluded. 

13 Mr. Baron. You are not denying, are you, that you may have 

14 sat near the parking lot and surveilled the truck until it was 

15 picked up? 

16 Mr. Halley. I have no recollection 

17 Mr. Baron. One way or the other? 

18 
Mr. !Ialley. No, I would say that my sitting in a parked 

19 
car with Harvey surveilling a parking lot is the kind of thinq 

20 
·that wo\lld have stuck in my mind. I do not recall ever doing 

21 
that and that is the thing that has me a little perplexed here 

22 
and I am having trouble matching t.his 'thing up with my own 

23 
memory. It would have been damned unusual for Harvey and I to 

24 
have sat in a parking lot, and I just do not r~call that. 

25 
I do have a vague recollection of being involved with him 
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1 in somo sort of ca.p~r involving a. U-Ra.ul truck. 

2 Mr. Baron. At that time, if Harvey had made a. request of 

3 you to supply $5,000 worth of equipment like explosives, 

4 detonators, • 30 caliber rifles, .45 ~aliber handguns, radios 

5 and boat radar, would you have supplied that ~quipment to Harvey 

6 or to anyone he designated without asking him what the purpose 

7 of the operation was? 

8 Mr. Halley. Yes, I would have supplierl it to Harvey or 

9 to his designated representative, deoending on how that person 

10 identified himself to me with th~ equipment that he requested. 

11 That was my chain of command and, if he had told me that he 

12 had wanterl this material for any op~rational activity, I would 

13 have seen to it that it was issued to him. That is the way the 

14 Agency functions. 

15 Mr. Baron. Would it have been standard procedure in a 

16 paramilitary operation to procure equipment that would not have 

17 been traceable to the United States as the rr. Report indicates 

18 was done in this case? 

19 
Mr. Halley. It depends. It depends on what was the 

20 
. sponsorship that was trying to be conveyed t.o the paramilitary 

21 group. 

22 
In other words, let us say t.he:re was a Venezuelan busir.ess 

23 
man who may have been giving some assistance to a Cuban exile 

24 
group. If somebody had gotten in touch with that Venezuelan 

25 
busin~ssman and he was saying I brought weapons into Florida 

TOP SECRET 
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1 or equipment Which I will give you, than maybe 

2 a circumstance we wouldn't want anything that would clearly 

3 identify it with the u.s. government and then that would be the 

4 normal thing to do. I would have to know the sponsorship. 

5 Mr. Baron. This requl:!lst would not havo.s been ~~traordinar~··· 

6 either, to provide "sterile" equipmept to a contact of Harvey's? ... 

? Mr. Halley. It would not have attracted my attention to 

8 make it seem out of the ordinary. 

9 Mr. Baron. Were you aware of the presence of. a CIA offictr 

10 named Jim O'Connell in Florida at that time? 

11 Mr. Halley. No; . , .. • .... f 

12 Mr. Baron. Had you been· aware of any opera fional · 

13 involvement that .Jim O'.Conhell had with anyone in' Florida. at 

14 any time?, 

15 :. ~ Mr.· Halley •. I do not. know Jim O'Connell. I have seen 

16 r~ferences to Jim O'Connell in Jack Ander.Ron's columns ~nd 

17 things like that.since I have been reading the Press, but I 

18 do not know Jim O'Connell. r·r· he·walked into ·this ·room, -I 

19 wouldnot recognize him b7.cause I do not think I ever met th~ 

20 man. I do not know who he is. I asked several of my colleagues 

21 
when I first saw his name appear in the Press who it was, and 

22 nobody could describe him in a way that would enable me to 

23 
rdmemb~r ever having seen or met the man • 

24 
Hr. Baron. !lad you heard o€ the man in connection·with 

25 
opdrations against Cuba --
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1 Mr. Halley. I had not. 

2 Mr. Baron. before reading it in the newspapers 

recently? 

4 1-ir. !Ialley. Before reading in the. newspapers and I do not 

5 know what year I first read this, because somewhere in the back 

6 of my mind is a J.ack Anderson column --... · 
? Mr. Baron. And a Drew Pearson column before that. 

8 Mr. Halley. a couple of years ago in which it was 

9 obvious that this was obtained from a military assign~e to the 

10 Agency named Brad · something -- I cannot think of his name 

11 right now -- and that he was the source of that information. I 

12 think somewhere in one of those articles, his name had 

13 appeared several y~ars ago. I frankly do not know who the quy 

l4 is. 

15 Mr. Baron. At any point:in your operational relationship 

16 with William Harvey in connection with Cuban affairs, did you 

1? suspect that an assassination operation was being run out of 

18 
Task Force W'against Fidel Castro? 

19 Mr. Halley. No. 

20 
Mr. Baron. I would like to run down a list of the names 

21 
of some people who war~ involved in one way or the other with 

22 
an assassination operation that was being run out of Task Fore~ 

23 
H, and I Hill reprasent to you that there was indeed an 

24 
assassination effort or a series of efforts run out of Task 

25 
Force W beginning -- and out of the CIA baginning in October 
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l of 1960 involving connections between CIA officials and people 

2 who have been characterized as members of the Mafia, of the 

gambling Syndicate who had interests in Havana and which involve 

the passage of poison ~ills to people insid~ Cuba purportedly 

5 for use against Castro in the restaurant that he frequented. 

6 And this plot by \Yilliam Harvey's o:-n admission was directed 

7 by Harvey during Harvey's tenure as the~ Chief of Task Force W. 

8 Mr. Halley. I take due note of· what you are saying. I 

9 have no knowledge of that. I will be glad.to comment-on any 

10 of ·the names. My commenting on names is in no way to reflect 

11 any knowledge on my part of this particular activity, because 

12 I havt~ no knowledge of it. 

13 Hr. Baron. You hav~ already·stated that you have no 

14 knowledge of any assassination effort involving poison pills? 

15 Mr. Halley. Yes. 

16 Mr. Baron. Did you ever hear of any assassination· schemes 

l? which may or may not have been put into effect involving 

18 exploding sea shells that Castro might pick up by scuba diving? 

19 Hr. Halley. No, I do not recall any exploding sea shells 

20 while Castro was scuba diving, but the problem of Castro b~inq 

21 an avid scuba diver is well-known to me. As I recall, somewhere 

22 in this thing there was a refugee group or Cuban exile group 

23 or somebody at one time in this whole activity who had focused 

24 on the question of whether Fid~l Castro was vulnerable at the 

25 tim~ that ht was scuba diving. t have heard that discussed but 
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1 frankly I do not ·remember in what forum, and your reference to 

2 the scuba diving has triggered that response. Nothing about 

3 exploding sea shells. 

4 Hr. Baron. You do not recall evt!r hearinq Desmond 

E FitzGerald mention that subject or hearin~ that Desmond 

6 FitzGerald was involved in explorinq that possibility, plantinq 

? an exploding sea shell? 

8 Mr. Halley. The exploding sea shell is enough of an off-

9 beat kind of thing that I think I would have recalled it. I 

10 don't recall it. 

11 I do recall Castro's scuba diving, and that representinq 

12 a vuln~rability and som~where in the recesses of my memory, 

13 that does strike a bell with me that some exile group, somebody 

14 was talking about Fidel Castro being vulnerable while he was 

15 scuba diving. 

16 Mr. Baron. Did you~ ever hear of a plan to present Cast.ro 

l? with a skin-diving suit in which bacteria injurious to his healt 

18 would have been cultured, bacteria that would have produced 

19 tuberculosis and would have produced a dreadful disease? 

20 Mr. !Ialley. I have never heard of any bact,eria approach 

21 to the problem of dealing with Fidel Castro. 

22 I do want to come back to this that I do recall something 

23 about scuba diving, you know, on th~ range of Fidel being 

24 vulnerable at the time he was scuha diving, but I do not recall 

25 exploding sea shells or bact~ria. 
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1 Mr. Daron. Let us turn then to the list of nama --

2 Mr. Halley. Wait a minute. Just let me make a note to 

(Pause) 

5 Hr. Baron·. . Do you have any knowledge, acquired directly 

6 or indirectly, of any involvement-of John Roselli in Cuban 

? operations? 

8 Hr. Halley. Other than reading the papers --

9 Mr. Baron. •Other than what you read recently in the papers 

10 did you acquire any knowledge during your period as Chief of 

11 Station at JMtiAVE of John Roselli's involvement in Cuban 

12 operations? 

13 .Nr. Halley. No. I had the impression from llarvey going 

14 off that he was meeting with somebody, and at one point in time 

15 I came to the impression that he was meeting a guy by the name 

r...._ 16 of John. Nho John was, I had no idea. We were involved in an 

.., 
0 
0 
0 .... 
u 
ci 

~ 
0 .. 

17 attempt to try to fin 
L..._ ____ _j t one point who were of 

18 interest. The fellow who provided the lead to that had been 

19 a member of one of the casinos in Cuba at some time. 

20 Mr. Baron. Do y~u remember who that was? 

21 Mr. Halley. No, I do not. I do not rem~ber the man's 

22 name. It may come to me. You are askinq me thintJs. that 

23 happened, you know, in 1962. As I have told you, I have been 

24 in a lot of plac~s. 

25 Anyway, when we put in a request for a trace on the source 
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1 of this lead, I was surprised with the speed with which we got 

2 a response back on this man and ~he details run down that we 

got on him in terms of who he was and where he worked and so 

forth, and I think I concluded at that time that somebody knew 

5 this fellow very well and somewhere in the whole labrynth, eithe 

6 Justice or we or somebody ha~ access to somebody who could give 

7 us a great deal of insight into people who had been involved 

8 with the gambling establishment in Cuba. 

9 Those are the only two thinqs that I can say to you that 

10 I knew at the time. Obviously I have since read the papers anrl 

11 I have put together in my own mind by deduction that the John 

12 that I was aware of that. Harvey was in touch wit.h must. be John 

13 Roselli, but I cannot provide to you --

14 Mr. Baron. Would ·this.person·with contacts·w1th gambling 

15 interests in Havana have been Santos Trafficante? 

16 Mr. Halley. I would have no way of knQwing. I know who 

17 Santos Trafficante is.· 

18 Hr. Daren. How do you know this? 

19 Mr. Halley. This is like asking me whether I knew where 

20 ·7th Street is in downtown Miami. Santos Trafficante is a name 

21 that constantly was discussed amonq Cuban exiles and he was a 

22 well-known figure. You could not possibly be involved:-

23 !1r. Baron. Did you know of any involvement that he had 

24 in Cuban operations that were connected in any way to the CIA? 

25 Hr. Halley. None that. I kr..ow of. To the hest of my 
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recollection when I was in Miami, Santos Trafficante was in the 

Tampa area and that is my recollection of it at the time. 

I also think that there was some large scandal, when I was 

in Miami, that was played up in the Press. I forget, some 

5 Federal agent who was somehow involved with the Mafia and with 

6 the Syndicate and there was some•linkage in the Press between 

7 Santos Trafficante, Cubans and the Federal agent:, .but I do not 

8 remember the details of it. 

9 Mr. Baron. •' The Federal agent \otas not a CIA employee? 

10 Mr. !Ialley. No, he was not. My recollt!ction is he was 

11 Narcotics or something. , .... 

·12 Mr. Baron. You would ·make the same statement about John 

13 Roselli that you had no knowledge of his connection with any 

14 CIA sponsored operation against the Cuban government or against 

15 Castro personally? 

16 Mr. Halley. At the time that I was there -- you know, I 

17 want to caution you that I have read the Press. If I have 

18 trouble sorting this out, I want you to understand that --

19 Mr. Baron. I understand that clearly. 

20 Mr. Halley. that this is a dilemma for me. Obviously 

21 I told you I made my own deduction that John, the one that 

22 Harvey was in touch with, must have turned out in the context of 

23 ~0/15 hindsight to be John Roselli. At the time, I did not 

2 4 know tha. t. 

25 Mr. Baron. 1-lhat about Robert Maheu? Did you have any 
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1 knowledge that he was involved with Cuban op~rations affiliated 

2 with the CIA? 

f.lr. Halley. No • 

4 Again, at the.time.I had no knowledge of Robert Maheu. I 

5 have since read about Robert Maheu in the Press, allegations: 

6 and ~o forth. The name is familiar to me now • .. -
7 Mr. Daron. The same question for Sam r.iancana. 

8 Mr. Halley. Again, I say in answer that at the time that 

I was involved in '62 and '65 I did not know anything about 

10 Sam Giancana. I have since read in the Press about him. 

11 Therefore, the name is familiar to me to!iay • 

12 Mr. Baron. Did you know at that time that Sheffield 

13 Edwards, who was then Director of the Office of Security, was 

14 connected in any way with those efforts against Castro personall 

15 or against the Ca~tro government? 

16 Mr. Halley. At that time, Shef Edwards was known to me 

17 as Director of Security. That is all. I had· no knowledge of 

18 his involvement in any activity against Fidel Castro in a 

19 personal sense. 

20 Shef Edwards did help Security Officers assigned to my 

21 staff in Miami. Therefore I would periodically go to him about 

22 the performance of his officers who were on my staff. So during 

23 the time that I was involved in Cuban affairs, yes, I did see 

24 him, yes, I did talk to him ahout Cuban affairs in Miami, the 

25 performance of his officers on my staff, but nothing about anyth nq 
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1 that he might·be doing, you know, against Fidel castro. 

2 Mr. Baron. I will represent to you that we have testimony 

from Edwards and from .Jim:O!Connell who was an officer working 

in the Office of Security under Edwards that they were involved 

5 in the early stages of an assassination plot against Castro 

6 which was run out of the Office qf Security and later transferre 

7 to the DDP. But you are saying that you had no knowledge of 

8 any such operation at that time? 

9 Mr. !Ialley. I had no knowledge. As I told you before, I 

10 did not even know Jim O'Connell. 

11 Mr. Baron. Do you know a man by the name of Juan Orta? 

12 Mr. !!alley. That. name is familiar to me. It is a name 

13 that has appeared, you know, across my scope. I cannot tell 

14 you why I am familiar with it. I would have to have a trace 

15 run, .you know, and look at the results of the trace. But the 

16 name Juan Orta is known to me. That does ring a passive bell 

l 7 in my memory. 

18 Hr. Baron. Do you remember Hilliam Harvey having any 

19 direct contact with Juan Orta? 

20 Mr. Halley. No, I (;o not. 

21 Mr. Daron. You do not have any specific recollection of 

22 Juan Orta's point of involvement in operations against Castro? 

23 Hr. Halley. Juan Orta, no. It is a name I am familiar 

24 with. I think you will find, you know, that there are a number 

25 of names -- you asked me to look at that other thing -- a numher 
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1 of names me. I really would have to 

2 have back-up material to clarify why they ring a bell.. This is 

one that happens to ring a bell with me, but I have no way of 

4 linking it to anything, and certainly I do not link it in any 

5 w~y in my memory to Mr. Harvey. 

6 Hr. Baron. Do you remember ever hearing of a Cuban contact .. .. 
7 of William Harvey's who went by the name of Maceo? 

8 Mr. Halley. No, I do not. 

9 Mr. Baron. He. also used the name of· Garcia Gomez ·and ·. 

10 the name Godoy.· 

11 Mr. Halley. The only name that rings any bell with me 

12 in Cuban contacts is Arturo Godoy. Is this the same man? 

Mr. Daron. We do not have the first name of that alias. 

14 In what conn~ction·had· you heard of Arturo Godoy? 

15 Hr. Halley. My recollection is I've known Arturo Godoy 

16 is that he was the fellow who was active in the Cuban immigre 

17 community in Miami. That is all I can tell you at this point. 

18 I would have to go back. 

19 Mr. Baron. You do not remember what group he was connecten 

20 ·with? 
\• 

21 Mr. Halley. No, I do not. Dut it was a name that 

22 obviously, you know, frequently referred to in .reports. ·You 

23 knoH at one time we did monitor the Cuban community as to what 

24 was going on in terms of thtse various groups and what they 

25 had been doing. For some reason, Arturo Godoy rinqs a bell with 
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1 me. As I recall, he was soma sort of an activist in soma 

2 Cuban exile group. To give you a definitive answer, you know, I 

3 would have to get the name, trace him, ;.have.•!a-~run •orhthiB !fellow 

and try· to put it together in some kind of context, but that is 

5 the only Godoy that rings any bells with me. 

6 Certainly in my relat.ionship,with Harvey, this has no .. 
7 meaning to me. Godoy and Harvey just do not ring any bells. 

8 Mr. Baron. One more name that we already discussed, that 

9 is Tony Varona. 

10 Mr. Halley. Yes. 

11 Mr. Baron. You said that you did know Tony Varona? 

5 12 t-1r. Halley. I know of Tony Varona, that he was leader of 

13 th~ cons~jo, the revolutionary counsel 
~--------------------~ 

14 In the post 

15 Day of Pigs era, ~ua Cardona and Tony Varona were people who 

~ 16 still appeared on the exile scene and were prominent. We harl 

.. 
0 
0 
0 .... 
<.i 
ci 

17 some dealings with Nua Cardona, officers in the Station harl 

18 dealings with· Nua Cardona and Tony. Varona to pay off, you know, 

injuries to peopoe who han been suffered during the Bay of Pigs, 19 

20 'things like that, widows and so on. I k;;~ow who he is and so 

~ 21 forth, the name is very familiar to me. I never personally met 
< 
~ i 22 with Tony Varona. 

.. 
0 .. 

23 

24 

25 

Mr. Baron. Were you awara that William Harvey had an 

independ~nt line of communication with Tony Varona? 

f·1r. I! all tY. No, I am not. 
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1 Mr. Baron. Would it surprise you if that were the case? 

2 Mr. Halley. The Tony Varona thing Would surprise me·, 

3 frankly. I think I would not -- I would be surprised, yes. 

Mr. Baron. Why is that? 

5 Mr. Halley. Well, because here is a case where the guy 

6 was a prominent exile figure, .. -essentially residing in Hiami, and 

7 I knew of no contacts or had ·no reasons to suspect any contacts 

a with this kind of an exile figure, though once it specifically 

9 appeared, I was aw~re of and it was discussed. This was done 

10 under FitzGerald's stewardship with the Task Force. I was 

11 aware of that. I would be surprised if sombone was in touch 

12 with Tony Varona and I did not know about it.. If you told me 

13 that is what happ.,Hed, that is what Harvey has testified to, 

I accept that. I am surprised by it. 14 

15 Mr. Baron. What was the nature of the CIA relationship 

16 to Artime? 

17 Hr. Halley. Hell, the Hiami Station had no direct relat.ion 

18 ship with him •. As to the nature of the project, you know 1\rtime 

19 ran· from .the ·Agenqy, from other people who actually worked with 

20 ·nim on a fi'.:'st time bas is. 

21 Mr. Baron. \.Yere you aware of a project called AHLASH? 

22 Hr. lla.lley. Let me make sure we are talking about the same 

23 thing. 

24 Mr. Daron. Off the record. 

25 (Discussion off the record.) 

\ 



1 Mr. Baron. We have just gone off the record to straighten 

2 out the fact that we are both talking about the same Cuban'high 

3 military officer who was known to the CIA by the cryptonym of 

AMLASH. 

5 Correct me if I am wrong, Mr. Halley, that you and I agree 

6 that we are referring to the same p~~on that we have identified 

? off the record? 

8 Mr. !Ialley. Yes, we have. 

9 Mr. Baron. Were you aware of contacts between AMLASH-1, 

10 as he was known, and Artime? 

11 Mr. Halley. I think at the time that this was going on, I 

12 do not know whether I was or I was not -- I was aware that the 

c~ 13 CIA was in touch with 1\MLl\.SH. 
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14 Mr. Baron. Did·you deal directly with the case officers 

15 who ran AMLASH? 

16 Mr. Halley. I did not'.. My r~collection of this AMLASH 

. 17 case is as follows. ·At:some point in time~ I-had.a conversation 

18 with Desmond FitzGerald in Nashington durinq one of my ·periodic 

19 visits to Washintj·ton. from Miami. ~'le discussed at that meeting 

20 ·the nature of our approach to the military establishment in 

21 Cuba. In the contbxt of that conversation, Mr. FitzGerald asked 

22 me if I thought whether it would be a good idea for him to meet 

23 one of these Cuban military personalities, anrl he subsequently 

2 4 identified to me the p~rsonality he was talking about was 

25 AMLJ\SH-1. 
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My advice to him·was that it would probably not be a good 

idea for him to meet him, and the only thJng that I could see 

coming out of that kind of a contact would be that he, Mr. 

FitzGerald, would get a personal feel for what makes some of 

5 these people tick, in human terms, and that that probably was 

6 too high a price to pay for the prospect if anything went wrong, 

7 an individual as prominent in Nashington as, both within the 

a Agency and the social world in Washinqton, would be exposed in 

9 the Press. 7hat would create a flap that I thought was not 

10 worth ,,hat would be gained from that mP.eting. 

11 Mr. Baron. Would this have been in the fall of 1963? 

12 t-lr. Halley. I have no recollection of the time. 

13 Subsequent to that, Mr. FitzGerald told me that he had 

1 4 indeed met him and that he had had an interesting conversation 

15 with him. I subsequently recall that this gentleman was met 

16 in Spain at some point in tim~ --

l? Mr. Baron. This gentleman beinq AML.I\SH-1? 

18 Mr. Halley. This gentleman, being A!'IL.I\SH-1, was met in 

19 I also recall after having left the Cuban activity that 

20 'I read a Press article showing that he had been apprehended 

21 and I remember readinq the publicity of that particular 

22 activity. It is also my recollection that we put in a cache 

23 for him . 

24 That is about. the sum anrl substance of it. 

25 Mr. Baron. Do you recall what the purpose of that cache 



1 was? lias it a cache of arms? 

2 Mr. Halley. It was a cache. I think that you could: .. -,, 

o·:.tothe record to establish what was in the cache. I do not 

recall specifically what the material was that was in the 

5 cache. 

6 Hr. Baron. At the point that you were having these .. -
7 conversations with Desmond FitzGerald, though, in the first 

8 instance the .prospect of his contact directly with AMLASH-1, 

; . 
9 in the second instance his reaction to his contact with J\MLASH-1 

10 do you recall FitzGerald mentioning to you the fact that 

11 AMLASH had requested assurances that'high "officials of· the u.s. 

12 governm~nt would stand behind him if he undertook operations on 

13 behalf of the CIA? 

14 Mr. Halley. I do not recall this at the time. 

15 You know, I also want to say, as you probably know from 

16 th~ record, I was later Chief of the WH Division from 1972 to 

17 1973, and I did read som~ of th~ files. I am familiar with 

18 tht! case. But at the time -- I am trying to be schizophrenic, 

... 19 you know, to put this in the time sequence in which we are 
0 
0 
0 ... 
u 20 ·talking about. My recollection of that- is that I did not knol" 
ci 
c 
~ 21 that. 
c 

_.., __ s 
i 22 Hr. Baron. It would then be your testimony that Mr. 
..; 
.,; 23 FitzGerald never broached with you the subject of making a 
~ 

~ 
iii 2 4 representation to N1LASH-1 that. Rohert Kennedy or other high 
;;: 
0 .. 25 officials of the U.S. gov~rnment would stand behind him? 
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1 Mr. Halley. I do not recall that kind of a conversation 

2 taking place with FitzGerald in·this timeframe that we are 

3 talking about • 

Hr. Baron. Do you recall any such conversation at any 

5 point? 

6 Hr. Halley. No, I do not, in the timeframe that we are 

7 talking about. 

8 Mr. Baron. Hhen I say at any point,. I mean at any point. 

9 since 1962. 

10 Mr. !!alley. Nell, you know, in th.a period 1972-73, I did 

11 look at.some of.th~-files, I did read some of the files. I am 

12 familiar that such conversations took place and that there 

13 were a series of meetings. You know, I know '"ho the case 

14 officer was and so forth. 

15 Mr. Baron. You never discussed the subject directly with 

r---~ 16 FitzGerald? 

17 Hr. Halley. \'lith FitzGerald, no. I can only say that my 

18 knowledge of that is secondhand from having subsequently read 

... 19 the files • 
0 
0 
0 .. 
<.i 20 Mr. Baron. Was it your impression at that time that one 
ci 
i 

~ 21 of the objectiv~s of the contact with AMLJ\SI!-1 was the assassina 
c 

~ 
i 22 tion of Fidel Castro or other high Cuban leaders? 
..; 
vi 
;; 23 Hr. Halley. No. I never had the impression that assassina 
~ 
,;; 

2 4 tion t.ras a thrust of the activity. In other words, we were 
... 
0 .. 2 5 workinq across-the-board, both in the context that nesmond 
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~ 1 FitzGarale and his staff were working on what I was doing in 

~ 2 Miami to try to establish·contacts with the Cuban military, .. 
:1 
! 3 In other words, we saw this as a multi-faceted approach. First, . 
c 
0 

f 4 we wanted penetrations of the Cuban military so that we could 

5 collect intelligence. What were their strengths, weaknesses, 

6 what was their mood, where were things going? Secondly, we .. -
7 wanted from these sources operational intelligence. tfuo in 

8 other words, who in these groups were dissatisfied as Fidel 

.. 9 consolidated. Who could provide leadership for a counter-

10 movement agains~ Fidel? 

11 We were looking for people, once we had identified them, 

12 to see if we could establish contacts with any of these leaders 

13 so we could see whether there was a basis for working towarrl 

14 an overthrow of the Castro government. You know, those were 

15 the basic steps. 

16 Now as you got down to talking about how you overthrow 

1? Castro, obviously the question comes in of how tloes a·group who 

18 wants to run a coup or take power taRe power, and obviously 

19 one of the things that has to be looked at is where does the 

20 ·existing leadership going to be during this event, who has 

21 control of the various units. So our discussions were all in 

22 that context. 

23 Mr. Baron. Would it have surprised you or would it 

24 surprise you now to learn that at least part of the contact 

25 with N1LASII would have involved planninq for an assassination 
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1 att~.pt against Castro. 

2 Mr. Halley. I certainly was not aware of that at the 

3 ti~e, as I recall from, you know, looking at the files in the 

4 '72-'73 period, seeing any evid~nce of that in the file at the 

5 time. 

6 Mr. Baron. There are fourteen £alders in the AMLJ\Sll file. 

7 Did you read all of those files? 

8 Mr. Halley. No, I did not. 

9 Mr. Baron. How did you gather your impression that that 

10 was in the M!Ll\SH files? 

11 Mr. Halley. I think I may have read one or two volumes 

12 of whatever my question was at the time, because these cases 

13 keep coming up. You know, there must have been some inquiry 

14 at thd time that necessitated my looking at the folder or 

15 discussing it with my staff and so on. 

16 Mr. Baron. As far as you knew, what was the objective of 

17 th t!. con tact with Artime? 

18 Mr. Halley. You mean the CIA contact with Artime? 

19 Mr. Baron. Yes. •.e. 

20 Mr. !Ialley. l\s a concept, the J>ttimt! thing was looked at 

21 as another track, an approach to the overall Cuban problem to 

22 see if th~y could sort of do lt on their own. If they could 

23 simply be given, you know, X number of dollars, some equipment, 

24 some guidance, and give them an opportunity to find a Cuban 

25 solution to what was a Cuban problem. That was also, you know, 
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1 and if you ran the 

::; 2. Artime op~ration, when this was set up, I think I participated .. . . 
~ 3 in giving Artime some tutorial training for a couple of weeks 
c 
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! 4 when this operation \>tas first established in order to familiariz 
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5 him with some of the problems of trying ·to manage a large 

6 operation against Cuba because ~e had been out of things for a ... 
7 couple of years. 

8 Mr. Baron. Were you aware that he had been supplied a 

9 weapon which we already agreed could be characterized as an 

10 assassination weapon? 

11 Mr. Halley. You say "we." You and I? 

12 Mr. Baron. Yes. 

13 Mr. Halley. Which weapon was that? 

14 Hr. Daren. A high-powered rifle with long-range and low 

15 muzzle velocity. 

16 Hr. Halley. I am aware of the fact of this project that 

17 Artime was involved in that he got a number of weapons, any 

18 number of which could have.been used for sniper type activities. 

19 I am aware of the fact that he had a base to 

20 ·hav~·activities, so I would find it hard to sinqle out a weapon. 

21 My recollection of that that he was given a large number of 

22 weapons. 

23 Mr. Baron. Was one ot Artime's objectives to have been 

24 to assassinate Fidel Castro? 

25 rtr. Halley. Not that. I am aware of. 
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1 Mr. Baron. Did you ever hear any discussion to the 

2 effect that the Agency was attempting to achieve through Artime 

3 indirectly. what they did not want to achieve directly in a 

4 fashion that.would be attributed to the CIA, namely the 

5 assassination of Castro? 

6 Mr. Halley. I think that 'JOU have tied two issues together 

7 there and I do not think I can answer the qu~stion that way. 

8 I would like to s~parate the question into two parts. 

9 Mr. Baron. Go ahead. 

10 Mr. Halley. The first part, as I mentioned to you earlier 

11 the CIA did establish a relationship with Artime and he was 

12 given funds and other support to run his approach to solving 

13 the Cuban problem. lie was one of two such activities that were 

14 run at the time. And therefore I think that your statement is 

15 correct that perhaps he "'as set up so that there could be no 

16 direct attribution in his activities to the United States, 

17 because he set up a bas and the story as I recall 

18 it was put out that he was receiving assistance from the 

19 

20 if you will, for him. 

21 So, yes, there was an attempt to set him up as a parallel 

22 track or a separate track. That does not follow from that, in 

23 my perspective, that was geared tow~rds an assassination 

24 operation, b~cause that was a fantastically large operation 

25 involving lots of people, you know, with substantial amounts of 
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1 money. I was to it at the time. And once it was set 

I then did not pay an 

4 awful lot of attention to the thing except what I picked up, 

5 you know, over the years, and again in the '72-'73 period, 

6 'and talked to officers who had, you know, more intimate knowledg 
' .. 

7 of it and got an appraisal of it as to what they thought had 

8 occurred • 

9 Mr. Baron. Had you heard at any point that Artime was 

10 supplied weapons for the specific purpose of assassinating 

C 11 Castro? 

.. 
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12 Mr. !Ialley. Ho, not for the specific purpose of assassina-

13 ting Castro . 

14 Mr. Baron. Was it your general impression that AMT.;ASH-1 

15 was a reliable agent? 

16 11r. Halley. I really· do not know that much about him, 

17 you know. This was an operation that was run at that time out 

18 of Washington and, you know, my knowledge was as I described it 

19 
newspaper 

20 ·articles, so forth, in that particular timeframe. 

21 
Mr. Baron. Did the CIA to your knowledge use any gambling 

22 Syndicate contacts inside Cuba or people outside Cuba who were 

23 
connected to gambling interests inside Cub~ for any operational 

24 
purpose including the int.o:lligence gathering? 

25 
~tr. llalle.y. Th~:: only case t.hat I recall is this case that 
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individual whose name I cannot remember who had been involved 
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5 That is the only case that I know of. I cannot think of 'the 

6 man's name. I can give you a physical description of him, and 

7 so forth. I honestly cannot think of his name. 

8 l"'r. Baron. You are not aware of any other use of people 

9 with gambling interests in Cuba for intelligence gathering? 

10 Mr. Halley. Not that I am aware of. If you have somet-.hing 

11 specific that you want to pursue, if you can c:rive me some ot.her1· 

12 clue than that, I just do not, out of my past memory, I simply 

13 do not r~call any other case but that. one. 

14 Mr. Baron. Are·you·aware of any contact between the CIA 

15 and Meyer Lansky? 

16 Mr. Halley. No, I am not aware of any contact between the 

17 CIJ\ and Meyer Lansky. 

18 Mr. Baron. h'as Howard Hunt connected wit:h any Cuban 

19 operations during the period of your tenure at JMWJ\VE Station? 

20 Hr. Halley. Ho~trard Hunt was involved in the Bay of Pigs 

21 Op&ration. After the Bay of Pigs Operation wss over, he did not 

22 participate in the Cuban activities that I was aware of. You 

23 may know something that I do not.know, because, you know, you 

24 have asked me a couple of questions here of thinqs that I am 

25 not aware of. You may know something ·that I do not, but 
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1 certainly he did not come across my horizon at the time that I 

2 was in Miami. 

Mr. Baron. Have you ever heard the phrase Executive 

4 Action? 

5 Hr. Halley. Yes. 

6 Hr. Baron. lfuat does that signify to you? 

7 Mr. l~lley. Well, Executive Action is some sort of a 

8 euphemism -- to eliminate somebody, I guess is how it appears 

9 in the popular jargon. 

10 Mr. Baron. Did you hear it in the Agency? 

11 Mr. Hall~y. No, I think that this is a term that has been 

12 bandied about in the Press that. has come about in the Press to 

13 be synonymous with killing som~body or somethinq like that. 

14 Mr. Baron. It is not, as far as you know, a euphemism in 

15 common usage within the Agency? 

16 Mr. Halley. No. 

17 Mr. Baron. Had you ever heard of the ZRRIFLE Project run 

18 by William Harvey? 

19 Mr. Halley. No, I do not know what it. is. 

20 Mr. Baron. Have you ever heard of --

21 Hr. Halley. I want to make sure here that I am accurat.e, 

22 you know. You ar~ asking me ZRFIFLE. That is a cryptonym for 

23 something. 

24 Mr. Baron. Let me explain further. 

25 
I 

Hr. !Ialley. I want to sort of say, in the last thirtet!n 
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1 years I have ~een literally --

2 (Discussion off the record.) 

3 Mr. Halley. Let me go back. You asked me about ZRRIFLE. 

This is one of a thousand or hundreds of cryptonyms. Evett day 

5 I read, you know, hundreds of pages of traffic, so wh~n you ask 

6 me do I know what ZRRIFLE is, I mus~ answ~r you off the top of 

? my head no. I have tried to be helpful. I have asked you 

8 several times if you coulrl give me a steering tip or show me 

9 what direction you are going, I might be able to try to comment 

10 on it, but ZRRIFLE as such means nothing to me. You really 

ll could not expect that it would, given the thousands of these 

12 things that come across my desk. 

l3 
Mr. Baron. That is absolutely unr1erstandable. I want t.o 

14 
try to see what happens in the way of getting an unrefreshed 

15 
recollection from you, then I will go back over these two, 

16 ~specially the next one, OJWIN. Do you recall a CIA asset who 

17 
went by the cryptonym QJWIU? 

18 
Mr. Halley. t<o, I do not. Knowing the system, and so 

19 
forth, normally it would have something to do with It 

20 
·does not ring any hells with me. That is all I can give you, 

21 
a sort of Pavlovian response. You flash ()JiH1l on the screen, 

22 
I am telling you now I do not know, but it probably.has 

23 
somethin0 to do with 

24 
.'I r . Baron . W~re you aware tha~ a project involving the 

25 
devcloom~nt of a capabil{ty of carrying on assassination was 
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run by William Harvey? 

Mr. Halley. To deVelop the capabi 11 ty to carry on the 

assassination? 

Mr. Rarnn. Y~~. 

Mr. Halley. No. I hav~:~ no knowledge of Harvey being 

focused on a project or.given the capability of carrying one 

out. 

Mr. Baron. Harvey has testified, as has Richard Bissell, 

I will represent to you, that instruction was given by Bissell 

to Harvey to set up, to develop such a capability in early 1961 

and that Harvey took steps to develop such a capability in 

coordination with an asset in New York named QJWIN and I think 

that period of greatest activity was in 1962 and WIN was 

involved in spotting potential assets among the criminal under-

world and might be used for any number of dirty 

deeds. 

Mr. diGenova. It shouln be emphasized that the Executive 

Action Plan that you are referring to has had as its qoal the 

incapacitation 6f foreign leaders, one possibility of 

·incapacitation hein~ the ultimate weapon, assassination. It 

was just not assassination. It was a spectrum of activities 

that could be used to incapacitate a for~ign leader an'{Where 

from illness, chemical warfare, and then including d-ea~.h. 

Correct me if I am wrong, but it was not just assassination. 

Mr. Baron. Does that rin~ any bells? 
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l Mr. Halley. No, it does not . 

2 Mr. Baron. Do you have any recollection that the ZRRIFLF. 

Project involving the development of an~Executive Action~ 

4 capability wuuld have be~n tied in in any way to an operation 

5 against Cuba? 

6 1'-!.r. Halley. No, that"does no.t ring any bells, none what-

7 soever. 

8 Mr. Baron. I would like to introduce as Halley Exhibit 

9 3 an article from Harper's Magazine entitled "The Kennedy 

10 v~~detta," subtitled "How the CIA Waged a Silent War Against 

ll Cuba," written by Taylor Branch and George Crile III. 

12 Let me show you this article and let me ask you whether 

13 you have rclad it? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

113 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2
., 
,) 

25 

Mr. Halley. Yes I I have rean the article. 

(The document referred 

to was marked Jlalley 

Exhibit No. 3 for 

iclentification.) 
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l Mr. Baron. Let out some specifics and discuss 

2 them briefly here. 

3 Near the beginning of this article, it mentions that JMWAVE 

Station operated within an annual budget of well in excess of 

5 $50 million. 

6 \'lould that be accura t<e to you? 

7 Hr. Halley. I do not recall whether that is an accurate 

8 figure. l'le would have to go back to th~ records.· You know, as 

9 I explained to you earlier, the start of the operation taking 

10 place in March and escalattd·'UP. to· a hiqh:point;and.then 

11 dropped off. In the budgetary cycle, we ar<:~ dealing with a 

12 mass of figures, and I would not want to give you an inaccurat~ 

13 answer. That is something that could be researched -- we have 

14 the files -- rather than speculate for youon the buildi.fp and 

15 reduction in the operation. I do not feel that is useful~ 

16 Mr. Baron. As a ballpark figure, would you be able to 

17 place the annual budget of the Station in the ~eighborhood 

18 of tclns of millions of dollars? 

19 Mr. Halley. No, I \iOUld not, because of this transition, 

20 you know, period, the costs wer::: very high in theo beginning to 

21 get a start-up operati.on, brouqi)t to a certain peak, and then 

22 tapered off and starting to be peeled back. I would not want 

23. to draw a figure of 

24 !1r. diGenova. \•Tha '.: \otould th<: start-up cost? 

25 . t-lr. Halley. In terms of what they involved or dollars? 
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1 Mr. diGenova, Dollars. 

2 ~tr. Halley. I have no recollection of the dollars. 

3 Mr. Baron. Would you say that $50 million would be in the 

4 right ballpark for your activities at the peak? 

5 Mr. !!alley. I just have no recollection of the dollar 

6 figure. You might want_-to get ~at figure when you can retrieve 

? it in the files. It is available. 

Mr. Daren. Were the operations of JMWAVE coordinated with 

9 other Latin American CIA S~ation's, as the article indicates 

10 h~::.re? 

11 Mr. Halley. I think my recollection of that phase is that 

12 Cuban activities with other Latin Am.::rican· stations were 

13 coordinated with JMt'i'l\VE. 

14 Mr. Baron. Coord ina t.ed with Jf1HAVE? 

15 Mr. Halley. With JMWAVE. 

16 r1r. Daren. lfuo had the central coordinating responsibility 

17 Mr. Halley. Washington. 

18 Mr. Baron. Was that delegated by Washicgton to you? 

19 Mr. Halley. No. Essentially Nashington had the overall 

20 coordinating responsibility, but that needs some elaboration. 

21 Let me say that we would become aware in our activities in 

22 Miami that a number of inter~stinq people had come in on a 

23 flight to Mexico City. We would send a cable down to Mexico 

24 City with an information copy to t-Jashingtonoutlinin<J who we 

25 werd interested in, and I would probably send somebody down to 
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Mexico to look at the particular Cuban or the operational 

opportunity in conjunction .with the Station Chief in Mexico 

City. So we were in some cases a clearinghouse . 

The final coordination authorit.y rested in l'lashington. I 

will say that if Niami want.ed to do somet.hing and for local 

political reasons in Mexico the M~xican Station Chief did not. .. 
want to do it, that would be adjudicated, not by Niami, but by 

Washington. 

Mr. Baron. Let me quote you a passage here and see if it 

comports with our discussions earlier of special arrangements 

you may have, the JMlvAVE Station inay have had, with law enforce-

ment authoriti~s in Florida. 

The article says: "All the boat missions to Cuba Here tech 

nic~lly illegal under tha Neutrality Act, the Maritime Laws, 

and Immigtation statutes, so that the Station had to work out 

special acrangements with Customs, Immigration and the Coast 

Guard." 

Is that gen2rally accurate? 

Mr. Halley. I think, as I described to you before, there 

·was coordination with th~ Coast Guard in terms of vessel 

departures. The other is Immi~ration? 

1-!r. Baron. Customs, Immigration and Coast Guard. 

Hr. !!alley. Immigration, there would not have been 

coordination on a particular, you knoH, boat dispatch. On the 

oth~r hand, let's say if a mission aborted for somg reason arid 
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a small boat could not recover ita position and get back to the 

mother ship to be picked up and it was·adrift or came in to one 

of the islands or came in to the Florida coast anywhere and was 

picked up and pick~d up by Immigration insp~ctors, then they 

5 would ask to have their case referred to a particular individual 

6 It may have been a code number, a ~olor code, it may have been 

7 phrase. But then Immigration would get in touch with us and say 

8 we have this group, here is what they say, what is your interest 

9 in this particular group, and then that would be adjudicated 

10 at that point. 

ll Now the third group was Customs. Customs did have a 

12 numb~r of patrols and at times when boat loadin~s were conducted 

off the Florida Keys in particular, those ware coordinated with 

14 the Coast Guard so they would not be expending their manpcwer 

15 to run down groups that were extricating with us, in fact the 

16 Agency was doing. 

17 Mr. Baron. The article continues to say: "It was illegal 

18 for agents to travel around with machin~ guns ann plastic 

19 explosives in the cars, as they often did. The Statton had to 

20 ·establish liaison with s~~enteen police jurisdictions alonry 

21 
th~ Florida coast and into the Keys. The result was that 

22 
any agent who was arrested for anything from drunken driving to 

23 illegal possession of fire~rms would be quickly released." 

24 Is that accurat~? 

25 /1r. !Ialley. I commented on that before, and we are on t.he 
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1 record on that as saying that we did not drive around, there 

2 wer~,no v~hicles moving, manned b~ these Cubans with arms and 

weapons on them . 

In other '"'ords, you are coming back to the same point, 

5 becausti as I explained to you, the w~apons were only given to 

6 them on the vessel and taken back from them when they came back 

7 from a mission, so that the statem;nt is not actually correct. 

8 Mr. Daren. vfuat about the end of that passage where they 

9 say that the result, and I undecstanct that you would disagree 

( . 
10 as to whether 1t was a result of this kind of a practice which 

11 you say was not carried on at all.--

12 1-tr • l! a 11 e y . It was not. 

Mr. Daron. Did a situation exist where any agent who was 

1 4 arrested for anything from drunken driving to illegal possession 

15 ot firearms would be quickly released. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

. 21 

22 

24 

25 

Mr. Halley. I have to go back and divide your question 

into two parts. There were no firearms 

t·\r. Daren. I am not. saying firearms supplied to them by 

the CIA for a CIA mission or any agent travelling down the 

·street in Miami who happenerl to have a Sat.urday night Specia 1 

in his car or who happened to be drunk w~ile driving. Would 

such a person be released right away or once the CIA connection 

surfaced? 

~lr. Halley. My answer to that is no. In ot.her v1ords, '(' 
l• 

he had a Saturday lli<]ht Special and was picked up by the police 
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1 and detained, and if he then asked to be in contact with us, 

2 the case would be looked at at that particular point and if he 

had a Saturday Night Special, you know t there would not be any 

intervention on his behalf because it had nothing to do with 

5 his task on the behalf of CIA. 

6 I did mention to you earlier ~e had training camps in variots 

7 parts of the State. If somebody came out of the training camp 

8 and did get drunk and was picked up and did not speak Eriglish 

9 or something and the police jurisdictions did have a way of 

10 getting in touch with us and we might intervene on a case of 

ll disorderly conduct. 

12 M.r. diGenova. l!mv was that established, the rela tionshir o 

13 liaison with these jurisdictions. !lad it. been set up with 

14 JM\'li\VE directly through l'lashington and down through the FBI? 

15 How had that been done? 

16 Mr. Halley. It varied. \fuen we started expanding the 

l? operation, you know, there had alr~ady been a Station there 

18 and there a 1so were two security units in th~ greater Hi ami 

19 area. In some cases the existing contacts at the Station were 

20 expanded, th~ same with Dade County. In other cases, the 

21 security of personnel 1~ho had established contact with other 

22 jurisdictions were used to effect the introduction. In some 

23 cases, we had our security people who were on my staff go out 

24 to these jurisdictions ar:.d identify themselves simply wit.h a 

25 badge and a name and discuss the: kinds of things that they ~1ere 
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1 int~re.sted in so that there would not be a cro·s1Fof ·proBlems 

2 with these jurisdictions and therefore a liaison was opened on 

3 that basis, a multiplicity of approaches·. 

Nr. Baron. The articld discusses the fact that regular 

5 commando raids were run out of JMWAVE Station to the shore of 

6 Cuba, and that those commando~-were equipped with all kinds of 

7 explosives and armaments. 

8 Is that generally a fair statement, that we were running on 

9 a regular basis commando raids to Cuba? 

10 Mr. Halley. Yes. There were a series of commando raids 

11 run from the Miami Station against targets in Cuha. 

12 Mr. Baron. _Were assassination weapons, that is, high-power d 

13 rifles with low muzzle velocity and telescopic sights, supplied 

14 to those commando teams as a matter of course? 

15 Mr. Halley •.. No, they were not. For most of those 

16 commando teams, you were looking for a different kind of a 

17 weapon~ You are looking for a weapon with a high range of fire 

18 power over a short distance to deal with an emerqency situation 

19 rather than the kind of, you know, weapon that we are talking 

20 about. 

21 In other words, you wouln find that type of a group armed 

22 with a submachine gun, as for example. 

23 Hr. naron. If an assas~ination weapon as we have 

24 described it was supplied to a commando team, they \-IOuld have 

25 to have a sperific purpose in mind for its use? 
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1 Mr. Halley. Yes. 

2 Also, ag&in, all of these '"eapons were controlled, the 

weapons ~at were issued at the time of the mission on the 

4 mother ship and picked up on the team's return to the mother 

5 ship, so there was accountab~lity for the weapons. 

6 Mr. Baron. ·would it have been.~nusual to supply what we 

7 have called an assassination weapon to a commando team? 

8 Mr. llall~y. lvell, that depends on the mission. For 

9 instance, let me use an example. 

10 Most of the missions that were run were run aqainst targets 

11 .that were in fairly close proximity to the shore. If you are 

12 going to put a party to attack your objectives, let us say the 

l3 objective was a petroleum storage tank, if you were going to do 

14 this by putting charges up against the petroleum storage tank 

15 that meant U1at you had to have a group infiltrate close 

16 enough to put the charges on the tank. Some distance aw!y 

l? from them you woulrl give them a second element of the commando 

team which woulrl be providing covering fir~ for this group in 

19 case they got into trouble and cannot. handle it on t.'1e ground. 

20 This covering fire group might hav~ had a light machine gun, 

21 a Belgian weapon. T~ey coulrl have th:se kinds of \vearons and 

22 th~y did have these kinds of weapons-which in th9 definition you 

23 are using could be used as a sniper weapon or whatever, but the 

basic reason for having that weapon was to provide fire support 

25 for U1e other members uf the commando team. And therefore when 
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1 this mission was over and they returned, those weapons were 

2 taken back from them and accounted for. They were shaken down 

so that we did not h~ve weapon~ dis~ppearing out of our 

4 control. 

5 Mr. Baron. Such weapons, hiqh-powered rifles with telescop c 

6 scopes, conceivably with silencers, were supplied with some 

7 regularity, but they were kept under tight control? 

8 Mr. Halley. \·le had high-powc:red rifles. I cannot think no 

g of a case where ther~ was a sniper scope attached to the rifle. 

10 I can think of no case where thr:re was a silencer attached t.o 

C 11 a rifle in any of these commando raids. There '"ere a number of 

!". 
12 raids conducted, some of them involved teams of fifteen or 

c.-.. 13 twenty men. I am not prepared to say that no man ever had one, 

14 but I do not recall one. You know, if you gave me an inventory 

15 which are in the files, for each of the operations and say here 

..... 
I ' 

16 is the operation plan, dor::s this list of equipment fifteen years 

17 later look reasonahle to yon, I wouln be able to tell you yes 

113 or no. But off the top of my head, I do not recall a sniper 

19 scope or a silenced rifle. 

20 r1r. naron. Do you know a man by the name of Rolando 

21 Martinez? 

22 •· Hr. Halley. Of 11a':.ergate involvement? 

23 Hr. Baron. Yes. 

24 f~r. Halley. Yes, I know of him. I have n~ver met him 

25 personally. I know of him. lie was 
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2 Nr. Baron. In the Harper's article, it says that Martinez 

. 
<'i 3 indicated that "Hore than once ho was givtm personal charge cf 

4 w~apons drops in which special rifles with silencers and tele-

5 scopic sights were left in designated inland spots." 

6 Do you know of a factual basi;;, for that stat~ment7 

7 Hr. !Ialley. Martinez is undoubtedly factually correct when 

8 he says he put caches on the·coast ofCuha that contained weapons 

9 I do not know how he would be ahle to tell what kind of weapons 

10 were in the cache. The reason I say that is that when one of 

·- 11 thes~ missions were planned, the cache was put toqP.ther and 

12 pa'ck~d by our logistics group and once the cache I.Jas put 

13 together it was brought on board the vessel and the cache was 

14 then turned over to the team for infiltration so he would never 

. .:_· 15 have seen the contents of the cache, he would not have opened 

[·-. 16 it up b~cause it was always in a sealed containar. 

17 It is conceivable that in the pre-mission briefing that 

18 he got before he 1-.'ent down that he was told that we are puttinq 

19 in a cache containing a radio or puttins in a cache containinq 

20 weapons because that would influenc~ what he selected as a 

21 cache type. In other words, if it w~re a radio, we would want 

22 it hi<Jher and drier than we would a can containinG weapons that 

23 were wraped in cosmolenc and so forth. l!e miqht know that they 

2'1 
wer~ w~apons, but he wouldn't know that th~y were silenced 

25 and they hao a score. I must honestly say to yo11 I doubt that. 
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l Mr. Baron. Did you know of any weapons drops that were 

2 mad~ for the purpose of supplying someone insids Cuba with a 

weapon for the assassination of Fidel Castro? 

1-lr. !Ialley. No, not for that clearly stated purpose. l\s 

5 I told you, we put a lot of weapons caches in. The weapons were 

6 multi-purpose weapons, could be us~d. I know of no cache that 

7 went in specifically for the task of playing a contributory role 

8 to asGassinating Fidel Castro. 

9 Mr. Baron. It would not have been contrary to the policy 

10 directives under which you were operating at the time to 

11 supply such a weapon to someone inside Cuha who miqht have 

12 access to Castro? 

13 Hr. Halley. No, it would not have been. For instance, 

14 I can re.member several resistance .groups that· we had that had tw. 

15 three hundred men that we were supplying on a regular basis. 

lG Hr. diGenova. Inside Cuba? 

17 l·lr. Halley. Inside Cuba, that were essentially living in 

18 the bush to a large extent, whom we did supply weapons to and 

19 got ammunition to them and so forth. 1\nd ·that was why I was 

20 very careful when you mentioned this linkage before to saying 

21 that I could not be a gua:rantor as to what these men would do 

22 with these weapons one::: they got their hands on them. They 

23 were free agents. 

24 r~r. diGcnova. This is an in~erestinq point. This has 

25 come up before. W~ are aware of our rearlinq of the record that 
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~ l what you have said is a concern of not only yourself in terms of 
J 
§ 2 realizing that it was a possibility but· of ,pebple'.like Dean 
"' : 
~ 3 Rusk and Mr. McCone, who also said. you have to realize then . 
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~ 4 once these agents are in another country and are supplied that 

5 thure is littl~ if anything we can do to control those weapons 

6 after they receive them. It would ~e safe to say that that, of 

7 course, was understood that there was a lack of control, and 

8 to the extent that it was a problem, it existed and had to be 

9 tolerated because of the nature of the operatlon, would that 

10 be correct? 

11 Hr. Halley. I do not know whether I want to phrase it 

12 exactly as you have in terms of this lack of con~rol. Our 

13 mission in dealing with these groups was to first, to put them 

14 in areas where we did not have other intelli9ence covers. Their 

15 first task was to collect intelligence. 

16 second task was to organize a resistance which would 

17 take armed action if we ever got a t.ot.al package put together 

18 that ~ave us an opportunity -- that was the first and secondary 

19 missions. Once we issued the weapons to the team leader, if 

20 ·yo~ will, he had freedom to recruit from among the peasants 

21 anybody he wanted to. If he gave the peasant a weapon, ther~ 

22 was no guarantee either by the team leader or by us that that 

23 peasant would not do somet.hing that we did not want him to do, 

24 To even shoot a militiaman, ~ou could have an arqum~nt, you 

25 Know, over a woman. Any numher of things. 
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1 Mr. diGenova. Were there any restrictions, once, for 

2 example, those weapons caches were delivered either by land or 

3 air -- and we have spoken to L_ ____ __J who was in the Havana 

4 Station, for example, for awhile and who 

5 was head of the Havana Station for awhile who indicated that 

6 they were aware of the weapons drops an~_were intimately 

7 familiar with where they would be. 

8 Mr. !Ialley. That was all before my time. I have no 

9 knowledge of that. During my time, we mad~ no drops by air. 

10 Hr. diGenova. Were there any limitations that were 

11 placed of how the weapons would be used that were delivered into 

12 Cuba to these internal resistance groups? 

l3 Hr. Halley. I cannot speak to this period that you are 

14 addressing. 

15 Mr. diGenova. During your period. 

16 11r. Halley. Duri1:g my periocl, the weapons were issued 

17 essentially as self-protection .for the people who were livinq 

18 in the bush. Secondly, to be used in a military operation at 

19 such time as wt~ got the whole package toget:-ter. Thirdly, they 

20 were to be used for self-protection if they conducted raids, 

21 ambushes, sabotage op"!ra~ions. 

22 Mr. Daron. There is one further quote from Martinez in 

23 this article that I lvoulcl like to ask you to com.m.::nt rm. 

l!e is quoted as say inC): "I took a lot of vleaoons to cu::,a, some 

25 ot theJll were very specic.l '·leapons for special purposes. They 
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1 were powerful rifles with sophisticated scopes, Sprlngfialds 

2 with bolt action, rifles only used by snipers. They were not 

sent to shoot pigeons or to kill rabbits. Everyone in the 

4 Underground was plotting to kill Castro and the CIA was h~lping 

5 the Und~rground. I was with the Underground as well as the CIA, 

6 so you can St!e I was involved in .. the plots too, but that is 

7 also obvious." 

8 You commented before that there was a lot of talk in the 

9 air about assassinating Castro. Martinez seems to be taking 

10 that a few steps further, saying that there were actual plots 

11 underway in the Cuban Underground to assassinat.e Castro and 

12 that p~::ople who worked with the Cil\ w~re aware of those plots 

13 and were aiding th~m in effect by the wea?ons they were 

14 supplying. 

15 Is that an accurate statement? 

16 Hr. Halley. No, I do not think I can go along wit.h that 

17 statement. Hartinez' role as I described it to you, he is 

18 accurate when he says that weapons were put .in ·and .that .. ·. 

19 he participated in putting them in. I again question how he 

20 would know what was in each cache. I just do not see that, and 

21 I would hav8 to acc~pt that as a sort of secondhand statement 

22 by him because• of· the way that the cache:s Here put together. 

23 I just do not see his knowing that. 

24 N0\-1 I don't want to exclud~, however, that any particular 

25 kind of weapon did not go to Cuha. Mayb:! bolt-action 
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1 Springfields did go in. 

2 Mr. diGenova. Could he have found out about this after 

the fact from people that he knew in Cuba, members of the 

resistance in Cuba that he knew of who woulo have told him the 

5 nature of the items that they would have received in a cache 

6 delivery? Would that be one way that he could have found out? 
.. 

7 Was he that intimately involved, to your knowledge? 

8 Mr. Halley. He was not. at the time. This is th~ period 

9 that I am familiar with, '62-'65. I do not know. Maybe some 

10 of these people have come out since then, and majbe he has 

11 talked to people who have come out in '68, '69, thinqs like that 

12 I cannot exclude that.. 

13 At the time, I do not think, however, he would have had 

14 that kind of firsthand knowledge, and therefore I have trouble 

15 with that statement and I cannot identify with it. 

16 Mr. Baron. The Harper's article says: "By the end of 

17 1961, several men affiliated with the CIA had already been 

18 foiled in attempts to kill him" -- meaning Castro -- "among 

19 them, Luis Toroella, executed; Eloy Gutierrez Menoyo, still in 

20 .prison; \Villiam f·lorgan, executed; and Antonio Veciana, escaren 

21 to the Unit.ed States. l!ad these men succeeded, their effort.s 

22 would have been tied to the U.S. only indirectly, if at all." 

23 Let me show you the passage I am reading fror.t and ask 

24 you Hhcth.,r you have any knm•ledge of th"! ccnnection of any of 

25 those men named to the CIA. 
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1 (Pause) 

2 ~rr. Halley. No, there is no connection that I know of 

3 between t~ese names and CIA. This guy Luis Toroella does not 

4 ring any bells with me. Eloy Gutierr~z Menoyo was a leader of 

5 Alpha 66. He may have been in Cuba in '61. During the time 

6 that I was involved in Cuban affairs he was in exile for -- he 

7 was in Miami for ·a long period of time. 

·8 Mr. Baron. Can you explain what Alpha 66 is for the 

9 record? 

10 Hr. Halley. Alpha 66 was a Cuban exile organization that 

11 was engaged in a number of raids against the Cuban government. 

12 They claimed to have attacked Cuban shipping, fishing boats, and 

13 claimed to have an organization in Cuba that was a resistance 

14 organization. Gutierrez ~!enoyo was therefore a well-known name 

15 to me. We had no direct cont~ct with him. 

16 IVilliam Morgan is also a well-known name. !lis activi tiE:s 

17 and exploits in Cuba are well-known to anybody that has dealt 

18 with Cuban affairs. 

19 Mr. Baron. Do you have any knowledge of a connection 

20 between any of these people anct assassination attempts against 

21 Fidel Castro? 

22 11r. Halley. I have none, no connection between these names 

23 and CIA and attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro. 

24 Hr. naron. The: fact that. they ar:: listed here: as havinq 

25 betn involved in assassination ~tt~mpts whether or not they 
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l were connected with CIA is nP.WS to you? 

2 Hr. Halley •. \'ie.ll, no, I would not say that. If you had 

Gutierrez Menoyo sitting here and if he were to say in 1962 I 

attempted to shoot Fidel Castro, that is Gutierrez Menoyo did 

5 this, I would have no reason to doubt. I would have no basis 

6 for proving it, either. 

~ 

7 Mr. 13aron. You have never heard of these alleged assassina 

8 tion attempts before? 

9 f.lr. Halley. No. 

10 Morgan's name I would have to do a file trace to get myself 

ll back up to date. Morgan did get himself in trouble with Fidel 

12 over some issue·, as I recall was in prison. I do not recall, 

remember if he 1-1as executed, although this says he was executed . 

14 Mr. [laron. \fua t about the last name on the list, 

15 Antonio Veciana? 

16 Hr. Halley. That is a name that rings a bell with me, but 

I do not attach anything to it. In oth~r words, it is a n~me 

lll T have probably read in various and sundry kinds of reports. 

19 I rtmember no operational relationship with him between the Miam 

20 Station and th.is man tluri.nq my tenur-= in Hiami. 

2] Mr. 11aron. [)urin<J your tenure, would you have be~n in a 

22 position to know that the.~t! people harl lerl assassination 

23 attempts a<J<linst C:astro, if that wer~ inrl~ed t.he fact., 

24 1-lr. !idlley. tJot necessarily. I WQl!ld say that the odds 

25 would have h~"n hiqh th.~t- we wonld hav.:;, particularly, say 
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l Guti~rrez Menoyo. We did have a steady stream of reporting bn 

2 the activities of all axile groups and Alph~ 66 was high on the 

list of groups that had a capability of doing this kind of 

thing. Therefore, they received quite a hit of coverage from 

5 us, from the FBI, from Cuntoms, and others. 

6 They were on everybody's sort'"eof watch list. 

? ~lr. Baron. Let us turn now to a nocument that we will 

8 introduce as Exhibit 4, which is a report by Fidel Castro on 

9 alleged attempts to 'assassinate him that he connects to the 

10 United States government and especially to the CIA. 

ll (The document referred 

12 to was marked !Ialley 

Exhibit No. 4 for 

14 inentification.) 

15 

I·~ 16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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l Mr. Baron. Which was released recently by r.aorge McGovern, 

2 to whom Castro had sent this report. 

Mr. Halley, is it true that. I had asl<od you to review this 

report before we began our session today? 

5 Mr. Halley. Yes, you did, you did ask me to look at the 

6 report. 

7 Mr. Daren. Can you point to any names or incidents in 

8 this report that are connected in any way in your mind to 

9 actual assassination attempts against Cuba·-- Castro? 

10 Mr. llalley. No, I cannot point. to any names that in my 

11 mind are attached to an assassination attempt against Castro: 

12 You asked me to look at this originally to see if any of thP. 

13 names were familiar to me in any way. I made a list of some 

14 of the names that rang a bell with me, for various reasons. 

15 One name is Humberto Sori Marin. I recall that he was 

16 active, he was active: with the DRE. 

17 Hr. Dar on. At what page is that? 

18 Mr. llalley. Therr.! is no page number. 

19 For instance, here's a name, Humber to Sori ~lar in. That is 

20 .familiar to me. I do not know whe~hP.r that was from the 

21 reporting showing that. he was in prison, you kno1v, we constantl 

22 got reporting on, or why, it is a nama that I recognize in th~ 

23 counterrevolutionary sense, that it is somethinq U1at crossed 

24 ~y desk, to see the name. 

25 1\ll ri<Jht. The other name tha~ is familiar is Tony Varona. 
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1 That was a Cuban exile leader. We talked about Tony Varona. I 

2 told you I did not know that Tony Varona had any connection with 

3 Mr. Harvey . 

4 There is another name in her~, Hanolo Ray. I mentioned 

5 Hanolo Ray to you. He was one of two exile la.aders who had a 

6 relationship with the Agency. You know, I told you Artime was 

7 one; Manalo Ray is another. He is familiar to me as a result of 

8 that. 

9 Mr. Baron. You did not know of any involvement of Manalo 

10 Ray in an assassination effort against Castro? 

ll Mr. Halley. I do not. 

12 l!~rt: is another name mentioned in the same paragraph, 

13 Aureliano Sanchez Arango. That is a name that is familiar to 

14 me as a prominent Cuban exile. 

15 Mr. Baron. You have no more specific recollection? 

16 ~lr. Halley. I am trying to be responsive to your question, 

17 telling you which names ring a bell with me as I run throu0h 

lo this. 

19 Hr. Baron. All I am trying to do is clarify for the 

20 record the exact nature of your recollection of each of these 

21 namc.s. 

22 Do you have any recollection of a plot alluded to in this 

23 report to shoot Castro with a bazooka at. the Havana Stadium? 

24 ~lr. Halley. No, I do not hav~ .any recoll~ction of that. 

25 Accordinq to this, if this is correct, it took place in Octoher 
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l of '61 which I would not have had any knowledge of because I 

2 was not involved in Cuban affairs until, as I told,yo·u, early 

February 1962 • 

Mr. Baron. The same would go for the shooting of a 

5 bazooka towards the Presidential Palace? 

6 

7 

Hr. Halley. I have no knowledge • .. .. 
Mr. Baron. Do you have any knowledge of any effprts to 

8 assassinate Fidel Castro run out of Guantanamo Bay Naval Base? 

Mr. !Ialley. No, I do not. As you know, r.uantanamo had 

10 a number of Cuban exiles in it, people who had taken refuge in 

11· the ba~e at one time or another.; · During the· time· that I was t.he 

12 Station Chief in Miami we did have contacts with people at 

13 Guantanamo. !~e did use them for intelligenct! collection 

14 purposes, but I do not have any linkage between that intelligenc 

15 project and assassination. 

16 Hr. Baron. Were paramilitary operations run out of 

17 Guantanamo Bay? 

18 Mr. !!alley. They were not during my time as Station Chief 

19 in Miami by CIA. There was an office of ONI, Office of 

20 'Naval Intelligence r~presentative on Guantanamo. I have no 

21 knowlcdg~ of what they may have been doing during various 

22 periods of time. I am talking about CIA. 

23 Mr. Baron. Any other names that. struck a chord with you 

24 in t.his report? 

25 Mr. Halley. Hell, you have a name h~re, Mario Salabarria 
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1 Aquiar; that name rings a bell with me, for what reason, I do 

2 not knm.,.. You know, we would have to run a name trac~. to get 

a rundown of what is in the files and what is in the central 

4 index for me to be able to comment on it. As I told you earlier 

5 I knm.,. that the Agency is doing all these traces after they are 

6 completed and you get them and you want me to take a look at .. -
? it, I will b~ glad to do so. It may trigger some response. 

8 This name, it rings a bell with me. It 

9 is quite possible that he may have been a collection agent, just 

10 as is written here. I am making a deduction, but again, I would 

11 have to look at the name traces, but it is a name t.hat rings a 

12 bell with me. 

13 Mr. Daren. You do not remember him in connection with an 

14 attempt to poison the Prime Minister in June of 1965 as it says 

15 there? 

16 Mr. Halley. No, I do not. 

17 Then the next name that is on here, that is familiar. 

18 Here is one that we discussed, that is AMLJ\SH-1. We already 

19 went over that one • 

20 The other name. Has Hanuel 1\r,time, whom we. have talked 

21 about. 

22 Hr. Baron. Right. 

23 Mr. Baron. The last name on here -- I cannot find it --

24 the othe:r name is Antonio Cuesta· Valle. ·r cannot find it now, 

25 but that is the last name that rang a bell. 
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1 Mr. Baron. Do you have any recollection of Cuesta 

2 Valle's specific activities with the CIA? 

3 Mr. Halley. No. I would have to run traces on him and 

take a look at what the information is. 

5 Mr. naron. Nas Frank Sturgis connected with the JMWAVE 

6 Station? .. -
7 Mr. Halley. Hi:! was not. 

8 Mr. Baron. Not under the name of Frank Fiorino either? 

9 Mr. Halley. No, he was not. This is again one of these 

10 great myths.· At this whole Cuba thinq, Frank Sturgis was a 

11 soldier of fortune, was constantly involv~d on the periphery 

12 of thd Cuban exile community. lie was involved in free lance 

13 operations against Cuba. He was somebody that the FBI, 
0 

CK 
-; 14 Customs, CIA, everybody, reported on. He was a household name, 
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15 but he was not on_. the CIA payroll during the period that I was 

16 involved in Cuban affairs, that is the payroll of the Miami 

17 Station. I remember name traces being run on this guy and so 

18 forth, and the Agency had no contact with him during that 

19 perlod of time. 

20 !·11-:. Baron . Are you aware of his 'ever havinq been on th!:! 

21 payroll of the CIA? 

22 Hr. Halley. I personally am not aware of it., and I think, 

23 you know,if ybu had gone t.o the Agency that they must•hav~'given 

24 you all sorts of traces on this fe:llow and.told you the same 

25 thing. 
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1 Mr. Baron~ Are you aware of the program? 

2 Mr. Halley. Yas, I am. 

Mr. Baron. How•· was that spelled? 

4 Mr. Halley. 

5 Hr. Baron. lihat was that program? 

6 Mr. Halley. 

7 

B 

9 Mr. Baron. lihat kind of support did they provide? 

10 Mr. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 Mr. Baron. Did they provide support for paramilitary 

r--. 16 operations again...,s_t_c_u_b_a_? _____ _:._ _______________ , 

17 1-lr. Halley. 
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5 Mr. Baron. People who were part of this program were 

6 not used as paramilitary operative~ at least insofar as they 

7 operated undt!lr the aegis of this program. There were some of 

a them who may have bet!ln in the paramilitary program and then 

9 left it and were subsequently picked up 

l 0 l,-----' 

ll Could we go off the record for a moment? 

12 (Discussion off the r~cord.) 

Hr. !Ialley. ~-Je are now back on the record. 
13~-~------~------------------, 
l4 

15 

16 
~------------------------------------------------------------~ 

1? Mr. Baron. On~:: more general question. 

18 Did the J~-JAVE Station have an operational relationship 

19 
with the FDI? 

20 
Mr. Halley. I would not --

21 
Hr. Baron. Was the FBI involved in supporting your 

22 
activities in any way? 

23 
Mr. Halley. I would rat.her phrase that in my language, 

24 
btcausc: I think 

25 
Mr. Baron. Go right ahead. 
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1 Mr. Halley. I·do not know if your question means the same 

thing to me. I would prefer to say we had a liaison relation-

3 ship with the FBI, that is, on matters dealing with counter-

4 intelligence matt~::.rs. There was a reyular exchange of data 

5 with the FDI. There was an exchang~ of name traces on people 

6 that they were conducting investigations on. for:· counterintelli 

? gence purposes,He would trace certain individuals and with the 

8 FBI there were a couple of counterintelligence cases that we 

9 discovered that were turned over to the FRI. 

10 So this is in the context of the normal CIA-FDI liaison 

11 that existed between the two aqencies. 

12 Mr. naron. But th~::. FDI was not involved in supporting 

13 paramilitary commando raids to thd shur~ of. Cuba, is that 

14 correct? 

15 Mr. Halley. I do not know what you are driving at. 

16 there. I am having a little trouble with that. Are you sayinq 

l? that the FBI dispatched paramilitary teams to Cuba as 

18 an organization? 

19 Mr. Baron. Were they involved in paramilitary training 

20 ·of any of th~ CIA operatives? 

21 Mr. Halley. No. The FBI dirl not train any CIA personnel 

22 during my tenur~ in the Miami Station. 

23 Mr. Baron. Did the FBI at any point provide with you 

24 links to people who had gambling interests inside Cuba? 

25 Hr. !Ialley. No. tole covt!r<:orl the gambling t.hinq previously. 
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1 The one case that I thiS ·man 1.who ·gave us· the .. · 

2 lead and that"did not 

3 come to the Miami Station through the FBI. 

Mr. Baron. \'i'er e you ever made aware of a CIA attempt to 

5 secure the aid of a pilot, a Cuban pilot, to arrange for an 

6 "accident," to occur to Raul Castro whe.n he flew on a Cuban 

. 7 plane? 

8 Mr. Halley. I read this somewhere in the record in post 

9 years, but I was not awar~ of this at the time, at the time I 

10 was in Hiami. 

11 Mr. Baron. Were you aware that serious consideration had 

12 been given to the tactic of assassination at CIA Headquarters 

13 during your period of involvement :with Cuban affairs? 

14 Mr. Halley. No, that is in the period 1962 to '65-when 

15 I was the Station Chie:f in Miami, I was not. aware of any serious 

16 you know, program operational effort tm,.rarrls assassinating 

l 7 Castro. 

18 Hr. Baron. \'lere you aware that sc::rious consideration had 

19 b~en given to' the tactic or to the use of the tool of assassina-

20 'tion at CIA Headquarters prior to your coming on as JHNAVE 

i 21 Station Chief? 
c 

~ 22 Mr. Halley. No, I was not- aware of any, you know, planned 

..; 
vi 

iZ 
0 .. 

23 

24 

25 

program effort at assassination. 

Mr. Baron. If we limit it 

!1r. diGenova. \fuat. do you mean when you say that? 
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1 Mr. Halley. I went before before you came 

2 in and explained to Mr. Baron that the subject of assassination 

was constantly being discussed in the Cuban community and was a 

4 part of the fabric of the times. 

5 Mr. diGenova. That· I am a"t-tare of. You are not the only 

6 one who has expressed that knowledge that they w~re all saying .. -
7 let's kill him, let's get together~·. 

8 Mr. Halley. There was a lot of discussion of this kind of 

9 subject of assassination and that is why I keep trying to be 

10 precis~ that there was no programmatic operational program that 

11 I was aware of to assassinate Castro. 

12 Hr. Baron. Although the context in which we. discussed the 

13 talk that was in the air of assassinating Castro was coffee shop 

14 in Miami and conversation among Cubans as opposed to conversa-

15 tions among high CIA officials back in Headquarters, were you 

16 aware that there were at least serious discussions of the 

17 use of assassination against Castrc at CIA lleadquartl;:rs? 

18 Mr. l!allt!y. No, I was not. t-Ie are plowing the same ground 

19 that \-tc: covered be: fore in this. 

20 As I indicated to you, people would come out of,Cuba ani! 

21 discuss these kinds of things. Some of thtst::. were reported in, 

22 you know, traffic back to t-lashington. People would discuss 

23 what are the prospects of somebody assigned to assassinate 

24 Castro. In that particular context, y~s, discussions on th~ 

25 assassination of Castro took place. That is why I keep coming 
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1 back, if you are that if anybody outlined an operational 

2 plan to me, did I help construct the plan, did I make a contri-

3 bution to a plan, my answer is again no. We talked earlier, 

4 you asked me about those exploding sea shells of which I said 

5 I had n~ver heard of but I had heard discussions of Castro's 

6 vulnerability because he was a scuba diver. And you asked me 

7 about bacteria, I said I had never ht!ard of an introduction of 

8 bact~ria, but I had heard again about Castro's vulnerability 

9 in this context.. Where I heard it., as I told you before, I do 

10 not remember. 

11 Mr. Baron. I realize we are plowing some of the same 

12 furroughs again. I am trying to be meticulous in the way you 

13 were before. You just now said that th~ subject of assassina~ 

14 tion probably came up in the context of discussing the contin-

15 gcncies of Castro's death. Did it come up in terms of discus-

16 sing wh~ther or not a plan should be put toqether to assassinate 

17 Castro, whether or not an op~ration should be mounted --

18 Mr. Halley. I cannot recall any such discussion, but in 

19 any state where there is a leadership dominated by one man, it 

20 'is always a discussion of succession. That question has come 

21 up, you know, if something happened to Fidel Castro, if he is 

22 thrown over, if he do~s something foolish himself or if somebody 

23 is succ~ssful in assassinating him, someborly who decides sudden-

24. ly to tak~ his mach~tti acd just qet out in the sugar cane 

25 fi:!ld, again, the f]Uestion '"as, who replaces Castro, and we 
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1 genarally focused on Raul. was talk of a collective 

2 le.adership. 

3 These are all kinds of things that are always done.against 

4 that kind of a one-man state, whether it is, you know, a 

5 Communist state or whatever you want to talk, call it a 

6 military dictatorship or a dictatorship of the Riqht or the 

? L~ft. 
.. -

a Mr. Baron. Again, discussion of what to do upon the 

9 contingency that Castro dies, by whatever means --

10 Mr. Halley. Non-Agency induced. 

11 Hr. Baron. As opposed to this, which is my qt::aslion: 

12 were you aware of any kind of a discussion at CIA Headquarters 

13 on whether or not the CIA should induce the death of Fidel 

14 Castro? 

15 ~~. Halley. I do not recall any such discussion. That 

16 is why I have gone into all this background to try to dXplain 

17 the mood of the times and that is why I keep referring to, in 

18 my s~nse of the word, as a professional intelligence officer, 

19 of an op~rational plan, I was not a participant in any discus-

20 ·sion in which an operational plan for the assassination of 

21 Castro was discussed. That is, I think, th~ heart of the 

22 mattt!r. 

23 Mr. Baron. I have no further questions. 

24 Joe, do you hav= any? 

25 l1r. diGenova. Mr. !Ialley, \..rho was your· immediate superior 

TOP SECRET 
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l in terms of reporting from Miami? 

Mr. Halley. Could we go off the r~cord? 

3 (Discussion off the record.) 

Mr. diGenova. Mr. !Ialley, we have just had a brief 

5 discussion here about some of the things that were covered 

6 before I arrived by Hr. Baron and'"you. I no not want to cover 

7 any more of that ground. 

8 It is my understanding in discussing the structure of 

9 JMW\VE' s relationship with Headquarters, General LansdalP.' s 

10 name came up, and that on one occasion, General Lansdale actuall' 

11 came down to 11iami to visit the Station to qet firsthand 

12 knowled9t of what was transpiring. Is t.hat correct? 

13 Mr. !Ialley. That is correct. 

l4 Mr. diGenova. Do you have·any idea when that was? 

15 Mr. !Ialley. No. I stated earlier it was in 1962. It 

16 probably was in the summer of 1962 because it was after my 

17 family arrived in ~liami. I do not remember the exact dates. 

18 It could be established probably from records of the Agency. 

19 I do not recall it specifically. 

20 Mr. diGenova. To your knowledge, did he travel by himself 

21 or was he with compatriots or aides? 

22 Mr. !Ialley. My r!:.collection of that. was that he came do,·n 

23 on a special airplane. There may have been oth~r people on the 

24 plana with him, I cia not rr;call, hut hP. lanned at Homestead 

25 J\ir Force: nase. J\s I recall, we picked him up from there. 

TOP SECRET 
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1 Mr. diGenova. Did Gdneral Lansdal~ travel under his· own 

2 name or under a cover name? 

3 Mr. Halley. Throughout the time that he was in contact 

4 with me and the Stat.ion he was operating as General Lansdale. 

5 Mr. diGenova. Did he have contact when he was there with 

6 some of th~ assets themselves? 

? Mr. Halley. lie had no contact with any Cubans that I am 

8 aware of. He did spend the night that he came down with some 

c- 9 friends at Homestead Air Force Dase, but I do not recall, I 

C 10 would have no way of knowing what he did that evening. 

C. 

;;: 
0 .. 

11 Mr. diGenova. For the time that he was at ,JMNAVF. he was 

12 with officials such as yourself who harl a supervisory capacity 

13 at ,1,'11-IAVE Station? 

14 Mr. Halley. That is correct. 

15 Mr. diGenova. I have no further questions. 

16 Mr. Daron. On th~ record, I just want to thank you for 

1? your testimony here today. It has been a long day anfi H..: 

16 have gone over a lot of things quite carefully and it has be~n 

19 most informative. 

20 I would also like to ask you, if you would, to pursue for 

21 us that on~ nam~ of the man who was connected with gambling 

22 inttr~sts in Cuba and supplied some int.elligenc: to J!~AVE 

23 Station. 

24 (Discussion off the record.) 

25 (\'i'hereupon, at 5:00 ·o'clciclc the hearing was conciude.d.) 



in t:-.e fir::;t pte.::;e ar-. a merrns of establishing contncts inside cu·oa. 

Jle did not r>.eed them i:1 the seco:1d pt;::.ze, becau:;e he bad Varon,a. 

Ho·..:,•ver, it •.Jould be r.ai.•:e to nssun:e the.t Roselli dlcl not take 

the precaution Of inJ.'Or:;JinS higl::.er-ups· i::J. the syn:lica te tna t he 

v..1:; vorldn,z L"'l a territory consieercd to be the private d=ain 

of scneone else in the syndicate.) 

,.,.-r.en the pills ....-ere c;i.ven to V0-ro:-..:1 th.ro;:gh no:-""lll,. Varor'.3.. l 
opentio;::. nos,elli r.assecl the rcqeest to '!::..?.1~/cy. Ii<.!!"V:!Y 1 with the 

help of Ted Shackley, the chief of "'.:.he .n-r.<AVZ St:ltic::J., procured 

explosives, C.etonators, brenty .]0 caliber rifles, t·.-enty .1~5 caliber 

h:n~:i ;:;uns, t;-.-o r:!dios, nn:i one ooat =dnr. H::::>'<!Y says that the 

"shop;::>~6 list" included s=e it=s that .could be obtained only free 

the U.S. Gove:rn;~:ent. rtarvey ooitt::C. those ite:::JS 1 ":::ecnuse Roselli, 

~· .. 

·7 . posi::!,'; ::~s a representative of pri·.-at.c busi:1ess i::r':c:rest::;, vould no':. 

en~~ .. ·.·; . -\·j . :; -

~::~)~1- ~:~ ;/\_'( 
t ... - -·~- .. 



Perr~c:ps fco.rL'l2 n c!ouble-c::-oss, co.ch :::et r.bGo.Ut ~dc~:<cl:!n'~ly to 

n:.;sure l'iose.lf that the e~ui:;:::Jent rcaci:ed the p~"'r h:J.::ld!l. After 

p rl<in:; the truck, !!:t:::-n~y ::t:Id Si::tackley kept the F::trki!1,3 lot. tL&der 

' 
r.urveill::mce until the T..:!SS •.as completed. Roselli, ncco::~;x.mied by 

O'Conr.-=11, did t!le sxJe. Jleither p::tir k::le~< th:1t t!"!e other ·.r.1s 

uatchiP..;];. E-tcntunlly the tr.Jck vas pid:ed up :1:1d driven o.·.my. It 

\las r-~ tu::::v~d l:J. tc r 
1 
e~pty, ~nd ~,n, th t~.~ 1-:.eys t::!der t!:lc se~ t n s 

_j 

pay :::;.c~~, could call Roselli ~ t t::c F:-i::.rs Club in Los A~ele s at 1600 



., 
Ld Age~cia Central ce I~teligenciaCCIA} 

de .Cs:-eccs t:r.icos, :-.3 j•.:gaco cl ro<~pcl- · 

~~ir.ci?al en la ~is:oria Ce las agresi~ 

~=. !ir.ar.cianco y ~n ~~cr.cs ca~03 ciri

;ier.co c~~::or.cs ~~r.~~lic~s, r.o ~Glo co~ 

:ra el :erri:or~o CL~fino sino ta~bi~n -

ccr.:ra r.~cstras recresentaciones e inte 

;_ :-. :e :-:-.3. c.: o:-.C! le s 6 

~e activicaces ~es-

~le~adas por la CIA, y ~c~~s 6rgar.os 

5u~varsivos de Estados Unidos contra 

n~estro pu1s, se dcstacan FOr su peli-

gl'Osidad, los reiterados planes dirigi

dos a la eliminaci6n f1sica de los pri~ 

cipalgs dirigcntes de la Revol~ci6n y,

en especial, contra la fi;ura de nuesno 

?ri:::er !·~inistro. 

L~s ~rue~as ~~c apo~ta~os evidencian 

c;~e, dcsce 1'?S9, este ha sido ~,;no de sus 

objetivos principales, mediante el ern-

?leo de los m5s variados metodos tecni-

cos de prccisi6n.£n los cases de agen-

tes radicados en el exterior, les han -

facilitado medics de traslaci6n y comu

nicaci6n. 

~ ' Ce l T • 1he Un1ted States entra _ntell~~ence Agency 

CCIAl has pl~yed th~ lc~cing rcle ~n the his

tory of t)·,e a;:;ressions aga::r,st C~.:t;a ,prc::-.otir.g, 

directing vdr.~~l::c actions, ret only acdir.st

t.he Ct.:~0!1 "::C:!"'!"': :o1·y·, !;ut 2.lsc c:tt;.-1i:-. .:: t CU:" --

re})r~sent.:::.ticr:s and i.r.ter~st in for·e.ign cct:n

tries, or in international ~at~rs. 

In this • . .:ide variety of activities carried --
out ~y the CIA and by other United States 

sub~ersive bodies against o~r country ~he 

reiterated plans toward the physical elimina

tion, of the principal leaders of the ·Revolu

tion, and specially, against our Prime/ Mini~ 

ter, stand out because of the;r dangerousness. 

The prcofs ~e provide, evidence that, s1nce -

1959, this has been one of its r.ajor aims, by 

using the most varied technical precision --

methods. In :he case of agents living a~rcad, 

they have been given means of transportation
and commu~ication. 

.I 



~~~~~1~~~,3"' '"' 
~ r:;· <!e des :aca::' c.ue en las inn-..;.-:-.e::-ables

~~!ilt~ac~c~es orgsni:adas ~c::- la CIA,-

cc~.:rc.~:-c·:o2.·...:ci.c;;c::rics, u:;o de los o~j~ 

~i~aci6n fisica ~cl Co~andante en Jefe-

:iCel Cas:ro ~uz. 

~a CIA, para la ejecuci6n de sus planes, 

ha utilizado ele~entos ccntrarrcvolucio 

narics en el ~ntericr y exterior del -

pais.No s6lo ha tenido como colaborado

res a los despla:ados del poder, sino -

ta~bi~n a elementos de distinta proce-

dencia social, incluyendo a expcnentes

de todo tipo de lacras. 

Ig~alsente, no han tenido re?aro en re

clutar a destacados jefes y elementos -

de la ~affia ncrtcamericana, a quienes

les han con~utado fechorias a ca~bio de 

su participaci6n en los pla~es de aten

taco contra nuestros diribentes. 

lio han 'Jacilado tar.~poco en 1:ratar de-

ejecutar sus acciones en lugares p~bli

cos, conde el nGrnero de victimas 1nocen 

tes hubiese sido incalculable, como fu~ 

ron: los atentados planificados en el -

Stadium Latinoamericano, Plaza de la Re 

It lS worth noticing that, 1n the inn~~erable 

infiltrations crsani:ed ty the CIA, using --· 

one of :he ~0r~anent goals has also b0en the-

physical c!~~i~atisn of Cc~~an~cr in Chief,

fi~el Castro Ru3. 

The CIA, in arden to carry out its plans, has

used counterrevolutionary individuals inside

and outside the country. It ~as had a~.colla

borators, r.ot only those who had teen shifted 

fron power, but also individuals of different 

social origins, including samples of all ~ypes 

of viciou,;n~~~s. 

' In the sa~e way, they have had no bbjection 

to recruting v!ell-kno ... :n leaders anqt{ rr.err.ber;:;

from t~e American maffia, to whom they have -

barred their offences, in exchange for their

participation in the plots ~gainst our leaders. 

Nor have they hesitated in tr~ing to carry -

out their actions in public places, where the 

number of innocent victims would have been -

incalculable, as were the crimes planned to -

take place at the Latin American Stadiwn, the 

Revolution Square and the University of Ha--



. . . 

~~r~~:~ :os ~l:i~os ~cses, la rrensa nor

:-:.-:.-:-c::<c,'.:-. .:J. :~.:J. ;::-utlicado ~:na crcc:C:c:lte y-

. · ., ob~e la ~.e~liz~ci6n-~~;:~a :~:cr~.:J.ClOn s . '"' -
· ·~,~es ofrecicndo en dcta~ f." I £:_ ~: :- t1 ~ 2 c: : '/.:. \,_. (~ \.... , 

~~ :. !.:J. ~articipaci6n de la Agencia Cen--

::-~1 ~c i~:e!igcncia en la elaboraci6n y

c~cc~ciEn de los planes de atentado. 

~n :o~ :~~or~es rendidos per la llarnada -

Co~i~i6n ~oc~efeller y la presidida por 

•. : :,•::-.C~dor !rar.x Church, para las investi_ 

z.~c:c~cs so~re las actividades ilegales -

-.!c }.J c:r,, ha c;uedado der.,ostrado de forr.1a 

c~:~~Srica lo ante~ expuesto. 

~~ r~-~[Cntc hizo pGblicas ~eclaraciones-

~c~r~ la participaci6n de ~icha agencia -

c~ cl criGinal atentado perpetrado contra 
c: ._.,1;:;o::- f"r.:1nces "La Coubre", donde mas -

c~ ~~ cc~tenar de c~.:banos resultar0n muer 

:o~ y a!r~de~or de 200, heridos graves. 

E~~nca ~e:al:cs porr.1enoriza~os sobre su -

~~:ill::::aci6n,tratando de "justificar" esta 

::....1~-)n::a per un desperfecto en el mecanis

::.o ::!cl cquipo explosive ~.:tilizado. 

• 
During the lilst.: ;-:'1Cr.:::,t~1e ,\:r:Cl"ican press !1as 

p~blis~cd an i~crGasing a~d extensive in~or~a 

tion about the acco~?lishment of these acti

vities, offering .details about the particip~ 

tion of the Central Intelligepce Agency in -

the elaboration and execu~ion of the crirni--

nal plans. 

In the reports of the so-called Rockefeller

Commission, as well as the one headed by --

Senator Fra~Church, for the researches .on

the iDegal activities of the Central Intelli 

gence Agenci (CIA), all 1hat we have stated-, 
above, has been undoubtedly demonstrated. 

A former agent ~ade public statements about

the participation of this Agency in the cri

minal act carried out against the French --

steamship"La Co~.:bre", 1-:here more than one 

hundred Cubans were killed and about 200, 

were seriously injured. He offers details 

about his accomplisrr.ents trying to"justify"

this killing by blaming a slight damage in -

the mechanism 

was used. 



~ e 5 '-.: l: a s i £:: n i f i c e. t :i ·..-a :.. a .: r: f o !"'::'.G c i 6 n 

a~c~:a~a po~ el colc~nis:a Jack A~~erson 

el ciari.o "The i·.'ashingtcn Post" sotre 

i:-:tcrvenciC.n del ga::ster Jor.n ?.osselli 

en varies planes de atentados contra el-

?r.:~:.er ~·~i;.i.sTro ?idel Ccst!""o, c..lgunos de 

el!cs mediante envene~amiento con pasti

llas e:;tregadas por la CIJ\. Fos-::eriorr.',en 

te, segun la propia prensa nortea~erica

~a, Rosselli ad~iti6 ante la Comisi6n de 

Inteligencia del Senado su participaci6n 

con esta Agencia en ~aries complots para 

asesinar al Pri~er Ministro Cubano. 

?aulatinamente, funcionarios, ~enadores, 

jefes,. oficiales y ex-agentes de la CIA, 

as1 co~o conocidos columnistas de la ---

prensa ~crteamericana, han heche categ6-

ricas declaraciones, que ccinciden con -

las denuncias formuladas,oportunamente -

per el gobierno de Cuba. 

Sin pretender relacionar todos los pla-

nes de atentados fraguados, expone~os a

continuaci6n algunos cases, que en su 

casi totalidad no han sido de conocimie~ 

to publico y prueban la diversidad y rei 

teraci6n de la participaci6n de la CIA y 

otras subver~ivRs en estes ~e--

• 
Very sig~i~icant is the information given by-

~he jou~~alist Jack Andersen 

ton ?c:;t'' atout t::e g<;:-,gster John Rosselli' s

participation in various plots against Pri~e

~inister ri~el Castro, so~o of them by means

of poiscning, ~ith pills handed to him by the 

CIA. Afterwards, accorcing to the American -

press itsel~, Rosselli, before the Senate --

Ir.telligence Cv:Hnission,conceded havir.g parti 

cipated ~ith this Agency in various plots for 

_assassinating the Cuban Prime Minister. 

Gradually, officials, Senators, chiefs~ offi

cers and former CIA agents, as well as well -

known A~erican press press journalists, have-, 
rr.ade categorical state;:-.ents, vlhich 'coincide--

with the ~enounces expressed, apropos,by the

Cuban Gc~erncent. 

Without pretending to mention all the plots-

attempted, ~e expose some of them the rr.ajority 

of which have not been publicly known. 

They p~pve the diversity and recurrence of -

the CIA as ~ell as other subversive agencies 

participation in these actions: 



A ~cdia~os ~el aRc 1060,los elccentos con 

trarrcvolucio~arios Armando Cub~ia Ramos

y Mario Tauler Sagu~,mic~bros de la orga

ni ;:aci6n cor.trarrevolucionaria"La Cruz",

se infiltraron por la zona de ?unta de Hi 

cacos, l"latanzas ·. 

Tauler Sabue, elemento gansteril,junto a

Cubr1a Ra-:ws tra:an la :nis.i6n de realizar 

u~ atcntado a nuestro Pri~er Ministro,as.l 

como perpetrar distintas acciones de sabo 

t2je y terrorisrno. Para cumplirla fueron

pertrccha~os par la CIA ee gran cantidad

de material bflico y equipos, lcs que fue 

ron ocupac~s al ser detenidos. 

In mid 1950, the co:.mterrevolutionary c;:;::;do -

Cubr.la F.ar.,os ar:d Hario Tauler Sague, r..embcrs -

of the "~' counterrevolutionary crganiz~ 
tion, were infiltrated through the Punta Hica

cos zone, in Katanzas Province. 

Tauler Sagu~,a gangster,together,~ith Cubria -

Ramos, were instructed to carry out a plot--

against our Prime Minister, as well as to ---

cor!'ni t vari.::,-..~s sabcta£,e and terrorism actior:s. 

For accomplishing this, they were gi~en great 

quantity of ~arlike material and e~uipment by

the C!A,which ~ere taken from them ~hen arres-

ted. 



:::1 -rrc:i cor H·..::.:t.-=::--c:o Sor1 r:arS:n, con cua 

:ro co~trarrevolucionarios ~~s, sc in--

~iltrarcn en ma::--=o de 1961, por la cos

ta norte de La ~abana con el o~jetivo -

ce ::--ec.grwpar a , . . 
~c.s organ1zac~cnes con--

trarrevolucionarias,reelizar un atenta-

do al Co~andente en Jefe y desarrollar

t0do tipo de actividades subversivas p~ 

ra apoyar la invasion de Playa Giron. 

Para tales fines fueron entrenados y a£ 

:.:ados por la CIA,ocup~ncoseles gran ca~ 

ticad de ~aterial belico y otros equipos 
al ser dctenidcs. 

Entre los principales Gncarta~os figur~ 

~an: Rogelio Gcnz&lez Ccrcho,Manuel Lo

renzo Puig Millgn,Ncmesio Ro~riguez Na

'Jc.rrete, G,::s r.;ar DcGinguez Trueba Varona, 
'v--L 

:t::ufemio J.Fernandez Ortega y i\afael r:faz 

~anscons,rcspor.sables de diversos grupos 

y organizaciones contrarrevolucionarias 

dirigidas por la CIA. 

The ::--·a.i -or Hu:-:1t-::r~C Sc.:-1 l·iarln .·ith :o~Jr ctf:er 

co~nt~rrevolutionaries, ~ere 1nr1ltrated in ---
= ----..~~-Harch l961,through the north coast or Havana, -

with the purpose of grc~ping the counter::--evolu

tionary organi=atio~s, of carrying out the 

assassination of Co~~ander in Chief and of deve 

loping all type of subversive activities in 

order tu support the Playa Giron invasion. 

For this purpose, they were trained and armed-

by the Central :!::-~telligence P.gertcy. A great --

quaritity of warlike caterial and other equipment 

were taken frcrn thee wten arrested. 

,t._,;:or.g the participa;-:ts \.:ere F\ogelio Go;-:zalez 

cho, ~:anuel Lorenzo Puig ~illan,Ncmesio Rodri-

guez ::avarrete ,Gaspar [·cr.,1nguez Trueba Varona,

Eufemio J.Ferngndez Ortega and Rafael Diaz Hans 

cons, heads of various -:ounterrevolutionary 

groups and organization directed ~y the CIA. 



ccn la asis:crcia ~e ~n clemente infi!--

:~e~o en c~~a por la org~ni~aci6n con:r~ 

re·:ol~cior:c:'.:a "?'::.--e:-.~:e ?c· ... ol-....:cio!:a!'"'.:o I)e 

~cCl-.?.:ico"(:?D), c;u.:i.-~n tra1a la arden de 

rcali:ar ~n atcntadc al Co~andante en Je 

~c :idel Castro ?uz. 

?ara ejcc~tar dicha acci6n fueron desig

nadcs: Juan 3asigalupe Hcrnedo, Higi~i.o

~:e:len~cz. Beltr5n, Guillerr..o Coula Ferrer 

y ctros, entregandoseles dinero para su

iragar los gastos de la operaci6n: 

El plan consist1a en situar dos jeeps 

con bazoo~as en el garage, site en las -

Avenidas de ~.ncho Soyeros y Santa Cata-
l .' _J..n2, y un paGel por la Ciudad Deportiva, 

ccn ho~tres pcrta~do granadas. Al pasar

nuestro dirigente cbstaculizar!an el --

tr~:lsito, ajriendo f~ego. 

Al ser dctenidos, Guillermo Ccula ferrer 

c l''.cinio :·:enendez acusaron a la CIA de

ser cl rrincipal director del plan. Los

encartados rnanten!an contactos a travfs

de la Ease Na~al de Guani~namo y la E~ba 

jada Suiza, con miembros de la CIA y auto 

ridades norteamericanas, quienes les pr£ 

the atten~ance of an in~ivi~ual infilt~ated 

in C•--::;a. :;y t::e "?:'e:r.:e :-~e·..:ol~cic:1ario ~-cr.:o

c~atico" ( ?RD) co•..:ntcl'r·~\·ol\.:ticnary o~gani t~ 

tion, w~o was inst~ucted to carry out a 

a plot 2[ainst Co:'"c-:-.ar.der 1n Chief Fidel Ces 

~!'"'O Ruz* 

To acco~plish this action, Ju~ -

~rr.edo, !-:i.g;inio 1<ene;~dez Beltran, Gu~ 

Coula Ferrer and others were appointed, and 

they were given money to ~eet the expens~s -

of the operation. 

The plan was to place two jeeps with bazookas 

in the e;arage 1·1hich is at """Rancho B,oyeros and

Santa Catalina Avenues, and a light truck at 

the Ciudad Deportiva(Sports City) with ~en 7 

car·rying 

pass by, 

fire. 

&renades. When our leaders would --
5 fo? 

they would ~ the traffic and open 

~~en they were arrested, Guillermo Caula fe

rrer and Higinio 1-:enendez accused the CIA of 

being the principal director of the plot. 

The indicted kept contacts through Gua;~tana':lo ...,.,.. 
Naval Base and the Swiss Embassy, with members 

of the CIA and A~erican authoritles, who gave 

them means and instructions to carry out 

0 
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Cesp~6s del ~cscalatro de ?laya Gir6n,la-

Agencia Cent~al ~e I~religencia con:inu6-

s~s acti~idades sut~ersiv~s contra n~es--
tro pais, iniciando el reagrupa~iento de-
.:.as . . . 

d:spersas organ:~acJones conrrarrevo-

lucC:o;-:arias :.:ajo la orgc.nizaci6n "Unicad-
• - ,.. ~· - f1 ?.esls ... ero.._..:..o 

rs~ labor fue llevada a cabo por los age~ 
tes de la CIA infiltrados: Emilio Adolfo

Rivera Caro(Erand), Adolfo Mendoza (RaGl) 

y Jorge Garcia Rubio(Tony) entre otros.S~ 
guida~ente se dieron a la tarea de desa

rrollar todo tipo de actividades subversi 

vas, incluyendo un atentado contra el Co

mandante de Division RaGl Castro Ruz du-

rante el desarrollo del acto provincial -

del 25 de j~lio ~e 196! en Oriente; la -

autoagresi6n a la ~ase Naval de Guant&na

~o, con el fin de justificar la agresi6n

por parte de las r~erzas Armadas norteam~ 
ricanas; asr como ataques a las reputli-

cas cercanas para provocar un conflicto -
internacional. 

Los planes conte1.1plan tambien un atenta--do contra el Cor;:andante en Jefe en el ac-to central de la misma fecha en la Plaza-

e 

f..ftcr t!:c :·L"~·a Giron dcr.cat, the Cc:nt:::-al -

!ntcllig0~ce Agc~cy continued its su~versive 
activities against our country, starting -

the prouping of the disperse counterrevo.:.u

tionary orrani:atC:on, under the "Unidad ~e
sistencian organization .. 

This task was carried out by the infiltra--
""<e= --tEd CIA agents Emilio Adolfo Rivero Caro ---

~ndoza (Raul) and Jorge ~
Garc!a.Rubio (Tonyr among others. After~ards, 
they tried to develop all types of subver

sive activities, including a plot ~gainst -

Division Cor.£ander(Lieutenant Colonel) --

Raul Castro Ruz, during the provincial ---

celebration of the 26 de July at Oriente -

Province in 2961; the selfaggression to 

Guant~~amo Naval Ease, with the purpose of

justifying the aggression by the American-

Armed Forces, as ~:ell as attacks to neighbor 

republics, in order to provoke an interna-
tional conflict. 

The plans included also a plot against the Coll"Jnander in Chief, during the central 
rally the same day, at the Revolution 

@ 
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de la ~evoluci6n, ~ara lo cu3l fue a ccor 

c2nar en t~rri:crio de ~stadcs Unidos el-

con:.::·c:~:--c·.:cl~...:cic.-.c.~i.o ...;os2 ?:..:jals ;:e.:~rcs, 

qu:c~ cali6 clances:ina~ente hac:a esc --

?c~2.s :·.ll.l se cl-:~:--c:·.'is:O ccn los o:-ici2.les 

de la CIA,Ji~ ~ender,ccnocido ~o~ Ji~ So~ 

c:ng, :-:arold 5is~cp y Carl :-:::cr..~n esta-

en:rcvis:a ~e~eros fue nc~trado jefe de -

los oficiales de la CIA ~ue o~eraban en -

Cu~a, en sustituci6n de Alfredo Izaguirre 

conocido ~or Tito,~ue estaba detcnido. 

:..:n la S2se 1\a·ial de Guar-.-:&.nar:1o se lle·va--

;:-::;;, a cabo las reuniones conspirativas ,y

s~s autoridaces(Capit&n Schen~eias)propo£ 

cicnaron ~ran cantidad de material b~lico 

y cqLipos para ln realizaci6n de estes --

plc:-:cs. 

~ r:1cncicnado Ca~itSn Carl.E.Schenweias,e~ 

jefe de la Sase ::aval, fue ~.:no de los ;;-.2s

activos organizado~es de las agresiones. 

Detcnidos todos los encartados,se les oc~ 

p6 gran cantidad de material y equipos b~ 

licos. 

~s de significar,que todos estes planes -

subversives fueron denunciados oportuna-

~ente por el Co~andante Ernesto Guevara -

en Punta del Lste. 

-
~or cl:is pu~~cse,the counterrevolu

tic::2!"Y ~ose ?ujals r<eC::~os 1.~2Ce 2n cr:Ccr -
.r-- ..._ 

cover visit to the U~ited States, in order-

to coc~"'·:ii.::c.te tf-~is e.ction. T!:e!"'e, he net-

CIA of~icers Jim ~en~cr, kncwn as Jim Eoul

cing, :-:.,;rold Siscr.cp ar,d Carl !-iitch. During 

-::;;:s ;.:eet:5.ng, :·'ece~os \·.•as ap;:-ointed cl:ief -

of t~e CIA officers, ~~o o;:-pe~atcd in Cuba, 

substituti~g Aldredo Izaguirre, known as -

Tito, wr.o ~as arrested. 

The conspiratory meeting were carried out-~ 

at t~c Guanta~ar:1o Naval Base and its 

authorities (Cap~aln Schenweias) supplied a 

lot of warlike material and equipment for -

the accomplishr:1ent of these plans. 

The mentioned Captain Carl.E.Schenweias, 

forr:-,es chief of the faval !3CJsc, 1-:as one of 

the ~ost active organizers of the aggres~-

sions. 

':!hen all the indicated • .. :ere c.rrested, a -

great nur:1ber of warlike material and equi£ 

rnent was taken from them. 

!t is worth noticing that all these subv~r 

sive plans were denounced opportunely, by

Co~~ander Irnesto Guevara, at Punta del --
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~P !a sc&~n~a qui~cen~ de julio ~e 1961,un 

G~u~o ~e ele~en:os contrarrevolucicnarios

Ce ::..c.s o:--ge..;;i.::::cciones~~30 Ce i~:o'v'ier..bre", 11 H~ 

·,·i::-.ie;~:o Revolucionc.rio eel Pueblo" y"Fre!:!_ 

:e :::c,·olucionc;rio Der..ocratico", :;:>lanec.ban

atentar centra nuestro Cornandante en Jefe-

y ctrcs cirigentes. 

Recibian orientc.ciones de la CIA a traves

~~ ccntac~os con Tony Varona,Manuel Ray y

Aur~liano S~nchez Arango en el exterior 

del pais, y con el Almirante Eurke y agen

tes de la CIA en la Base Naval de Guant&n~ 
~o. El atentado se efectuaria en las cerca 

nSas del domicilio de la co~pa~era Celia -

S~nchez ~anduley, en el Ve~ado. Resultaron 

de:enidos ~c.rio Chanez de Armas,Francisco

Chenez de Armas, Roberto Coscuyue!a Val--

cfrcel, Orlando Ulacia Val~~s, Francisco -

Gil Cruz, Sccu~do Gonzalez Gonzalez y ---

otros, a qui~nes se les ocu?aron armas y
explosives. 

e 

During the second ~ortnight of July,1951,a 

grc•.:p of counte:::"revol!Jtionaries· from "30 -

de ::ovie~.brc 11 , lti<ovi:-nie!lto Rcvclu.Cionario

del ?ueblo" c.nd "::::"ente Revolucionario De

l:'.ocratico" orgar.i zaticns, uere plotting -

against our Cor.'!,,anccr in Chief c.nd other-

leaders. 

They receiv~d CIA ir.structions through --

contacts abroad h'i th ~ Manuel -J 
Ray and Aureliano Sanchez Arango, and· with 

~al Burke and CIA agents in G;antanamo 

Naval Base. The plot 1-:ot:ld be carr'ied out-

in the proximity of Celia Sanchez Mandu---

ley's house, in Vedado. Mario Chanez de A~ 

!T:2S' ::_rancisco c:-.anez de fl.rr.:as, Roberto 

Coscuyuela Valcarcel, Orlando Ulacia Val--

des, Francisco Gil Cruz, Segundo Gonzalez

Gonz&lez and others ~ere arrested and ---

weapons and explosives were taken from ---
the/:1. 

G) 
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~~~re s~s pla~es figura~ tambi~n el fraca--

sado a~entado al Dr.Carlos Eafa~l Rodriguez 

llevado a efecto el 13 de setiernbre de 1961 

c~ando dicho dirigente regresaba de Matan-

zas hacia La ~abana. Con ese fin, un grupo

J~ ~ontrarrevolucionarios ~ertenecientes a

las organizacior.es antes mencionadas,esta-

blecieron contactos con rcpresentantes del

":·:ovir..ier.:o de :\ecuperaci6n Revolucicnaria" 

(:-iRR). P.l fre:>te de los mismo se hallaba --
Juan Jos~ Mar~ore Silva. 

Estes ele~entos rnantenian estrechos v!ncu-

los con u.n agente de la CIP.,as1 cor:~o con un 

jefe de bandidos en la provincia de Matan-

zas. Al resultar detenidos se les ocup6 el
rnaterial t&lico que posefan. 

• - •.. ---

A~o~g their plans ~as also the failed plot 

against Cr. Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, which 

was attempted on September 13th,1961, when 

he was coming back from Matanzas to Havana. 

With thar purpose, a group of counterrev9l~ 

tionary individuals,, belonging to the --

organizations mentioned above, contacted -

representatives of the "l·lovirnient~ de Rec~ 

peraci6n F:evolucionc:ria" (i~RR). The group's 

leader was Juan Jos~ Martore Silva. 

These indivi~uc:ls kept close relation with

a CIA agent as well as with the cfiief of a

bc:nd in · ~atanzas Province. When arrested,

t,·a·rlike material \·:as taken from them. 
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:~"arrcvolucic::c..ric.s "II frente Ccl E::scar.:--

t·"!"ay 11 y ~'i<ovi~.ic:.to de Recl1pe'!."'2Ci6:~ ~c\·ol2:: 

c:o:.aria" ('<r?) cirigidas por la !·.ger.cia -

Cc~tral de Int~lige:.cia (CIA),aprobaron un 

~lan conj~nto ~c sabotajes en la capital,a 

fin de ;:;r'ovccc.r la indignaci6n popular c -

influir so~re la concurrencia ~asiva al a£ 

to de recibi~ien:o al Presidente de la Re

;~~~ica, Dr. Osvaldo Dortic6s Terrade, a -

su rlegada de Punta del Este. 

Ssta tactica estaba encaminada a viabilizar 

el plan de atentado que ejecutarran el dia 

4 del pro~io ~es, disparando con una tazO£ 

~a hacia la tri~una situada en la :erraza-

del a~tiguo ?alacio Presidencial desde un

apartemento situado en un edificio conti-

guo. La retirada ser1a cubierta con el cri 

ninal lanza~iento de granadas contra el -

pGblico, para crear la confusion y el p~ni 

co. 

Sus prop6sitcs fueron frustrados al ser de 

:enidos. todos los encart~dos,ccup5ndose 

gran cantidad de ~ate~i~l b~lico. 

8 

On Octu!.)er l'?E~ "li ?'!"'eG-:.:c Gel [~ c.::.:.:':Jr .. .:=~y~~ 

a;;d ~vir:;ie:-;to Gc ?.cccper~c.:.6n ·Revolucio

n<:.r i a" C<?. ?.) co1..:r.-:e rr·2vo l c:1: i or. a ry or ga ni z. a

ticns, directed by the Central Ir.t~lligence 

Agency (CIA), approved a joint plan fer a-

sabotage in ~:he capital, in order to cause 

people's indignation and to influence on -

the mass gathering to welcome the President 

of the Republic Osvaldo Dortic6s Torrado,

on his arrival from Punta del Este. 

This tactic was aimed to facilitate the , 
plot, ~hich would be carried out on the 

4th of the same month, shooting with a --

.t.f.:::co~a in direction to :he tribune located· 

on the terrace of the fermer Presidential 

?~lace, fro~ an apartament located in a -

ne~rby b~ilding. The withdrawal ~ould be -

coverec by the cri±lal laur.ching ~ 

ag2inst the public, in orcer to cause confu 

sim c::nd panic. 

Their purp6ses were frustrated when all 

of the incicted were drrested and a great

number of warlike ~aterial was taken fro~

them. 

@ e 
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A prlnc:p~cs de 1952, siguiendo orientacio 

~cs ~c la CI~ y la ~ase Ha~al de Gua~t~na-

~o, cl cc~~ra~rc·:ol~cionario Jor~c Luis --

c~crvo Calvo se da a la tarea de rcstructu 

rar alg~~os ;rupos y or~an:zac1ones contr~ 

!"'evol·.Jc2.oi"".::r3..as, Cl"Cando la dei!Cr.\i:~aGa --

''L.:r:i6n Ce t_::;i~c.Ces ;:\e'.'Ol\.:cior.c.rias"(UDUR). 

Cuervo Calvo, ~~~~erto G6~ez Pefia,RaGl Cay 

~er~&ndez, Ra(l Cay Gispert y otros se re~ 

~:iey--cn pc:::-2. c:.abcrar plar~es de alzc.r.~icnto

e infor~ar sabre los contactos estableci--

dos en la 2ase ~aval norteamericana de --

Guantanamo para recibir material belico y-

e~uipos. 

La CIA persiste en sus planes de atentar -

contra la vida del Primer Ministro y de -

producir ~na autcag~esi6n a la Base Naval. 

Cumpliendo estas 6rdenes, el contrarrevo-

lucionario Cuervo Calvo hace contacto con

la organizaci6n DR£, procediendo a elabo-

rar lo que d-::::-:om.:neron "Plan Z", que con-

sist5a en: atentar contra la vida del Dr.

RaGl Rca, Kinistro de Relaciones Exterio-

res, lo q~e lcs permitirla llevar a Vlas -

de heche otro atentado de mayor proporcio

nes contra el Primer Min.:stro y dem~s diri 

gentes de la Revolucion que concurrieran -

al sep<' lio. 

8 
In early 1962, following instructions :rem 

~'•e C'' ad ...... ~· ... ,"" ... ~r-~ ·: ,-1 ~ ··'·~ -.. .,, n -..·~·0 ,,a\c. ~"e: """' 

countcrrevcl~ticnary Jor;e Luis Cucr~o Ca! 

vo reorganized several ~ro~p and counter-

revolutionary organizations, and created

"'\:~e 11 l 1:1i.6n de l'~i c~ces ?.evoluciOl!Clr'i2S II --

( u ;)\J?.) • 

Cuervo Calvo, Humberto Gomez ?efta, RaGl -

Cay Hern&ndez, RaGl Cay Gispert and others 

met in order to prepare plans (or uprising 

and inform about the contacts established

with the Guant&narno Naval Base for recei~ing 

warlike material and equipment. 

The Central Intelligence Agency insisted -, 
on its plots against the Prime'Minister's-

life, and to carry out a self-aggression -

to the Naval Ease. following these instru~ 
tions, the counterrevolutionary Cuervo --

Calvo made contacts with the DR£ orsaniza-

)~labo~ated v!h~t • . .:ould be l<:no1m -

~· wh~ch cons1sted on attempt--

ing against the life of the Minister of -

Foreigh Relations RaGl Roal what would ---_______... 
enable them to carry out another plot of -

bigger proportions <J.gains the Prime t·:inistel~ 

and other revolucionary leaders who would

attend the b\lrial. 

® 
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:s de destacar que los autorcs inteles 

tuales de ~ste plan fucron los ccntra

rcvolucionarios Cay Hernandez y C~y -

Gis~er~, ~ilitant~s de la organizaci6n 

~~S, que e~a di~igica po~ el abente de 

la CIA, infilt~ado en nuestro pais,Ju

lio Hernandez ~ojo. 

It is wc~th noticing that the intellectu~l 

aut~crs of this plan were the counter----

revolutionaries Cay Hern~ndez y Cay Gis--

pert, ~embers of the CRE organization, --

which was headed by Julio Hernandez Roj6,

a CIA agent infiltrated into our country. 
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La orgc..ni~aci6n 11 ?-.esistencia Clvica /\nti

cosc:nista" (?Cf..) en cuyo sc:<o se <!grl:paron 

el "E:j~rci::o ce Li.:-erc:lci6n i~acio:-:al"(EL11) 

''!:c•;ir..i.e:<to de ?.ecc:::>erac:6n ?.evoll:c:oni:!-

ria" (;-:;::R), ":\;;r·~;:aci6n l·:o:<tecristi", y -

otros, era dirigida ~esde el exterior por 

la CIA, a trav~s de su agente Nino D{az. 

En 1963, la CIA orienta al bloque ?CA or

ganizar y ejecutar acciones internas que

aparentaran la existencia de una resist~~ 

cia ~opular activa, con vista a solicitar 

la interve:<ci6n ar~ada a Cuba, en la reu

nion de Pres!dentes de pa1scs mie~bros de 

la·OL.A .. 

Las instrucciones eran s~inistradas pcr

la CIA a trav~s de la Ease Naval de Guan

tenamo. A ~artir de entcnces la RCA elab2 

ra nuevas pl2nes de acci6n y atentados,en 

apcyo a la invc:lsi6n arffiada que esperaban

en el ~es de julio. 

Con ~otivo de los aetas ccnrncmorativos 

del 13 ~e ~arzo, planearon asesinar al 

Ccmandante en Jefe, desde una casa cerca

na a la Cnivcrsidad de la Habana,dispara~ 

do hacia la tribuna, con un mortero. Los

?rinci?ales c~cartados fueron Samuel Car-

e 
The "Resistencia C1vica ,\nticor:1unista"----

crgc.ni Zi.!ticn (PC.!\), to ·.·:hi ch "E:jerc.i to c!e-

Lit:e!"'2ci6n ~·:acic:-t2.l 11 (f.L:-J), ":.:o .... 'im.i·:!ntc de-

2e c :..:;·e rae i 6n !\.e •.tel uc i o;--.(} ric;~( i·1~F.) ; 11 Agr'.; pa--

ci6r. :<ontt:c:--i.s:i 11 a::d c'thers ·.·.'C:!"'e joined,-

~as directed frcr:1 abroad ty ~he CIA,through 

its agent Nino Diaz. 

In 1S63, t~e CIA gave instructions to t~e--. 
RCA block ror organizing and carrying out--

~nternkl actions in order to give the 

impression of the existence of a popular -

civic resistence, and therefore,demanding -

an armed intervention in Cuba, at the 

meeting of the Presidents of countries 

members of the OAS. 

The instructions were given by the CIA ---

through Gua:~tlinarr.o Naval Base. SJ.nce then,

the RCA elaborated new plans for actio:~s -

and crimes, for supporting the armed inva-

tion ~hich ~as expected in July. 

On the occasion of the acts con~emrating -

the 13th of !·!arch, 'they plan-ed to assesinate 

the Corc]r.ander in Chi.ef, from a house near -· 

the L'niv~rsity of Havana, 'i:..booting ,,,;th <' , 

mortar in direction to the tribune. The --

principal persons 1ndicted v1ere Sar.mel ·Car-.· 

® 
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~allo More~o (ag~~te de la CIA, Luis D~ 

vid ~odrig~ez Gcnz~lez, Ricardo Ol~edo

~<c<!."'2::o, Jose A. !..6pez !<oCr.leucz, Jt.:an-

Lucio Morales Sosa y otros. 

Simult~neamente al atentado proyectaron 

ata~ues a locales de los Comites de De

fe~sa de la Revoluci6n y Milicias Nacio 

nales ?evolucionarias. 

8 

~allo ~crena CIA agent), Luis Cavid Rcdr! 

gue z Gonzalez, ?.ica::-do Cl17',edo i·!oreno, Jose 

A. L6pez Rcdr!guez, Juan Lucio ~orales -

Sosa and others. 

Simultaneously with this plot, attacks to 

the Co~~ittees of Defense of the Revolu-

tio~ and the Naticnal Revolutionary Mili

tias sites, were planned to be carried --

out. 
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An~e el fracaso, la RCA elabora un -

nuevo plan contra el Frimer Ministro, 

esta ve= en el stadium Latinoa~erica

no el 7 de abril de 1953.[n el mismo

participar!an 16 hombres armados de -

pistolas y granadas de fragMentaci6n. 

Entre los ~rincipales encartacos sc-

encontraban ~nrique Rodr!guez Vald~s

conoci do por "f':ult;ado", Ricardo Lopez

Cabrera, Cnorio Torres Perdo~o y Jor

ge Carlos ~soinosa Sscarles. 

• 

Eaving failed, the RCA elaborated a new -

plot against the Prime Minister,this tim~ 

at the Latin P~erican Stadium on April 7th, 

1963. Sixteen ~en armed with pistols and -

fragmentation grenades would participate -

in it. 

Pnor:g the prir.cipal persons i:~dicted I·Jere

Enrique Rodr!guez Vald~s, knmm as "l-iulgado" 

Ricardo Lopez Cabrera, Cnorio Torres Perd£ 

mo a:~d Jorge Carlos Espinosa Escarles. 
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~!abcra~on o~~o plan, esta vcz contra la 

vi~a del ~inis~ro de las Fuer=as Armadas 

Cc~a~dante de Civisi6n Raul Castro Ruz,-

en ' -.:.a Pl2za de la Revoluci6n, coh motive 

de la celcbraci6n del 26 de Julio.En el

~ismo tomarian parte cuatro·grupos diri

gidcs por Rene Sigler Sanchez Evias, Je

sus l;ontes de Oca Cruz, Oscar Sibila So

ria y Eliecer Fodr~guez Suarez. El jefe

de estes grupos era Itrahim Machin Her--

r.~r:dez. 

T~das estas acciones, or&anizadas y feme~ 

ta~as per la CIA a trav&s del tloque RCA, 

~uercn ~rustra~as, detenidos sus encart~ 

des y ocupadas gran canti~ad de ar~as y

equipos. 

-

They elaborated Dnot~er plot,this time 

against the life of the ~inister of the --

Armed ?orces, Division Cc~mander(Lieutenant 

Colonel) RaGl Castro Ruz, at the Revolution 

Square, during the celebration of the 26th

of July. Four groups leaded by Rene Sigler

s&nchez Evias, JesGs ~ontes de Oca Cruz, 0~ 

car Sibila Soria and Eliecer Rodrfguez Sua

rez, ~ould participate. The head of these 

groups was Ibrahim Machin Hern&ndez. 

All ttese actions, organi~ed and promoted -

by the CIA t~rough the RCA block, were ---

frustrated, the persons indicted were ~ --

arrested and a great ~usber of ~eapons and

equip~ent ~ere taken ~rem the~. 
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~ ~a~a cl 25 de se:ic~~~e de 196~, an~\·c~:a-
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~ ~io de los Cc~1~es de De!ensa de la Revolu 
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cion, los con~rarrevolucicnarios Orlando -

;-:c:rtinia:~o ce la C!'t..:Z S2.nchez,Juan Israel

Cc.zcf',c>.s Le6n,JesGs ?lacido :::ocr1guez i·:cs--

q~cra,Luis ~eltr2.n Arencibia ?~rez,Franci~ 

co Vlanco de los Cuetos,Federico Hern&ndez 

Gonz2.lez y otrcs, vinculados al agente de

la CI.'\ ?ie::-re o·,:cn :::>iez de Ure ,prepararon

u.n plan de atentado contra :--lUestro ?ri:-:-.er-

~·;inistro. 

~:to5 ele~entcs, agrupados en las organiz£ 

ciones con-::rarrevolucionarias"Frente Inter 

no de l:;-:idad ?..evolucionaria" ( FIUR), "Triple 

.II.", "!<o·,;ir::iento Der.,ocratico Re·;clucionario" 

C:iDR), "E:jerci t:o de Liberaci6n !·:acional" -

(ELN),contaron con el asescrarniento y ase

gurar::ient:o de la C!A. 

El plan ccnsistia en dinamitar las conduc

tcras del alcc.n:c.rillado que pasa por deb£ 

jo de la tribuna presidencial.Liquidado el 

plan y detenidos los autores, el agente 

Pierre Owen Diez de Ure, ciudadano franc~s 

resident:e en nuestro pa£s, confes6 que tr~ 

~ajaba para la CIA desde hac1a dos ar.os -

aproxirr.adar..er:te, facilitandole informacio

nes de diversa indole. 

48 

For Sep-::e~her :he 2Eth 19E2,anniversary of 

t:--.e Cci7r..ittees of Defc:1se of t!""te F.G\··olu---

t:io~, the counterrevolctionary Orlando ~a~ 

tiniano de la Cruz Sanchez, Juan Israel C£ 

zaRas Le6n, JesGs Placido Rocrrguez ~csqu~ 

ra, Luis 2eltr&n Arencibia pgrez, Francis-

co Vlanco de los Cuetos, Federico Hernan-

des Gonzalez and others, related to the -

CIA agent Pierre Owen Diez de Ure, prepared 

a plot against our Pri~e Minister. 

These inc!ividuals grouped into the "Frente 

Interne de Unidad Revolucionaria"(FIUR), -

"Triple A", "Hovimiento Dei:".ocratico Rev,ol~ 

cionario" <:-:DR),"Ejercito de Liberaci6n N£ 

cional·" (ELN) counterrevoluticnc.ry organiz£ 

tions, had C!A advice and support. 

The plan ~:as to dynamite the se1-1age pipes -

which pass under the presidential t:ribune. 

Once the plan frustrated and the authors -

arrested, the agent Pierre Owen Diez de Urc, 

French citizen living in our country, ---

confessed that he had been working for the

CIA for aproximately two years, and that he 

had given this Agency information of various 

sorts. 
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~n el rr.cs de. ~arzo de 1964, se gesto otro

plan de ate~tado con~ra el Corr.andante en -

Jefe. El principal encartado,Mario Salaba

rr!a Aguiar, elemento gansteril,manten!a 

contactcs con la CIA a tra~es del agente -

~~ .. Bernardo Milan's Lopez, Jefe de una 

red, quien paso la informacion del plan al 

Centro CIA y gestiono desde Espana la ayu

da de lcs a?atridas Tony Varona y Juan --

Bosch, a~igos de Salabarr1a. 

El plan consist1a en instalar una a~etra-

lladora calibre 30 6 SO en un vehiculo y -

aguardar la posibilidad del paso del Coma~ 
dante en Jefe, para atentar contra su vida. 

La CIA entrego a Salabarria las armas y m~ 

dies necesarios, incluyendo grandes sumas

de dinero. 

@ 

In ~:arch 196 4, another plot against Cor.:.,ander

in Chief was elaborated. The principal in~icted 

Mario Salabarria Aguiar, a gangste~,had con--
tacts with the CIA through the agent Dr. Ber-

nardo Milan's Lopez head of a net, who informed 

the CIA centcir of the plan and sought, ~rom -
Spain, the support of Salabarria's friends,Tony 

Varona and Juan Bosch. 

The plan ccnsisted in installing a machine gun 

caliber 30 or SO in a vehicle an~ waiting fer

the occasion when "the Cor.""Tiander in Chief ----

~ould pass by, in order to atterr.pt against his 

life. The CIA gave Salabarria the necessary -

weapons and means, including great sums of --

money. 
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A nediados del aRo 1954, los contrarrevol~ 
cionarios Osvaldo Valentin Figueroa Gilvez, 

conocido per ";·:an~e:::a", :\eynaldo Figueroa-

S&lvcz, feli;e A:cnso Herrera y Jcs~ ~a---

nuel F:octrrguez Cr·t:z, conocido'por "Lolo",

::;ier.:trcs de la organizacicn "!·lovi::1ie:~to de 

Liberacion ~:acic:-tal", ::;ue formaba'· p<!rte 

del bloque de organizaciones,RCA, dirigi-

das por la CIA, cc::;ienzan a preparar un -

clan de atentado contra el Primer Ministro. 

Estes individuos estaban vinculados a los -

agentes de la C!A, Alberto y Ramon Grau --

Sierra, quie:-tes for~ab~n parte de la red -

dirigida per R0~6~ y Maria Leopoldina Grau

A~si:-ta, que postcricr~cnte-en junio de 1965 

intentaron envcncner al Primer Xinistro. 

El plan consistfa en el lanzamiento de gra
nadas contra nuestro ?rimer Ministro en el

Stadium Latinoa~ericano, por un grupo de 
nueve.~ombres, quienes fueron detenidos, y

ocupados los equipcs belicos. 

- 8 

In mi~~1964, the coun~errevoluticnaries Os

valdo Valent~n Figueroa Gilvez,knc~n as --
"l·!anl-:eca", Rei:;aldo Figueroa Galvez, feli:pe

Alcnso Herrera and Jos~ Xa~uel Rodr~gucz -

Cruz, kno\·m as "Lolo" members of the "!-!ovi

miento de Liberaci6n Nacional", \'hich be--

longed to the RCA block ~f organizations,-

directed by the CIA, began to prepare a --
plot against the Prime Minister. 

These persons were related to the CIA agents 

Alberto and Ramon Grau ~ierra, ~~o·belonged 

to the net headed by Ram6n and Marfa Leopo! 

dina Grau Alsina, ~ho latt~r in June 1965.

attempted to poison the Prime Kinister. 

The plan consisted on throwing grenades 

agai~st our Prime Minister at the Latin 
American Stadium, by a group of nine men -

who were arrested and whose ~arlike equip-

ment was taken from them. 
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En seticmbre de esc mis~o afio(l9G4), un -

E~~po de contrarrevolucionarios de las c~ 

gani zacicnes II E:j erci to de Literaci6n Na-

cio:~al"(ELN) y "Frente Interr;o de Libera

cic;-," CFIL), que cu;;'lpHan r:oisiones de ob-

tenci6n de informacion para la CIA, co;;'ie~ 

=aron a gestionar la unificacion, cumpli~n 
do tambien 6rdencs de dicha Agencia. 

Enfrascados en estas labores de unidad,el 
contrarrevolucionario Nemesio Cubillas P~ 

rez, porie en conocimiento de Angel Miguel 

Arencibia Viran, Rolando Galdos Ranzola y 
otros el plan de atentado que ven.lan fra

guando contra nuestro Primer Ministro en

la Calle 11, en cl Vedado, orientados por 

la CIA. 

A principios de 1965, los contrarrevolu-
cionarios Julio Omar Cruz Cccilia,Ferm.ln

Gonz&lez Carballo y Giraldo Reynaldo Die

go Solano, mier.1bros del "Ejercito de Lib~ 
racion Nacional(integrado al bloque de la 

RCA,dirigida per la CIA) comienzan a ultf 

mar detalles de un plan de at~ntados con
tra el Ccimandante en Jefe en Santiago de

las Vegas. 

In septe~bcr of this sa~e yea~.(19E4),a group 

of counterrevolutionaries from the''Ej~rcito

de Liberaci6n Nacional(ELU), and''Frcnte In-

terne de L!teraci6n''(FIL) organizations, ~ho 

~ere accomplishing instructions of obtaining 

information for the CIA, began to seek uni-

fication, according, to the CIA's orders. 

h!JJile accor..plishing these tasks for archie::!, 

ing unity, the counterrevolutionary Neme-

sio Cubillas Perez, informed Angel ~~iguel -

Arencibia Viran, Rolando Galdos ~anzola and 
others al::out the plot they Here elaborating 
against our Primer Minister at 11 St. ,Veda

do, according to the CIA instructions. 

At the beginning of 1965, the counterrevo-
lutionaries Julio Or.1ar Cruz Cecilia, Ferm!n 

Gonz~lez Carballo and Girald? Reynaldo riie

go Solano, ::~er.~bcrs of the "Ejercito de Lil::~ 

raci6n Nacior.al(integrated into the RCA -

block, directed by the CIA) began to ----

complete details of a plot against the --

Commander in Chief in Santiago de las Vegas. 
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Desisten de esta pri~era variante y pro-
yectan otro plan que seria perpetrado en

el stadium Latincarr.ericano con hombres ar 

mados de granadas de fragmentaci6n, y --

otro grupo, apostado en un edificio cere~ 
no, abrirfa fuego de ametralladoras con-

tra el pablico para crear el ~&nice y la

ccnfusion y garantizando as{ la retirada. 

-
rhey gave up this first plan and devised 

another plot, ~hich would be committed -

by armed men w!th fragmentation grenades 

at the Latin ~~~rican Stadium, and in a

near building, there was another group-
which would open fire with ma~hine guns

against the people producing panic and -

confusion and, thus, guaranteeing the -

withdrawal. 
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En junio de este ~:::~mo afio- seEGn se ha 2c~ 

cionado an!erior~cnte- una red de agentes -

de la CIA, dirig!dos FOr Ra~6n y Haria Leo
poldina Grau /1lsi:.aCconocida por "Folita" )

se dedicaba a tcdo tipo de actividades ene
migas y otras de car&cter antisocial para -

lo cual se val!an de contactos con sedes C! 
pitalistas en el pais, que serv!an de enla

ce con la Agencia Central de Inteligencia. 

I 
Estes elementos formaban parte de las orga-

nizaciones "Rescate", ''Movimiento Anticomu-· 

nista Revolucionario''(MAR) y otras dirigi-

das y subversionadas per esa Agencia. 

Mnr!a Leopoldina Grau Alsina recibi6 ins--

truccicnes de la CIA de fraguar un plan pa

ra envencnar al Pricer Ministro Fidel Cas-
tro, p~ra lo cual le enviaron un frasco de

pastillas venenosas, que fueron entregadas

a Alberto Cruz Case, quien a su vez las en
t~~eg6 a los rr.ier..bros de la organizaci6n (!-1,'\R) 

Jesus Car.-.p<mioni Souza y Santos de la Cari

dad P&rez NGRez, para que efectuaran el --
atentado en el hotel Habana Libre. 

As it ~as te~n said be!o~e, in June of this 
sa~e year, a net cf C!A agents, hea~e~ by -

~a~6n and Marfa Leopoldina Grau Alsina 

(known as ?olita) were devoted to all type

of enemy activities, as well as others of 
antisocial nature. for this purpose, they -

rnade use of contacts with capitalist -----

r~presentations in the country, which were
used as liaison~· with the Central Intelli-

gence Agency. 

These individuals Here part of the organiz~ 

tions "Rescate", "l':ovirr.iento Anti'aomunista R~ 
volucicnario" WAR) and other organizations 

directed and sponsored by that Agency. 

Maria Leopoldina Grau was given instructions 

by the CIA to plot for poisoning Primer Mi-

nister Fidel Castro,thercby,she was sent a -
poisonous pill bottle,which was given to Al
berto Cruz Caso,who,in turn,gave it to JesGs 

Campanioni Souza y Santos de la Cari~ad Ferez 

NGnez,members of the OrganizaticnO~AR), so -

that they Hould cor..mit the attempted crime -

at the Havana Libre Hotel. 
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Al fallar este intcnto, el contrarrevoluci2 
~ario Tony Varona ~nvi6 otro frasco con 500 

c~psulas, ~ fin da tratar de rcalizar nueva 

~ente el hec~o. 

Asirr,ismo, "Polita" recibi6 de la CIA para -
igualcs prop6si tos, varias armas con silen..:. 

ciadores y proyectiles especiaics para ate~ 
tados personales, las que fueron ocupadas -

en juni~ de 1965, al ser dctenidos estes -

elementos. 

.~ 

e 

The counterrevolutionary Tony '/arona sent 
another ~ottlc with 500 capsules wten --

this attempt failed, in order to try to -

carry out t~e act again. 

Like~>;ise,"?olita" received from the CIA -

some weapons with mufflers and special -

projectiles for personalssassinations, -

\•hich v.·ere taken from them when. arrested

in June, 1965. 
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~ Una vez ~~s, en 1965, la Agcncia Central ~e 

Ill> !nteligcncia intent6 rcagrc:par las disper--

sas crganizacioncs contrarrevolucicnarias,

bajo la der.o::-.i:-.aca"Cnicad Resistencia ----

(UNP.P£). 
I:n estas ac"::ividades, los elementos ccntra

revoll:cionarios :t:nric;ue Abreu Vilahu,ccnoc.f. 
do per Henry, Carlos Vicente Sinchez Herna~ 

dez, Julio de las ~ieves Ruiz Pitaluga y -

ctr~s, planean un atentado contra el Coman

cante en Jefe, aprovechando su visita al -
restaurant "Vita Nuova",en el Vedado.En es

te lugar, Abreu Vilahu abrir~a fuego con -

una subarr.etra!ladora Thompsen contra el 

Prirr.er Ministro y pos~as del Kinisterio del 

In~erior ubicadas :rente al restaurant, a -

fin de crear confusion y e'Jadirse. 

Al deten,rseles, en julio de ese propio aRc, 

se les ocup6 el material belico para la rea 

lizaci6n de sus prop6sitos. 

.~ 

e ~ 

Once more, in l~ES, the Central Intelligence 

Agency attempted to group the dispersed ---

counterrevolutionary organizations, under ~

the na.rr.ed "Unidad F.esistencia" (Ui.JA!'E). In -

these activities, the counterrevolutionaries 

Enrique Abreu Vilahu, knovm as Henry, Carlos 
Vicente Sinchez Hern&ndez, Julio de las Nie
ves Ruiz Pitaluga and others, plotted against 

the Corro.mander in Chief, taking advantage of
hi~ visit to Vita Neuva's restaurant, in the 

Vedado. In this place, Abreu Vilahu HOUld -

open fire Hi th a Thompson madlfrle gun against 
the Prime 1-linister and the guards of',the --

Ministry of the Interior building located 

across the resta~rant, in order to create 

confusion and escape. 

On being arrested en July of that same year, 

warlike material they had for the fulfillment 

of their purposes, was taken from them. 
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!a~bi'n en. 19GE, f~e ~etenido el ex-Co~anda~ 

:e ·Rbla~do Cu~cla Secades, per ser el prin

ci~al ~~cartudo en un ~lan de atcntado cor.tra 

el Pri~er ~inistro. Dicho plan fue articula-

~ ::o nor la CIA a:::rcvhc~1ando el via]· e de Cube-W'I • • . 

la a ~adrid, l~gar donde !ue reclutado por -

los agentes ~e la CIA, ~anuel Artime,Jorge -

?:obref,c co;~ccido por el "Uago", luis Enrique 

7rasancos y Carlos Tepedino. 

!g~al~ente intervinieron en los planes del 

atentado, los traidores Jose Luis Gonzalez 

Gallarreta, funcionario de la embajada de Cu 

0a en t·!adrid y Alberto Blanco conocido por -

"E:l Loco". 

~n la entrevista de Cubela con Manuel Arti~e

~ste Glti~o le garantiz6 la entrega de emta£ 

caciones piratas, ar~as y hombres para una -

i~vasi6n q~e ser!a el complemento, en menos

de 72 horas, de ~n atentado contra el Pri~er 

!·~inis"tro. 

A tal efecto, antes de regresar Cubela a Cu

ba, recibi6 de Jose Luis Gonzalez Gallarreta 

un fusil con mirilla telesc6pica y silencfador 
~ 

que le fue ocupado al ser detenido, conj~nt~ 

~en~e con gran cantidad de armas y equipos -

que la CIA le habia heche llegar. Tambien 

fueron detenidos Alberto Blanco Romariz y Jo 

e @ 
3eing ~~e princi;al indicted in a plnn to -

kill the Pri~e Minister, the for~~r Co~~an~er 

~olando Cu~ela Secades was also arres~ed in-

1~65. T~at plan ~as prepared by the CIA, 

takin advantage Cu~ela'~ trip to ~adrid, 

where he ~as recrutide by the CIA agen~s Ma

nuel /\rtirne, Jorge Rcbref\o kno·.·:n as "The ---

!·!agician" ( ::::1 !-!ago), Luis :Snrique Trasancos -

and Carlos Tepedino. 

Others that also partipated in the plot, ---

were the traitors Jose Luis Gon~alez Gallarre 

ta official at the Cuban Embassy in Madri~ and 

Alberto Blanco kno~n as ~The Crazy'' (El Loco). 

, 
In the interview of Cubela with Man~el Arti--

me, the later garanteed the delibery of pira-

te crafts, weapons and r • • 
~en .or an ~nvas1cn --

wich would support the plan fer the assassin~ 

tion of the Prime Minister in les that 72 --

hours. 

For that purpose, before Cubela came back to

Cuba, he receiver from Jose Luis ~onzalez 

Gallarreta a rifle with telescopic peephole -

and muffler, wich was taken from him when 

arrested, together with a great number of 

weapons and equipment that the CIA had sent -

to him. A~he~·n F~a~~o ?~~P~~~ o:r:r.! T :"~ 5 • :: :' S-
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Girigi~os per la CIA, las organizacicnes 

"Co::-,ando L" y ":-:cvir..ie:~to 30 de Ho'.:ier.:-

tre", con repr~ser-,-;:aci6n en tcrritorio -

no~tea~ericano,se dan a la tarea de ~~e

~arar des er.:~arcacic~es artilladas para

infiltrarse en ~~estro pa!s y reali:ar -

actividades subversivas,a ~ediados de --

19ES. 

r.csisten de la infiltraci6n y deciden ti 

rotear la zona de becados de Miramar y -

el hotel Riviera,dirigiendo sus ataques

fundarnentalmente contra la residencia -

del Presidente de la Republica.Despues -

de esta acci6n regresan a Estados Unidos. 

En mayo de 1956, estos elementos se in-

f!ltraron por la zona ce Monte Barreto,

en la capital,con'la misi6n de reali:ar 

un atentado al Pricer Ministro.En la ac
ci6n resul taron r.,uc:r-tos f·.rmando Ror;,ero -

Hart!nez y Sa~dalio Herminie Diaz Garcia, 
y detenidos: A~tonio Cuesta Valle,cabe-

cilla principal de los"Comandos L",y Eu

ge~o Enrique Zaldivar Cardenas,a quienes 

se les ocup6 gran cantidad de equipos y

rr.aterial bclico. 

Estes elementos recibieron entrenamiento 

-
The "Comandos L" ar~d the ui·~ovi:i!i e::--:to 30 de 

l·Joviet:-tbre", t·~·i th !'e;;rese:-:tati.on i:~ -;:1-.e U.S. 

territory, directed by t~e CIA,undert~ok -
the task of ~aking ready two crafts equip

ped with guns to be infitrated, and 

.cor.::ni tt subversive activities 1n our ---

country, about the r.:id-1965. 

They gave up the infiltration and deciced 

to shoot at the scholarship zone in Miramar 

and at the Riviera Hotel,mainly in direction 

to the residence of the President of the -

Republic. After this action they returned ~ 

to the United States. 
, 

In May, 1966, these men were infiltrated by 

the Monte Bar-reto zone, in the capital,with 

the mission of assassinating the Primer 

Minister; In the action, Armando Romero Mar 

tinez y Sandalio Her~inio D!az Garcia were 

killed, and Antonio Cuest~ Valle, principal 

head of. the "Cc::-,andos L", and Eugenio Enri 
que Zaldivar Cardenas, were arrested and
a great number of equipment and warlike rr.a 

terial was taken from them. 

These rr.en were trainned by the CIA in P~er-
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If:: c:llos fc:cron los .::~.:·:ores del car:cneo 
~ 

~-o~al bu~ue rr,ercc:r•te "San Pascual", fo!J 

:;jcea:::io en el ?uerto de Caibaricn, Las 

Villes. 

•' 

-
of the bcmbarcrr.ent to the "San Pescual" 

merchant vessel anchored at the Caibaricn 

Port, in Las Villas ?rovince. 
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~os ?~lix Asencio Cres?o,Wilfredo Mart!nez 

:!az y Gustavo Areces Alvarez,al tratar ~e 

:nfiltrarse por la zona de Cayo Fragoso, -

prccedentes de [stados Unidos. 
'· 

El o~jetivo principal que tra!an era real! 

:a1' ur. atentado contra nu.estro Prir::.:?r l·!i-

nistro y desatar una actividad sistem~tica 

de sabotajes con explosives pl&sticos,toco 

ello complernentado con ataques piratas,pa

ra ciar la imagen en el exterior de acti~i

cades subversives de grupos en distintas -

zonas y crear una situaci6n que permitiera 

a las organizaciones contrarrevoluciona--

rias radicadas en Estados Unidcs,recabar

c=.yuda ofici al. 

?ara llevar a cabo sus actividades en te-

rritorio cubano, los mismos fueron entr-en~ 

dos por la CIA, a traves de las organiza-

cicnes "l'!-30-ll",''RECE","Los Pinos }:uevos", 

"Co::-.andos L", "t,lpha-66" y otras. 

Para e~ta misi6n se les facilit6 todo el -

~aterial b'lico nccesario. 

/ 

f) 

F~lix Asencio Crespo,~il~redo ~art!nez D!az 

and Gust~vo A~~ccs Alva~ez ~ere arrested on 

March 17th, while t~ey t~ied to infiltrate

by the Cayo Fragoso zone, co~ing from the -

United States. 

The main objective they s~ould ~arry out

was to assassinate our Prime Minister and -

launch a sistematic activity of sabotage -

with plastic explosives, all that supported 

with pirate attacks, in order to give abroad 

an image of the existence of subversive --

activities in different areas and, thus, to 

create a situation which would permi\ the -

counterrrevoluticnary organizations located 

in the United States to succeed in getting

officinl support. 

In order to carry out their activities in -

Cuban territory, they were trained by the -

CIA througr the "!-!-30-ll","RECE","Los Pinos 

Nuevas", "Cor;,andos L", "Alpha-66" and others 

organizations. ror this mission they were -

given all the neccessary warlike ~aterial. 
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En 1971, con ~otivo del viaje del Cosand~~

te en Jefc a C~ilc, se fragua un atent~do -

en ese pa!s, para el cual se unen la CIA, -

fascista chilenos y contrarrevolucionarios

cuba:los de la organizacion "Alpha-56". 

El principal encartado en este plan era Je

sus Dcm1:-.guez Ben.ltez,· conocido per" El -

Islef.o", para quien(a traves de contrarrevs: 

lucionarios cubanos radicados en Venezuela) 

se obtuvo documentaci6n fa1sa que lo acred.f. 

taba como periodista venezolano, lo que le

. permiti6 cubrir la visita de nuestro Primer 

Ministro en dicho pa.ls. 

El plan se ejecutar!a mediante una pistola

adaptada a una camara de television, pero -

desistieron efectuarlo per considerar que -

no exist.lbn garant.las para la conservaci6n

de sus vidas. 

I 
Dominguez Een.ltez, perteneci6 a la organiz~ 

cion terrorista "Poder Cubano", fue acusado 

por .las autoridades norteamericanas de pro

mover acciones terroristas en Estados Uni-

dos y otros pa.lses como miembro de dicha or 
ganizacion, y arrestado por el FBI en 1968. 

8 

Cn 1971, due to Cor..;:;ander it: C::ief' s trip to 

Chile, a plot ~as elR~ora~ed in that country 
" · · h 1 c T A ~· c· · 1 " · _, "or w::1c t.1e ~ ., ,ne n1 ei:ln .asc1sts a~ .. 
Cubans counterrevolutionaries from "Alpha(._65") 

crgan1zaticn ca~e together. 

The major indicted in this plan ~as Jesa~ D£ 
minguez Bcn.ltez, kno1·m as"The Islander". 

Through Cuban.counterrevolutionaries settled 

down at Venezuela, he obtained false documents 

which identified him as a Venezuelan newspaper 

man, 1r1hich perf.li tted him to report our. E'rime

Minister's visit in that country • 

The plan would be carried out usinia gun--

camouflaged into a television camera, but --

they gave this up on considering there we~e -

no guarantees for the preservation of their 

lives. 

Dom.lnguez Benitez, belonged to the "Fader C~ 

bane" terrorist organi:::ation. He was accused 

by the American authorities of promoting --

terrorist actions inside the United States -

and other countries, as a member of that or

ganization, and was arrested by the FBI in -
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Sin embargo, en 1970 participa en el frustra

co intent:o de infiltraci6n del "Alpha-66" por 
O~iente, refugi&ndose en la Base Naval,donde

nueva~ente se le arrest6, esta vez, por in--

fringir las condiciones de una fianza sobre -

~na condena de 18 meses por la ca~sa anterio~ 
mente mencionada. 

No otstante, queda en libertad y sale sin difi 

cultades de Estados Unidos a Sudamerica para

participar en el atentado. Posteriormente re
gresa a Estados Unidos. 

.~ 

8 

Ho·..:ever, in 1970 he participated in the --

"JI.lpha-66" unsuccessful attempt of infil~) 
tion through Oriente Province, and sought -

refuge at the Naval Base, ~here he ~as 

arrested again, this time because he violated 
the conditions of a bond over an 18 months

condemn due to the trial just mentioned --
before. 

Nevertheless, he is set free and leaves --
United States without any difficulty, and·

moves to South America in order to partici

pate in the p1ot. Afterwards, he returns to 
the United States. 
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Consi~era~os que el anElisis de las info~ 

~aciones q~e aporta~os, las pGblicamente

conoci~as y las que las autoridades nor-

tea~ericanas poseen y no han side public! 

das, per;;-.: ten afir:r.ar que la elimir.acion

fisica de dirigentes de la Revolucion Cu

bana, principalmente del Primer Ministro

Fidel Castro Ruz, ha constituido una poli 

tica reiterada de los Estados Unidos a -

trav~s de sus agencias ~ubversivas,utili

zando para ello a contrarrevolucionarios

cubanos, ciudadanos norteamericanos y to

do tipo de elemento corro~pido,tanto in-

terna como externamente, sin tomar en co~ 

sidera~i6n las victimas que ocasionarfan

estas acciones. 

Con este objetivo han sido facilitadas en 

grandes cantidades, armas,explosivos,me-

dios tecnicos, de transporte y co~unica-

ci6n a los participantes, para la realiza 

ci6n de sus planes. 

Estes son algunos hechos connotados y co~ 

p,robados de las numerosas actividades sub
~ 

versivas que ha realizado la CIA destina

das a la eliminacion ffsica de los diri-

gentes. del Gobierno Rev\olucionario de --

We consider that the analysis of the inform! 

tions we offer, the publicly known, and the-

h h . . "' . . r--) ones t at ·c e :·.::-.e:-J.can aut .. orl t1es poss.:!SS -

and have not been published, allow us to --

affirm that the p~ysical elimination of Cuban 

Revolutio~ary leaders, specially the ?rime -

Minister Fidel Castro Ruz, has been a reiterat 

ed policy of the United States through its -

subversive agencies, making use of Cuban 

counterrevolutionaries, U.S. citizen and all

kind of corrupted iridividuals, inside the 

country as well as abroad, without ta~ing 

into consideration the victims that would 

result from these actions. 

~ith this p~rpcse, they have provided the· 

p~rticipants with a great number of weapons,

explosives, technical ~eans of transportation 

and communication for the accomplishment of -

~ 

their plans, , ..... .. ~-. ·'\, 
• A,,..~·,"$' 

These are some of the coonoted and proved --- ,..,"":~l:t:: 
facts of the numerous subversive activities - .': ,· :.~~~:·:-{~~-

-~ ~··~\:'r;.~A ;·:;.,, 

that the CIA has carried out aimed to the --- ·· ::~·~·-"·:r:;:·.¥~'-::'.·:: 
assassination of the leaders of the Revoluti2_ , :~·~·:~ ... ··:. --.·~-'-

. . ·,··' . :..·.· ... ·~·~.;-..t·~.;~-~ ... ~~~-="7:-:.:.~. 
nary Government of Cuba. .-_;~ . .,.,;._,::;,. ~··~····~:c<.r>~~=:f,;;-.;-~ 
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